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ABSTRACT
JEFFREY MARSH WRIGHT II: The Enlisted Composer: Samuel Barber’s 
Career, 1942-1945
(Under the direction of Jocelyn R. Neal)
 Throughout the 1920s and 1930s Samuel Barber emerged as one of America’s 
premier composers. In 1942, however, the trajectory of his flourishing career was thrown 
into question by the United States’ entrance into World War II, and the composer’s 
subsequent drafting into service. Being in the army nearly placed a moratorium on his 
compositional activity due to the time constraints of official duty. Yet Barber responded 
not only by maintaining his compositional momentum in the little free time that he had, 
but also by proposing new projects that would make it his sole, official duty to compose 
works that could be of potential use to the U.S. government. 
 This dissertation examines the implications of a free artist being placed in an 
official role to write music at the request of the United States government. The idea of a 
composer writing music for a governmental patron is a notion normally reserved for 
composers in the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, but was a reality on the American 
front as well. Barber’s works during this period provide a lens through which to explore 
issues of musical propaganda, governmental patronage, genre expectations, and the 
construction of “authentically” American art forms. Throughout the war, Barber struggled 
to maintain his artistic integrity in the face of conflicting governmental expectations for 
his music and endeavored to compose works that would transcend their position in time 
iii
and space to thrive in a post-War society. He was also confronted with supporting a 
military branch that had recently begun to persecute and shun homosexuals actively—a 
situation that set a crucial aspect of his identity in conflict with his employment. This 
study addresses how and why, despite these conflicts, Barber emerged as a dominant 
personality in American art music both during and after the war. 
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
 On 31 March 1942, confronted with the prospect of leaving his home, his partner, 
and his music behind, the composer Samuel Barber wrote to a friend that “the draft has 
descended on me with relentless fury...If there were some sort of job, in which my 
evenings would not be spent in an army camp I might be able to do my duty by day, and a 
little music by night. After all, one can’t help hoping for that!”1 Barber feared what effect 
compulsory military service would have on both his personal and professional life. Fresh 
off the success of his Concerto for Violin and Orchestra (1939), and with the continued 
heralding of his Adagio for Strings (1936), Barber’s notoriety as a composer was quickly 
ascending. In the 1941-42 season, he was among the most performed composers in New 
York, sharing that honor with Aaron Copland and William Schuman.2 Barber was well on 
his way to establishing himself as one of America’s top composers. 
 The trajectory of his career was threatened, however, by the United States’ 
entrance into World War II. Following the bombing of Pearl Harbor in December 1941, 
1 Barber to Katherine Chapin, 31 March 1942, Francis and Katherine Biddle 
Papers, Box 28, Special Collections, Georgetown University Library, Washington, DC .
2 Cited in Barbara Heyman, Samuel Barber: The Composer and His Music (New 
York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 212, from an undated article from the 
New York Herald Tribune. Barber had his Adagio for Strings, Second Essay, and Violin 
Concerto played five times during the season, second only to Copland with six 
performances.
the U.S. government began drafting citizens into service with a scope unparalleled in 
previous military confrontations. On 2 September 1942 Barber was inducted into the U.S. 
Army and, two weeks later, reported for service. This event presaged difficulty for his 
compositional career. Being in the Army nearly placed a moratorium on his 
compositional activity due to the time constraints of official duty. Yet Barber responded 
not only by maintaining his compositional momentum in the little free time that he had, 
but also by proposing new projects that would make it his sole, official duty to compose 
works that could be of potential use to the U.S. government. Over the next three years, 
Barber continued to mediate the requirements thrust on him as a member of the armed 
forces with his work as a composer, ultimately keeping the path of his budding career 
intact. 
 This dissertation examines the implications of a free artist being placed in an 
official role to write music at the request of the United States government. The idea of a 
composer writing music for a governmental patron is a notion normally reserved for 
composers in the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany, but was a reality on the American 
front as well. Barber’s works during this period (Table 1.1) provide a lens through which 
to explore the issues of musical propaganda, governmental patronage, genre expectations, 
and the construction of “authentically” American art forms. Artistic and personal 
struggles continually come to the fore and underlie the central themes of this study. One 
of these themes is Barber’s struggles to maintain his artistic integrity in the face of 
conflicting governmental expectations for his music. Although he composed works that 
were heavily influenced by the circumstances of the war and mandates from military
2
Year Work Published?
1942 Second Essay for Orchestra (pre-enlistment)
Between Dark and Dark (song)
The Queen’s Face on the Summery Coin (song)
Yes
No
Yes
1943 Commando March
Funeral March
Ad ‘bibinem’ cum me regaret ad cenam (chorus)
Monks and Raisins (song)
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
1944 Symphony No. 2
Long Live Louise and Sidney Homer
Four Excursions for Piano
Capricorn Concerto
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
1945 Cello Concerto (two movements) Yes
Table 1.1: Samuel Barber’s World War II Compositions
officials, he nonetheless hoped that his music would transcend its position in time and 
space to thrive in a post-War society. On a more personal level, Barber was confronted 
with supporting a military branch that had recently begun to persecute and shun 
homosexuals actively—a situation that set a crucial aspect of his identity in conflict with 
his employment in ways that affected his compositional output. This study addresses how 
and why, despite and perhaps because of these conflicts, Barber emerged as a dominant 
personality in American art music after the war. 
In the Army Now
 In many biographical accounts, Barber is portrayed as an enthusiastic enlister 
excited to help his country.3 This perception stems from a letter to the poet Katherine 
3
3 Heyman’s biography, for example.
Garrison Chapin, a close friend of Barber, in which the composer expresses his surprise 
at the under-utilization of composers by the U.S. government: “It is strange that they do 
not use us more than they do for propaganda, or perhaps I overestimate our potential 
usefulness and influence.”4 To be sure, Barber was willing for his music to be used as a 
tool within the American war machine. But serving in the armed forces was not 
synonymous with writing propagandistic war music, an irony with which Barber was 
familiar, as revealed in a letter to composer/conductor Leonard Bernstein: “[E]ver since 
I’ve heard that any use of musical gifts in the army or U.S.O. is discouraged, I’m all for 
getting out of it.”5 This attitude is thrown into even sharper relief in a later letter to 
Chapin:
You see the draft has descended on me with relentless fury—I was suddenly 
reclassified 1A, my eyes now being good for non-combatant service. I shall not be 
called until the end of April, and as long as I’m only going to be a non-combatant 
anyway, I should like to look around for some kind of job.
 Just before the war broke out, Bruce, of Donovan’s office, asked me to go 
to Italy as an unofficial observer: he said I had been recommended for my 
knowledge of languages—more especially of Italian and Italians gained during 
my stay in Italy. A week later war broke out, so that folded up, but I shall see 
whether they might still use me.
 At any rate, I do not want to ask your husband’s help, though I should be 
grateful if I could talk it over with him. I know that he can’t be bothered with 
these little things.
4
4 Barber to Chapin, 22 March 1942, Francis and Katherine Biddle Papers, Box 28.
5 Barber to Bernstein, undated, Leonard Bernstein Collection, Box 3, Library of 
Congress, Washington, D.C.
 If there were some sort of job, in which my evening would not be spent in 
an army camp I might be able to do my duty by day, and little music by night. 
After all, one can’t help hoping for that!6
Barber clearly wished to maintain his compositional momentum during the war and was 
not anxious to enlist in general service. The letter expresses Barber’s deep desire to 
continue composing, and this yearning motivated many of his activities while enlisted. It 
also reveals Barber’s social wiles in his tendency to ask for favors indirectly. Katherine 
Chapin was married to Francis Biddle, the Attorney General of the United States during 
the war. This letter is more than a friendly update to a confidant; it is also an opportunity 
for Barber to discuss his situation with an official who could possibly set him on a 
desirable path in his Army career.
 In spite of his fear of the draft, Barber was not called into service in April. 
Instead, he was reclassified to 1B status because of his poor eyesight—denoting a 
secondary draft position for individuals who were only fit for limited military service. 
Men with a 1B status were usually only called when the supply of 1A individuals—those 
fit for general military service—had been depleted. In a 25 June 1942 postcard to his 
friend, the conductor William Strickland, Barber wrote:
Dear Bill-
As you probably know, your chaplain was transferred to foreign service two days 
ago—so it’s a good thing I didn’t enlist. One can’t anyway, now, for special jobs
—a new army order. In the meantime I found out from McDermott, whom I met 
at a party (head of the draft) that according to present regulations I will be 
5
6 Barber to Katherine Chapin, 31 March 1942, Francis and Katherine Biddle 
Papers, Box 28, Special Collections, Georgetown University Library, Washington, DC .
rejected for my eyes and put back in 1B—to be called when the supply of 1A’s are 
exhausted.7
Barber was happy to have avoided the draft again, but was upset that accommodations for 
a special assignment fell through.
 Unfortunately for the composer, by September 1942 the Army had exhausted its 
1A reserves and pulled him into service. According to World-War-II enlistment records 
held at the National Archives, Barber was drafted on 2 September 1942.8 He reported for 
duty on 16 September.9 
 At the commencement of his service, Barber spent four hours each day on an 
Army base in basic training followed by hours of clerical work, drastically limiting the 
amount of time that he had to compose.10 Limited personal work time was a reality for 
most composers in the early stages of service, as revealed in an article by composer 
Robert Ward in the pages of Modern Music:
There is perhaps one thing more which makes for confusion concerning what 
happens to musicians in the army. A soldier’s musical status varies with his 
military status. As a trainee, unless he is a bandsman, his musical activity is 
6
7 Letter from Barber to William Strickland, 25 June 1942, William Remsen 
Strickland Archive, Box 8, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
8 Digital Enlistment Records from the National Archives. <http://
aad.archives.gov/aad/record-detail.jsp?dt=893&mtch=19&cat= GP23&tf=F&q=Samuel
+Barber&bc=sl&rpp= 10&pg=1&rid=3810774&rlst= 
189104,886772,4561098,5279547,6275352,312757, 3810774,3938998, 
4019734,4199465> Accessed 23 March 2010.
9 John Selby, “West Chester Composer is in the Army Now,” Coatesville Record, 
1942. Cited in Heyman, Samuel Barber, 211.
10 Letter from Barber to William Strickland, undated, William Remsen Strickland 
Archive, Box 8.
restricted to after-training hours. In his regular regiments, however, special 
concessions are made and he is allowed more time and freedom.11
Since promotion was necessary for those who wished to continue their art, Ward goes on 
to suggest, rather pragmatically, that “musicians who are called to the service will do well 
to make their abilities known as early as possible in their Army careers, and during 
training to be as good soldiers as possible.”12 Early in his military tenure, Barber 
requested to have access to a room where he could compose once he had finished his 
other duties, but his request was rejected because it would “set a dangerous military 
precedent.”13 Thus, it was not until Barber received a promotion in November 1942 that 
he was able to compose more freely.
 As he continued his service, Barber became increasingly disenchanted with his 
Army position:
I have finished my basic training, and am a Private 1st class (!) with one stripe. 
Now I have long hours at a desk with nothing to do—745 a.m. to 5 p.m. The 
Army Music School in Washington performed my setting of Spender’s 
“Stopwatch and an Ordnance Map”...The conductor wrote me, begging for new 
music either for their band, or for a chorus performance with the Wash. 
Symphony in the cathedral in April. He says there are so many fine musicians in 
the Army now, all asking for better music, written especially for soldiers. As I 
cannot work here, surrounded by 30 typewriters and continual interruptions, I 
asked Col Sapplee to allow me to go to a vacant room in this office building for a 
couple of hours daily, when I have no other work to do—and write music for 
Army use. (I’ve been asked by the Philharmonic and other orchestras for war 
music, but civilian use does not interest the Army) However, even my request for 
the vacant room was denied (“dangerous precedent in the Army”), so I can do 
7
11 Robert Ward, “In the Army Now,” Modern Music 19 (1942): 168.
12 Ibid.
13 Letter from Barber to Strickland, 9 November 1942, William Strickland 
Collection, Box 8. Barber recounts the same story in a letter to Katherine Biddle as well, 
dated five days after the letter to Strickland.
nothing. Yesterday I folded mimeograph papers for 6 hours, today helped 
dismantle and move a printing-press to Brooklyn. etc etc.14
Barber recounts again the story of being denied a room where he can compose, but this 
time incorporates more direct animosity through tongue-in-cheek sarcasm with the 
placement of the exclamation point after Private first class; he continued to poke fun at 
his ranking in future letters to Chapin. More important, however, is Barber’s revelation 
that the key to compositional success while in the Army is to write music for military use. 
Having been denied opportunities to write music for a non-military venue, Barber knew 
his only chance to maintain his compositional activity would be to write for explicitly 
military purposes.
 Two motivations emerge for Barber’s compositions during the war. First, he held 
some genuine patriotic sentiments and wished for his music to become a useful tool in the 
American military campaign. Second, he wanted to keep the trajectory of his career intact 
by continuing to compose commercially viable music throughout the war. To secure this 
privilege and fashion a military-service path that would lead to jobs with musical 
composition as their main focus, Barber needed both to prove himself as a composer and 
to demonstrate the utility of his music to the war effort. This dilemma between duty and 
career was not unique to Barber, but he had to face it more explicitly than many of his 
composer colleagues. Other composers, most notably Aaron Copland, shared similar 
ideologies to Barber with respect to writing patriotic, nationalist music.15 But whereas 
8
14 Letter from Barber to Katherine Garrison Chapin, 14 November 1942, Box 28. 
The conductor to whom Barber referred was William Strickland.
15 Annegret Fauser, “After Pearl Harbor: Music, War, and the Library of 
Congress,” paper given at Library of Congress, 18 September 2008.
Copland avoided military service, Barber was in a wholly unfamiliar situation for 
American composers wherein he answered not to an audience, but to a wing of the 
government.16 Yet Barber wanted to maintain his popularity with audiences as well and 
consequently had to write music that would not only pass muster with military officials, 
but would also appeal to a broad American population. 
Gays in the Military During World War II
 Limited compositional time was not the only personal struggle that Barber 
experienced in the Army. Since his days at the Curtis Institute, he had been romantically 
involved with the composer Gian-Carlo Menotti. The 1940s proved a pivotal era in gay 
American history as perceptions of gays and lesbians quickly began to change. The 
massive draft and social mobilization of World War II provided a space for gays and 
lesbians to meet others like themselves. But it was not a completely fortuitous time for 
gay and lesbian people. During this period military officials passed resolutions against 
homosexuality in an attempt to ban those individuals from service. This campaign 
demonized homosexuality as a perversion and mental illness. Although Barber secured 
positions in the military that divorced him from many of the experiences of other gay 
soldiers, the military’s changing policies regarding homosexuality had a reach far beyond 
military ranks and affected the lives of gays and lesbians across the country. The military 
9
16 Elizabeth Bergman Crist explores in detail the communist and populist leaning 
of Copland’s music of the 1930s and 40s in Music for the Common Man: Aaron Copland 
During the Depression and War (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005).
structure that Barber was ordered to serve and support actively decried a crucial element 
of his identity. 
 In his seminal study of gays and lesbians in the military during World War II, 
historian Allan Bérubé argues that: 
During the 1930s and 1940s, young men and women who grew up feeling 
homosexual desires had little help coming out. They were likely to lead isolated 
lives, not knowing anyone else like themselves, with no one to talk to about their 
feelings and often unsure of who or what they were. There were no publicly gay 
leaders or organizations to act on their behalf, no press to acknowledge their 
existence or the problems they faced, no discussion of homosexuality on the 
radio, and only a few tragic novels with characters who were called “sexual 
inverts.” In the cities, gay men and women who had found each other were able to 
form their own private social circles or to patronize a small number of gay bars 
and nightclubs. But these were hard to find, often disreputable or illegal, and 
attracted only a small minority of all people who were gay.
 The massive mobilization for World War II relaxed the social constraints 
of peacetime that had kept gay men and women unaware of themselves and each 
other, “bringing out” many in the process. Gathered together in military camps, 
they often came to terms with their sexual desires, fell in love, made friends with 
other gay people, and began to name and talk about who they were. When they 
could get away from military bases, they discovered and contributed to the rich 
gay nightlife—parties, bars, and nightclubs—that flourished in the war-boom 
cities.17
For many gays and lesbians, the massive draft associated with the war provided a social 
meeting ground to forge social relationships that they may never have encountered 
without the widespread mobilization.
 For Barber, however, these “benefits” were not life changing. Being a composer 
in New York, he had already encountered and fostered a strong community of gay and 
bisexual friends. He was in a romantic relationship with Gian-Carlo Menotti, who lived 
10
17 Allan Bérubé, Coming Out Under Fire: The History of Gay Men and Women in 
World War Two (New York: The Free Press, 1990), 6.
with Barber at Capricorn, and was friends with other gay and bisexual composers such as 
Leonard Bernstein and Aaron Copland. During the 1940s, Barber and Menotti also took 
in the gay American poet Robert Horan. While the extent of openness and frankness 
between these individuals is not entirely known, their correspondence suggests that they 
were aware of each other’s sexual preferences. Thus for Barber, the opening up and 
increased socialization of gay men and lesbian women had less of an effect on his 
personal life than on other members of the gay and lesbian community.
 Barber did have to confront the negative consequences associated with the new 
military policies. Before World War II, soldiers could be discharged for committing acts 
of sodomy, but new regulations passed during the war gave the military the authority to 
discharge soldiers simply for being homosexual. This policy represented a fundamental 
shift in the way that gays and lesbians were viewed within the military. The emphasis of 
the previous regulation had been on a sexual act whereas the new order was focused on 
identity. This shift brought about an increased bureaucracy within the military structure to 
identify and weed out homosexual men and women. Extensive psychiatric exams were 
put into place as part of the initial physical exams. But at the time research regarding 
homosexuality was in its infancy, and the screening process was imprecise; mental-health 
screeners relied on stereotypes to identify and isolate homosexuals.
 Because of the inherent difficulty in “proving” one’s homosexual identity, military 
officials became worried that declaring homosexuality would become a convenient 
method to dodge entrance into the military. As a result, Bérubé points out: 
Fearing that masses of young men would now claim to be homosexual to escape 
the draft, hard-line military officials argued for the necessity of maintaining a 
11
widespread revulsion toward homosexuality both inside and outside the military 
to deter potential malingerers.18
The same military structure that provided a meeting ground for gay and lesbian people at 
the same time fostered a new-found homophobia within its structures. This homophobia 
was not confined to the military establishment; it bled over into American society writ 
large. What was once a largely-ignored behavior during the Twenties and Thirties, 
became a point of derision and ridicule in the Forties.
 This increased demonization of gays and lesbians surely affected Barber’s 
emotional state. Not only was he being forced against his will to give up a majority of his 
time, but it was for a military structure that was mounting a campaign against a crucial 
part of his identity. This situation contributed even more to Barber’s unhappiness and 
isolation during the war years. The only thing that Barber could turn to for solace was his 
music.
A Martial Music Philosophy
 Barber’s success in maintaining his identity as a professional composer while a 
soldier was only possible due to developments within the military whereby officials 
sought to harness music’s potential in the war effort. On 25 September 1941, the Joint 
Army and Navy Committee (JANC) on Welfare and Recreation announced the 
establishment of a subcommittee on music.19 This subcommittee advised the Army, Navy, 
12
18 Ibid., 20.
19 The papers of this organization are housed at the Music Division of the Library 
of Congress and a brief history of its founding is published in the collection’s finding aid.
and Marine Corps on all matters pertaining to music within military camps and 
reservations. Dr. Harold Spivacke, the Chief of the Music Division at the Library of 
Congress, was appointed chair. The committee members concerned themselves with 
music performance in military camps, music education, and music’s ability to affect the 
emotions and morale of soldiers.20 Many members of the committee held views 
reminiscent of the “doctrine of ethos” popular in ancient Greece—believing that soldiers 
needed to listen to the “right” music in order to perform at the highest levels.21 They 
vividly codified their music ideology in writing:
 The final and constant procedure suggested is directed to the first 
comprehensive objective stated – to make music a psychological weapon in 
winning the War:
Emphasize the positive and discourage the negative in all phases of 
musical expression, by – 
(a) Choosing materials from and in line with our traditional American 
heritage of patriotic sentiment, martial ardor, devoted ideals and 
humorous individualism. Although it will be impossible to 
eliminate defeatist elements as long as they appear in commercial 
songs heard on radio and records, music advisers can emphasize 
the positive rather than the negative.
(b) Interpret music, in instruction and in performance, without 
stiffness, but with emphasis upon the down-beat of confidence and 
the up-beat of exhilaration, both of which are characteristic of the 
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traditional American willingness to accept a hard job and put it 
across.22
Governmental authorities not only viewed music as a weapon, but they also distinguished 
between affective qualities of music:
 To classify Music as a weapon of value in warfare may appear to be 
somewhat paradoxical but I shall try to clarify this point during our brief 
discussion of the subject.
 In ancient times and, for that matter, more recently, primitive warriors 
employed battle music to bolster up their own courage as well as to strike terror to 
the hearts of their adversaries. In other words, it was used as one of their weapons 
of warfare.
 Today, just as the successor of the catapult is the modern siege gun and 
that of the blunderbuss the Garand rifle, the scientific application of music 
relegates the strident and blood-curdling vocal efforts of our warlike ancestors to 
the limbo of the past and in place thereof, offers our soldier of the present, a 
musical formula which is not intended to make of him a blood-thirsty savage but 
rather, a self-reliant, well-balanced, practical efficient and impersonal fighter who 
understands why he is fighting and wants to do his job properly and as quickly as 
possible.23
In the minds of many officials, music was not only to be used as a weapon against 
America’s enemies, but also to serve as a mediator of a soldier’s character. Music was 
intended to keep soldiers from becoming “blood-thirsty savages” and instead create 
“well-balanced” soldiers who understood the ideals for which they were fighting.
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 Howard Bronson, one of the most outspoken music officers, believed in the 
importance of soldier participation in musical activities. For him, it was not enough for 
soldiers merely to listen to music; they must also actively participate in music making:
Recently the Commanding General of the Second Army issued an order that every 
soldier in his command should learn the words to the song “This is the Army, Mr. 
Jones”, and that all companies and similar units would sing it habitually upon 
leaving and returning to company areas in forenoons and afternoons.24
In addition to these local encouragements of soldier musical participation, the 
government also established a fairly extensive music education program, with courses 
offered in theory, history, and appreciation.
 An example of governmental support of solider participation in music was the 
sponsoring of composition contests by the Treasury Department, USO, and Red Cross. 
Although the contests consisted of two different categories: “serious” music and 
“popular” music, early drafts of the contest rules evince an apparent bias for serious 
music, as the prizes were more than doubled for this category. Ironically, the serious 
music contest seemed to have failed due to a lack of interest.25 In a memorandum 
enumerating the purposes of the USO Song Writing Contest, USO officials stated that:
 The basic idea of the Contest is participation. It is to be hoped that through 
widespread participation, some genuine war song will be discovered: a song that 
will really give a service man’s expression of what he is fighting for.
 The USO Club Director may suggest to the competitors that this is a Song 
Writing Contest about America. It is hoped that many of the entries will have 
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something in them so peculiarly American that every one will see at once there 
exists a genuine American spirit in song.26
In addition to fostering participation in musical activities, the contest also reveals the 
government’s desire for a “genuine American war song,” something they never achieved 
because most of the 1940s American public preferred songs dealing with love and family 
as opposed to the “go-get-’em’” attitude of war.27
 All of this governmental focus on music was illustrative for Barber. With military 
officials turning so much attention to the potential values of music as both a 
propagandistic tool as well as a morale-boosting activity, the role of military composer—
despite its limitations on creativity—at least promised official benefaction at an otherwise 
uncertain time. In this process, however, Barber had to discover the expectations that 
military officials had for music and adjust his compositional activity accordingly. 
Literature Review
 Despite Samuel Barber’s great popularity with audiences and performers, there is 
an unusually small amount of scholarly literature on his life and music. Scholars often 
cast Barber as an insignificant, neo-Romantic composer, “mentioned wherever American 
music is discussed, although often along with a list of other composers or as a 
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footnote.”28 Nonetheless, these footnotes and passing mentions have accumulated over 
the past six decades to provide a robust and complicated portrayal of the composer.
 Existing studies on Samuel Barber fall into four broad categories: documentary 
investigations of the composer’s life and music, issues of style, literary criticism of 
Barber’s texted works, and a relatively recent category that deals with Barber’s 
homosexuality and issues of identity within his compositions, career, and reception. Each 
of these four perspectives offers a nuanced view of Barber as composer, while a synthesis 
of all these approaches provides a solid foundation for future Barber studies. What is 
absent is an exploration of Barber’s interaction with the various historical and cultural 
milieus of his lifetime, and the works that were commissioned and completed during the 
military service that Barber found so overbearing.
 Of most importance to this dissertation are the documentary studies of Barber, 
particularly those with a biographical focus, as the other categories of works only rarely 
discuss compositions from the time-frame of Barber’s Army enlistment. Most of the 
biographical information on Samuel Barber circulating in the musicological literature 
dates back to two sources. In 1954, 27 years before Barber’s death, Nathan Broder 
published the first book-length biography on Barber.29 Broder’s study evolves primarily 
out of interviews with Barber, Gian Carlo Menotti—who was Barber’s lover and frequent 
musical collaborator, and the poet Robert Horan—a personal friend of the duo. Broder’s 
interviews themselves are not published, and aside from covering only the first part of 
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Barber’s life (up to 1954 when the book was published), the biography suffers from a 
lack of footnotes or other documentation, isolating it from any larger, traceable discourse. 
He utilizes a bipartite structure for his book, first discussing Barber’s biography, then 
general musical style. The monograph was published by G. Schirmer, the publisher of 
Barber’s music, and was most likely intended to publicize the composer in an effort to 
boost the sales of his music.
 Barbara Heyman published her invaluable Samuel Barber: The Composer and His 
Music in 1992. Like Broder, Heyman emphasizes the life and works format. But where 
Broder kept the two narratives separate within his book’s bipartite structure, Heyman 
integrates the two, thereby providing a broad contextualization of Barber’s musical 
works. She includes information from musical sketches, formative events in Barber’s life, 
and his correspondence and personal papers. Heyman constructs a time-line and narrative 
of Barber’s life, but stops short of either detailed musical analysis or contextualization of 
the composer’s place amongst his American contemporaries. While this documentary 
study provides only first-level musical exploration, its investigation of Barber’s life has 
facilitated all other avenues of Barber studies through its archival rigor and lays the 
groundwork for the type of study presented here.
 Both of the biographies give only cursory attention to Barber’s life and career 
during his tenure in the Army. While Heyman begins to contextualize Barber’s life with 
other composers who served in the armed forces, the limitations of a study that addresses 
the entire life of the composer prevents her from going into the depth required to discuss 
the nuances of a composer thrust into governmental musical service. By combining the 
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literature on Barber with that on music and war, and by delving into the musical works 
that are the artistic manifestations of Barber’s ideological struggles, this dissertation 
offers a more complete picture of Barber’s career at this time emerges and links it directly  
to the sounds that have made him famous.
 The topic of music and war has long intrigued musicologists, but to date the art 
music tradition in America during World War II has been mostly ignored. General 
resources on the subject exist in some key forms. Ben Arnold’s research guide to music 
and war provides a brief investigation of the topic, and a partial list of pieces written 
during World War II.30 Glenn Watkins’s monograph on music and the First World War 
offers a prototype for scholarship addressing music’s interaction with other military 
confrontations, especially World War II due to the similar scales of the wars.31 Watkins’s 
methodology cannot be applied wholesale, however, because though the wars may have 
been similar in size, they were based on different ideological foundations.
 Aside from these general resources, there have been studies on specific regions 
and regimes of the Second World War, with the bulk of research addressing the music of 
Nazi Germany. Michael Kater’s work shows the breadth of coverage of the topic, 
addressing musicians, composers, and radio within the complex political milieu of the 
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time.32 Pamela Potter’s work has added an extra dimension to the discourse with her 
examination of musicology during the war, and her work that problematizes notions of 
“Nazi Music” and its scholarly reception.33
 Scholars have also begun to investigate the complex musical cultures of other 
nations involved in the international conflict. Roberto Illiano and Harvey Sachs stand out 
as scholars of Italian Music and Fascism, addressing issues of music, politics, fascism, 
and race.34 Leslie Sprout has cast considerable light on concert life in Vichy-France 
during the Second World War and the complex interplay of French Identity and German 
Occupation.35 There is also a growing body of literature discussing music in the Soviet 
Union during World War Two.36 All of these studies provide ways of examining the 
complex cultural interactions between music and war.
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 Discussions of music in America during World War II to date have emphasized 
popular music, with art music being pushed to the fringes.37 The most valuable sources 
on art music in America during the War are found in individual composer studies. 
Elizabeth Crist addresses Aaron Copland’s interaction with World War II in her book on 
the composer, and Eric Gordon similarly situates Marc Blitzstein within the American 
war effort in his biography of the composer.38 
 This dissertation advances the research on both Samuel Barber and the broader 
topic of American music during World War II by contextualizing the composer within the 
1940s at large. Taking the period of Barber’s tenure in the Army as a limiting scope 
provides a more complete investigation of the composer’s musical identity as expressed 
through his compositions, his actions in a concerted effort to maintain a successful 
compositional career in light of the government’s views of music during the war, and his 
responses to the reception of his works during a time where the war could not help but 
color most interpretations of music. 
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Outline and Goals
 Samuel Barber engaged in a series of delicate negotiations between his personal 
artistic values, the military expectations thrust upon his work, and audience tastes in 
order to fashion a military service path that allowed him to maintain time for 
composition, remain at his residence in New York throughout some of the war, and 
continue the positive ascendency of his reputation as a leading American composer. 
Chapter 2 focuses on two of Barber’s earliest works during the period: Commando March 
and Funeral March. Evidence suggests that Barber’s choice to compose marches was a 
strategic decision, as the image of the march was ubiquitous in 1940s America. The genre 
fostered better morale and increased patriotism on the home front and became a metaphor 
for progress, as evidenced by social movements and newsreels adopting its rhetoric. Both 
works afforded Barber additional credibility and utility in the eyes of military officials, 
and Commando March gave Barber’s career the additional advantage of public exposure. 
Barber’s work in a genre that weighed so heavily on the minds of military officials 
generated invitations for further commissions.
 Chapter 3 examines Barber’s next work, a commission for a symphony from the 
United States Air Force. World War II was not only a military war but also a cultural one, 
with both the United States and Germany engaging in extended propaganda campaigns 
against the other side. In this vein, Barber’s Second Symphony became a weapon against 
Germany’s self-proclaimed supremacy in the realm of instrumental art music; the 
symphony demonstrated an American composer’s mastery of a heretofore “German” 
genre. The story of the Second Symphony also reveals Barber’s struggle to create a work 
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that, while directly influenced by the cultural circumstances of World War II, could 
maintain an artistic vitality after the war’s end: a struggle that he ultimately lost.
 During World War II, many composers began to write music influenced by 
American vernacular idioms. Included in this trend is Barber’s Excursions (1944), a work 
obviously influenced by war but at the same time divorced from the confines of military 
regulation or motivation. Chapter 4 examines the Excursions as a personal manifestation 
of Barber’s American identity and inner patriotism. He consciously kept the work 
divorced from his military obligations and wrote the piece at the request of a close friend 
and colleague. 
 Chapter 5 focuses on one of Barber’s best-known works, the Capricorn Concerto, 
composed in the midst of his tenure with the Office of War Information (OWI), the 
governmental agency responsible for disseminating information about the war and 
promoting patriotism through propaganda. After the success of his Second Symphony, 
Barber launched a full campaign to be assigned to the OWI—a position that would, he 
hoped, guarantee him regular time for composition throughout the duration of the war. 
Although Barber’s request to be placed in the OWI came through, his duties involved less 
composition than he had hoped. In this light, the Capricorn Concerto emerges as a 
nostalgic piece that expresses Barber’s desire to return to a situation where he could 
compose without the constant interruption of military requirements. 
 In the end, this dissertation provides a critical investigation of Samuel Barber’s 
life and compositional output during World War II. The confluence of archival evidence, 
musical analysis, and interpretive narrative strands reveals the circuitous, complex socio-
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musical web of American music in the first half of the 1940s, and the ways in which 
Barber moved throughout the web to maintain the upward momentum of his budding 
career. Samuel Barber’s output during this time reveals the struggles between art and 
politics, intention and reception, and personal versus governmental ideology that 
characterizes the experience of so many artists in the circumstances of war.
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CHAPTER 2
MARCHING TOWARD VICTORY: ISSUES OF GENRE, ART, AND FUNCTION IN 
BARBER’S COMMANDO AND FUNERAL MARCHES
 Within 1940s American society, the term “march” embodied many meanings. On 
a fundamental level, it denoted a musical genre characterized by metric regularity and 
brass bombast that inspired large groups of people to move in step. The ability of the 
march to unify large groups of people in a very literal sense appealed to social 
movements of the time as a metaphor. The March on Washington Movement (MOWM), 
for instance, co-opted the term to show its power and unity as it protested the racial 
injustices that were taking place on American soil even while the country fought against 
racial persecution in Europe. The term had also developed into a metaphor for progress 
and forward motion. The newsreel “The March of War” blasted moviegoers with the 
sounds of trumpets accompanied by images of men in uniform, suggesting America’s 
impending victory in Europe (Figure 2.1). Finally, marches were an embedded part of the 
American musical identity, thanks in part to the efforts of John Philip Sousa in the 
nineteenth century. Under this single term, ideas of unity, military confrontation, 
progress, and Americanness converged, and it is within this complex semiotic structure 
that two of Samuel Barber first three works during World War II are situated: Commando 
March and Funeral March.
 The Commando March stood within the concert march tradition, and its adherence 
to the basic expectations of the genre filled a vital niche within the developing Army 
music philosophy. Military officials and broader audiences received the piece well, and it 
remains a staple of the concert march repertory today. The Funeral March did not fare as 
well as its earlier counterpart, however. With this piece, Barber attempted to write a work 
that could stand both as a functional march—designed to organize a grieving procession 
of mourners—and as an autonomous art work—readily at home in a concert setting. The 
Funeral March straddled the line between function and art, yet fell short of both goals. 
The work received mixed reception among military circles, while it achieved little 
exposure to a larger public. Barber’s efforts to capitalize on both the march’s functional 
and artistic potential thwarted the work’s chance of lasting success in either.
 Contextualizing Barber’s composition of Commando March and Funeral March 
within both his evolving relationship with the military and the emerging military music 
philosophy of the 1940s provides insight into the importance of audiences’ expectations 
with regard to genre. Where Barber adhered to tradition, that work became a great 
success; where he attempted to take too many artistic liberties, the piece failed. Despite 
the mixed reception of the two works, the march genre ultimately proved ideal for the 
compositional balancing act between military music and music for a wider audience that 
Barber’s circumstances required him to confront.
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Figure 2.1: Title Frame from “March of Time” Newsreel
The March in World War II America
 As members of the Joint Army/Navy Committee on Welfare and Recreation 
(JANC) and Army Music Program began developing a music philosophy with regard to 
the war, they often brought up the genre of the march as a crucial element. Officials 
believed that martial music was a critical component to military success, and the march 
became the embodiment of this musical ideal. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in 
the correspondence between Harold Spivacke, chair of the JANC’s subcommittee on 
music, and Warren Dwight Allen, a musicologist and prospective music advisor for the 
Special Services:
Dear Dr. Spivacke:
 I am honored by your invitation to serve the Joint Army and Navy 
Committee as music adviser in the new Civilian Consultants Corps. As you know, 
I have been making some intensive studies of military music in history and 
practice and realize as you do the tremendous necessity for music – not merely for 
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recreation, but as a weapon. No war in history was ever won without martial 
music.
 I hope there will be no delay in putting us to work, and that we get 
effective co-operation all along the line, because the nation with the finest martial 
music always wins.
 Our situation in this country in the field of music is appalling and critical. 
Ever since 1919 our popular music and serious music have been anti-martial, 
from sensuous jazz to impressionistic tone-poems. Our music has lulled us 
beautifully into a false sense of security. We need to be reminded that when 
nations neglect martial music they are defeated.
 Martial music, however, need not necessarily be war music. Our martial 
music has always had elements of good humor, gay dancing and religious 
sentiment. Martial music certainly has never been hate music in this country, but 
we need to remember that Americans will win this war, as they always have 
before, with devotion, confidence and humor.
 Moreover, martial music for this War for Unity will have to transcend the 
old clichés of nationalistic bugle calls and fanfares. We need not wait for “new 
song hits,” but can find vast materials in our own heritage and in the music of our 
allies, to say nothing of the music of the conquered countries we are pledged to 
rescue. Much depends on the spirit with which we make music. We need to 
persuade the commercial purveyors of popular music to substitute vital music for 
the sensuous, whining blues crooned by overpaid entertainers. We need, not 
entertainment, but participation and dramatization. Juke-boxes will not win the 
war, but a singing people can and will.
 When do we start?1
Although the march is not specifically mentioned in this letter, Allen’s later scholarship 
reveals the march as a cornerstone of his conception of “martial” music.2
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 This letter reveals many important attitudes among the JANC, the Army Music 
Program, and the government’s musical advisors during the early 1940s (Allen even 
makes sure to underline his own critical points). For one, Allen reveals a distaste for 
“sensuous” popular music—seeming, by and large, to refer to jazz and Tin-Pan-Alley 
standards—that appears to have been shared by other music advisors. This attack on Tin 
Pan Alley demonstrates a shift in popular music’s role between World War I and World 
War II. During the First World War, Tin-Pan-Alley composers were writing songs that 
encouraged Americans to enlist in the military and go off to war. Songs such as 
“Goodbye Broadway, Hello France” and “Over There” inspired men to service and 
fostered a strong sense of patriotism at home.3 During World War II, however, popular 
music largely avoided direct reference to the war, and audiences ignored the few songs 
that adopted a martial tone similar to the hits of World War I. Instead, 1940s audiences 
latched on to the love ballads that had been popular in the late 1930s.4 In a sense, the 
World-War-I songs encouraged men to go and fight whereas the World-War-II songs 
served as a reminder to men and women of what they were defending back at home.
 Juxtaposed with “sensuous” popular music, Allen sets up martial music as the key 
to winning the war. He clearly dictates his opinion that nations “with the finest martial 
music” always win. In his 1943 book, Our Marching Civilization, Allen explicitly and 
inextricably ties martial music to the genre of the march. Hailed by Allen as “an 
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introduction to the study of music and culture,” Our Marching Civilization claims in the 
notes of the dust jacket that:
 Our barometer of progress in society is the use of the musical march. The 
Hebrews marched out of Egyptian bondage with the martial music of trumpets; 
the Greeks sang and danced their way to war to the sound of the aulos; and the 
Romans stopped them with the first brass bands to march over Europe.
 In the Middle Ages there was no progress—no marching, only winding 
processions and endless argument. But when nations began to march, in the 
seventeenth century, then progress did begin, in science, arts, and industry. 
Marches were the backbone of music, from Lully’s operas to Beethoven’s 
symphonies. These marches supported a new, propulsive idea, the belief that 
modern man had improved upon the past and that man was going on to better 
conditions in the future…The inexorable fact of history so far is that when a 
nation stops marching another nation marches in.5
Allen effectively reduces the whole of military history and battles of Western civilization 
to wars of music, with the march at the center. 
 The excerpt from Allen’s book addresses three layers of meaning associated with 
the march during the mid-twentieth century: historical, performative, and metaphoric. 
Allen’s historical perspectives, particularly with respect to the Hebrews marching out of 
Egypt, demonstrate the antiquated use of the march as a literal military strategy. This 
imagery hearkens back to a time when the metric regularity of the march was designed to 
organize large groups of soldiers into battle. He then alludes to the march’s transfer to the 
stage and concert hall through Lully’s operas and Beethoven’s symphonies. The dualistic 
aspects of march as both functional work and autonomous art work were well established 
by the twentieth century. Finally, and most importantly, he emphasizes the march as a 
symbol of progress. It is this latter, metaphorical meaning that Allen and members of the 
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JANC latched on to in their numerous memoranda regarding music. They certainly did 
not see music as a weapon in the same way that guns and bombs are weapons, but instead 
viewed it as a tool capable of arousing morale on the home front and on the front line, as 
well as representing the imminent progress toward winning the war against fascism.
 The march occupied the attention of military officials, and organizations such as 
the JANC and the Army Music Program had strategic ideas about its use. The presence of 
the march extended beyond military organizations, however, pervading 1940s America 
writ large. Since the end of the nineteenth century and John Philip Sousa’s emergence as 
an American musical hero, the march has fascinated and entertained audiences. Although 
Sousa was no longer alive at the advent of World War II, the bandmaster Edwin Franko 
Goldman had succeeded the musical titan as the public face of the wind band and, by 
extension, the march, and kept Sousa’s traditions very much alive. It was this cultural 
value that the march held within the broader American landscape that made it such a 
powerful and important tool within the military philosophy.
 Nineteenth-century America was taken by storm when a young man of Portuguese 
descent swept on to the American concert scene. John Philip Sousa (1854-1932) and his 
band became the ultimate musical ambassadors within the United States. The concert 
band provided an affordable entertainment experience for a wide part of the American 
population. As one journalist at the time stated:
It is the great band of the master American composer and conductor that has done 
more to promote the cause of good music throughout the length of the land than 
all erudite symphony orchestras combined, for Sousa reaches the great body of 
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people who love music for its inherent attractions rather than for its classical 
aspects.6
 In addition to disseminating music to large numbers of the American population, 
Sousa was also quite adept at fostering patriotism wherever he performed. Although his 
Stars and Stripes Forever was only recognized as America’s official march in 1987, the 
work had held this title in people’s hearts since its earliest performances in 1897. A 
particularly vivid example of the march’s overwhelming effects on audiences is an 10 
April 1898 performance of the work that incited the crowd to shout exclamations of war. 
At the time, America was on the verge of war with Spain following the explosion of the 
USS Maine at Havana Harbor on 14 February 1898, which killed 250 sailors. The 
explosion is known today to have been the result of an accident in the boiler room of the 
ship, but immediately following the presumed attack, many thought that it was the result 
of a Spanish bombing. In a milieu rife with the tension of possible war, Sousa performed 
one of his famed patriotic concerts. During the performance a member of the audience 
rose to his feet, shouting “Three cheers for the stars and stripes! For the North and South! 
We’re all ready!” followed by another outburst of “Who says we’re not ready for war?”7 
This story throws the morale-building effects of the march into sharper relief. Although 
Sousa performed a wide variety of music at his concerts, from transcriptions of orchestral 
works, to rags, to operetta excerpts, his most recognized pieces were always his marches. 
The immense popularity of his marches began to create a connection between the concert 
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6 Quincy (ILL), Whig, February 27, 1900 as quoted in Paul E. Bierley, The 
Incredible Band of John Philip Sousa (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006), 7.
7 Paul Bierley recounts this story in The Incredible Band of John Philip Sousa, 1.
band and the march, and the concert band’s instrumentation became inextricably linked to 
the genre. 
 After Sousa’s death in 1932, Edwin Franko Goldman emerged as his successor 
with regard to the American concert band. In his 1934 book Band Betterment, Goldman 
discusses the public perception of the concert band in American society.8 He argues that 
the American public had long held a bias against wind-band music, with the notable 
exception of march music. He enumerates several factors for the public’s distaste of band 
music. For one, Goldman suggests that the American public was exposed to too many 
“fourth-rate street parade bands” as opposed to true, first-class concert bands.9 This 
meant that audiences were more often exposed to martial wind-band music (marches, 
fanfares, anthems) than to formal concerts of music by the “master” composers.10 
Goldman argues that this resulted in a public bias for marching bands and concert bands 
that performed marches as opposed to works in other musical veins.
 Within formal band concerts, the march reigned supreme. A cursory view of 
printed programs of the 1930s and 1940s appears to reveal a relative dearth of march 
music, however. Usually a march would start or end the program, but it was rare to see 
more than two formally programmed per concert. The reason for this is that it was 
customary during most wind-band concerts for the band to play an “extra” after each 
number, and these additional pieces were not printed in the program. These “extras” were 
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8 Edwin Franko Goldman, Band Betterment: Suggestions and Advice to Bands, 
Bandmasters, and Band-Players (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1934).
9 Ibid., 36.
10 Goldman identifies Bach, Beethoven, and Wagner by name as “master 
composers.” Ibid., 38.
normally marches.11 Some bandleaders would barely finish cutting off the final note of 
the previous piece before plowing straight into a march “extra.” The Goldman Band, for 
example, had specifically-designated “Encore Books” that contained marches, novelty 
pieces, and patriotic songs.12 These books tend to have pages pasted on top of one 
another, suggesting that they were constantly updated, but the primary genre represented 
in these books is always the march. In fact, of the 898 total marches in the Goldman 
Library, only 346 were ever listed on printed concert programs, suggesting that the other 
552 marches, mostly by Sousa and Goldman, were strictly used as extras.13
 Despite Goldman’s issues with bandleaders’ choices of programming and the lack 
of respect afforded concert bands, he recognized, as had Sousa in the nineteenth century, 
that small-town bands played essential cultural roles as musical missionaries. In the 
1940s as in the 1890s, people who could not afford to go to a formal concert or to the 
symphony could hear the town band or a traveling concert band.14 This pervasiveness of 
small-town bands coupled with the frequent parades and war rallies of 1940s America 
made the wind band, and consequently the march, a great medium through which to 
connect with the American public.
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11 Ibid., 91. The practice of incorporating “extras” into a program was initiated by 
Sousa.
12 These books are located in the Goldman Band Library at the University of 
Iowa. In 1999 Donald Dean Ryder did extensive inventory of the marches located in the 
Goldman Library and it is from his research that the following data are taken. Donald 
Dean Ryder, “The March Compositions of the Goldman Library (DMA diss., The 
University of Iowa, 1999).
13 Ibid., 485.
14 Ibid., 98.
 Although Goldman’s book was published in 1934, two editorials that appeared in 
the July and August 1942 issues of Etude magazine show that the same public 
perceptions of the concert band continued. In July 1942, Etude magazine reprinted a 
review by Virgil Thomson of the Goldman Band’s opening concert of the summer season. 
In his critique, Thomson states that the band should have played “more music in the 
military style and less duplication of symphonic repertory.” He explains:
It is scarcely worth while going out to the Mall to hear Tschaikowski’s “Romeo 
and Juliet” or the Sibelius “Finlandia,” both of which are plugged all winter at 
indoor concerts and on the radio and both of which sound infinitely better, if we 
must have them in the summer, played with strings by the Philharmonic at the 
Lewisohn Stadium.15
In addition to belittling the inappropriate repertoire for military bands (Thomson makes 
no distinction between the military band and the concert band), Thomson suggests that 
bands should only play their “essential repertory”:
Everything, however, is trimming and filling at a band concert, except the military 
marches. These are the historical reasons for its existence, and they comprise the 
only repertory that is unique to it. That repertory, which is neither small nor 
monotonous, contains almost the whole memorable work of a great and 
characteristically American master, the late John Philip Sousa. It comprises as 
well many fine pieces from the pen of Mr. Edwin Franko Goldman, our band’s 
elder leader….I find it a little excessive to have to sit through so much frankly 
nonessential repertory in order to hear two short works from the band’s essential 
repertory.16
Thomson’s criticisms reflect the same attitudes against which Goldman railed in his Band 
Betterment text, suggesting that Thomson’s comments are not the isolated musings of a 
critic, but rather indicative of a larger social attitude.
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15 Virgil Thomson, “What Shall Band Music Be?” reprinted in Etude (July 1942): 
453.
16 Ibid., 489.
 Goldman responded to Thomson by commenting on the prevailing social attitude 
toward the band:
Most people (including critics) consider [bands] a medium for parades, picnics, 
football games, Fourth of July celebrations and the like. They scarcely ever 
consider them from purely musical angles.17
In 1940s America, the majority of the public conceived of the band as a purely militaristic 
machine noted for its ability to accompany events with marches. Although Goldman had 
adamantly fought this perception since at least the mid-1930s, the public’s image 
remained unchanged nearly a decade later and throughout the war. Audiences wanted to 
hear marches, and all bands, including Goldman’s, provided listeners with what they 
wanted. Despite his potential objections, Goldman still featured marches, included as 
many as five or six as extras at almost every performance.18
 By the time Barber was contemplating his next musical project, the march was the 
very essence of cultural currency. The term march had been co-opted by social 
movements of the 1940s, military officials were increasingly interested in the genre’s 
wartime potential, and audiences all across America were thrilling to the sounds of 
concert-band marches. Barber capitalized on the evolving military music philosophy as 
well as a potential audience-pleasing project. He could write music that would 
demonstrate his utility as a composer to the war effort, and music that also had a 
commercial viability. Indeed Barber wrote a piece that granted him success on both 
fronts: Commando March. But he also overextended the flexibility of the genre and wrote 
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17 Edwin Franko Goldman, “What Band Music Should Be,” Etude (August 1942): 
525.
18 Ibid.
a piece that only gained credence with a limited number of service men: Funeral March. 
Barber tried to imbue this work with too many artistic nuances, which confounded 
listeners and fostered discrepant interpretations.
The Commando March
 Situated in the concert march tradition that had gained popularity in nineteenth-
century America through the efforts of John Philip Sousa, Commando March employed 
rich orchestration, percussive drive, and triumphant melodies that were a success with 
military officials, audiences, and critics. From conception to composition, the work took 
three months to complete and was Barber’s first attempt at working within the military 
system. Shortly after composing the march for band, Barber orchestrated the work at the 
request of Serge Koussevitzky, and the piece experienced a long, fruitful performance 
history. 
 The precise details of Barber’s working process and compositional timeline of 
Commando March are unknown, but the date on the holograph score indicates that 
Barber completed it in February 1943. After finishing it, he quickly wrote to Bill 
Strickland to let him know of his triumph and to vent about the compositional problems 
the work posed:
I’ve just finished a march for band and I think I shall ask Thor Johnson19 to try it 
out for me. I wonder how his band is. It must be played in this Service Command 
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19 Thor Johnson was the director of bands at the Julliard School.
first. It was a nuisance to score—millions of euphoniums, Alto clarinets and Db 
piccolos to encumber my score-page.20
Barber’s orchestrational complaints were surely due to his lack of familiarity with writing 
for band instruments—an issue that would only have been exacerbated by the large size 
of military bands at the time. Commando March reflects the typical instrumentation of a 
military band during the 1940s (Table 2.1).21
 Barber’s Commando March is distinctly in the concert march tradition, with its 
musical content eliciting the same excitement and patriotism that Sousa’s marches had 
decades before. Sousa’s characteristic trilling piccolos and glorious brass fanfares had 
become emblematic of America, and Barber situated his Commando March in this 
lineage. Whereas many of Sousa’s concert marches also have a functional component and 
have become staples of the parade-band repertory, Barber’s Commando March is purely 
for the stage. He incorporates irregular, shifting rhythms that make the work 
D-Flat Piccolo
C Flute
Oboe
E-Flat Clarinet
B-Flat Clarinet I, II, III
Alto Clarinet
Bass Clarinet
Bassoon I, II
E-Flat Alto Saxophone I, II, III
B-Flat Tenor Saxophone
E-Flat Baritone Saxophone
B-Flat Cornets I, II, III
Horns I, II, III, IV
Trombones I, II, III
Bass Trombone
Euphonium
Tuba
String Bass
Xylophone 
Snare Drum
Triangle
Cymbals
Bass Drum
Timpani
Table 2.1: Instrumentation of Commando March
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20 Undated letter from Barber to Strickland, William Remsen Strickland Archive, 
Box 8.
21 Photographs of military bands during this time reveal the large size and varied 
instrumentations.
Table 2.2: Form of Commando March
inappropriate as a basis for unified marching. In addition, Barber’s metronomic marking 
of a quarter note equaling 144 beats per minute makes the piece too fast to be marched at 
the quarter-note tactus and too slow at the half note (100-120 beats per minute being the 
functional standard). 
 The march is in a tripartite form with an introduction and a coda (Table 2.2). It 
opens with a foreboding G in the low brass accompanied by a rigid drum signal 
consisting of a quarter note followed by an eighth-note triplet (Example 2.1). Signals are 
regular, repeating drum patterns that provide the rhythmic kernel for the entire march. In 
the early history of the march, the signal was a way to not only give the march a metric 
basis, but also to provide a nationalistic identity to the work as each nation had its own 
Example 2.1: Drum Signal of Commando March
MM. 1-11
MM. 12-42
       mm. 12-19
       mm. 20-33
       mm. 34-42
MM. 43-52
MM. 53-74
MM. 75-105
       mm. 75-82
       mm. 83-95
       mm. 96-105
MM. 106-113
Intro
A
     a
     b
     a
Transition
B
A
     a
     b
     a
Coda
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Example 2.2: Principal Melody of Commando March, mm. 12-19
signal.22 The drum signal in Commando March foreshadows the preponderance of triplets 
throughout the composition. Over the percussion and low brass, the woodwinds begin 
playing a melody in unison. The melody is abruptly stopped in the seventh measure with 
a szforzando hit by the low brass and percussion, curtailing the eight-bar form of most 
strains in generic marches. The introduction concludes with four measures that reiterate 
the drum signal.
 This harsh introduction gives way to a tripartite A section, featuring a gentler 
primary melody in the clarinet (Example 2.2). Barber employs frequent dotted rhythms 
and restricts the pitch set primarily to notes in the tonic triad of E-flat. The section is very  
percussive with a clearly delineated duple meter. The woodwinds dominate the opening 
texture, with the trumpet interjecting sporadically at first, but gradually gaining 
importance. By the time the principal theme is restated to conclude the A section (m. 34), 
the trumpet has a consistent rhythmic counterpoint with the woodwinds.
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22 Erich Schwandt and Andrew Lamb, “March,” Grove Music Online, Oxford 
Music Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/libprox.lib.unc.edu/subscriber/article/
grove/music/40080 (accessed 7 November 2009). The United States does not have a 
specific signal as this practice did not continue into the eighteenth century.
Example 2.3: Syncopations in Commando March, mm. 68-70
 A brief transition characterized by a brass flourish leads into the metrically 
complex B section. In the bridge section, Barber employs a series of harmonic sequences, 
which diverges from the typical march model of modulating to the subdominant.23 The 
middle section is rife with syncopation. In measures 58 and 68, Barber employs strong 
syncopations involving the entire ensemble (Example 2.3). In measures 54 and 56, he 
writes a trombone slide from beat three to beat four (Example 2.4). The trombones’ 
arrival on the fourth beat is accompanied by a strong bass drum hit, confusing the
Example 2.4: Metric Accents on Beat 4 in Commando March, mm. 53-58
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23 Russell Friedewald discusses this in his A Formal and Stylistic Analysis of the 
Published Music of Samuel Barber (Ph.D. diss., Iowa State University, 1957), 306-310.
listener’s sense of meter with the strong attack on the metrically-weakest beat of the 
measure. Barber’s play with meter in tandem with the flurry of triplets being passed 
through the band results in metric uncertainty, divorcing the march from a functional use. 
The irregular metric moments do, however, provide a level of musical complexity and 
interest that translated well to the concert stage.
 With the return of the final A section, the march reaches its full triumph. The brass 
replaces the woodwinds as the melodically-important instruments, and the dynamic level 
increases. The middle strain of the final A section is the march’s climax, however. The 
band plays mostly homophonically, with the upper instruments coming together to play 
the melody while the low brass plays deep accompanying bass tones. In the final iteration 
of the principal melody, the woodwinds and the brass join together on the melody, 
propelling the music toward one final flourish in the march’s coda. In both his structure 
and rhythmic complexity, Barber aligned himself with the concert march tradition.
 Commando March received its premiere on 23 May 1943 by the Army Air Force 
Technical Training Command. The concert was part of the band’s weekly “Sunday Band 
Concerts” series at Convention Hall in Atlantic City, NJ. The concert on which the march 
was featured included art music, popular songs, anthems, and music by U.S. soldiers 
(Figure 2.2).24 Barber’s march appeared in the middle of the program, between an 
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24 The reproduction of the program comes from Russell Collinsworth’s DMA 
dissertation, “A Critical Edition Full Score of Samuel Barber’s Commando 
March” (DMA diss., Arizona State University, 2008), 10.
Figure 2.2: Program from the Premiere Performance of Commando March by the 
Army Air Forces Technical Training Command Band
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Date Performance Location
21 May 1943
8 July 1943
20 July 1943
21 July 1943
Premiere Performance by AAF Band, Convention
Hall, Atlantic City, NJ
Goldman Band at Prospect Park
Goldman Band at Prospect Park
Goldman Band at League of Composer’s Concert in 
Central Park
Table 2.3: Performance History of Commando March in New York, Summer 1943
arrangement of the Adagio from Bruckner’s Symphony No. 3 and the “Entrance of the 
Gods into Valhalla” from Richard Wagner’s Das Rheingold.
 This program reveals a crucial difference in American attitudes toward German 
music between World War I and World War II. During the First World War, music by 
German composers (Wagner in particular) was banned from performance.25 Throughout 
World War II, however, there was a concerted effort to divorce historical German figures 
from the Nazi regime and its claim of German cultural superiority. Additionally, many in 
the United States viewed bans on certain kinds of music as fascist acts and wanted to 
ensure that the U.S. was not adopting the same principles against which it was fighting.
 The premiere was a success, and the march quickly entered the wind band 
repertory, receiving several additional performances in the weeks that followed (Table 
2.3). On 21 July 1943, the Edwin Franko Goldman band, still considered by many to be 
the top concert band of the time, performed the march and went on to record the work for 
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25 A survey of music periodicals, such as Musical America, during and following 
World War I reveals several articles discussing the ban on Wagner’s music and the 
general distaste for songs sung in German.
the Office of War Information, attesting to the march’s success with both military 
organizations and the public at large.26
 The march became so popular that Serge Koussevitzky asked Barber to write an 
orchestral arrangement of it for the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Barber worked quickly 
and finished the orchestration by August 1943.27 The orchestrated version received its 
premiere on 29 October 1943 and was again a major success, with an encore performance 
a few weeks later at the Brooklyn Academy of Music in Brooklyn, NY.28 After the 
premiere performance, which Barber heard by radio broadcast, he immediately sent a 
note to Richard Burgin, the concertmaster of the BSO at the time, with two corrections to 
the score: replacing a flutter-tongue pattern in the trumpet with a more precise rhythmic 
notation and adding a sforzando bass drum hit at the end of two trombone glissandi.29 
These additions accentuated the syncopations already present in this section.
 Although little was written about Commando March during the 1940s, the 
frequency of the work’s performance suggests that it was very popular. In a 1954 review 
of a Mercury recording of the march, James Lyons wrote, “I must say, I never expected to 
hear Barber’s Commando March again; we were importuned with it too many times 
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26 Kirby Reid Jolly provides additional information at the E.F. Goldman Band in 
his dissertation, “Edwin Franko Goldman and the Goldman Band” (Ph.D. diss., New 
York University, 1971).
27 Postcard from Barber to Koussevitzky, dated 16 August 1943, Koussevitzky 
Archive, Box 3, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
28 Advertisement in New York Times, 14 November 1943, X8.
29 In a letter dated 11 November 1943 from Serge Koussevitzky to Barber, the 
conductor wrote that “I am delighted that you could hear the March over the radio, but I 
still regret that you could not be present and receive the ovation at Symphony Hall.” 
Serge Koussevitzky Archive, Box 3, Library of Congress.
during the late war.”30 In liner notes for a 1979 recording of the march, the music is 
described as representing “a new kind of soldier, one who did not march in straight lines 
across parade grounds,” but “struck in stealth with speed, disappearing as quickly as he 
came,” perhaps indirectly referring to the syncopated moments of the Trio section.31 In a 
1954 review for High Fidelity, the critic Fredric Grunfeld described the march as “an old-
fashioned quickstep sporting a crew cut.”32 These words, although written at least a 
decade after the march’s premiere, demonstrate the frequency with which it was 
performed, its lasting success in the repertory, and the fact that Commando March was an 
updated, novel version of the musical (and military) marches of yesteryear.
 The orchestral version also seems to have fared well. Although not played as often 
as the wind band edition today, the fully-orchestrated march was well-received at its time. 
A review of the march by Moses Smith in the pages of Modern Music hailed the work as 
“lavish, but quite appropriate” being “good and fat and spirited, as a march ought to 
be.”33 
 Ultimately with Commando March, Barber demonstrated not only his 
compositional prowess, but also his military value: he could provide effective weapons, 
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30 James Lyons, review of “American Concert Band Masterpieces,” Eastman 
Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell, conductor, American Record Guide (February 1954): 
200. Quoted in Heyman, Samuel Barber, 214.
31 Frederic Fennell, “Macho Marches,” liner notes for Telarc recording DG 10043, 
1979. Quoted ibid.
32 Fredric V. Grunfeld, “It Ain’t Necessarily Oompah: The Concert Band,” High 
Fidelity 4 (October 1954): 82. Quoted ibid.
33 Moses Smith, “Boston Goes All Out For Premieres,” Modern Music 21 (1943): 
104.
weapons that the military leaders charged with overseeing music believed could be 
replicated. As long as Barber was both willing and able to work under the aegis of a 
military-savvy, weapon-producing machine, he would be granted the freedom to compose 
full time. By tapping into the concert march tradition, Barber not only situated himself in 
a tradition of martial music, but also in a tradition of American music.
A Dirge, But for Whom?
 Barber’s Funeral March did not enjoy the same commercial success as 
Commando March. This fact is one of the few things that scholars know about Barber’s 
most mysterious piece. There is no mention of the work in the composer’s extant 
correspondence, no published score, and no reviews or performance history. The only 
vestiges of the work that remain today are recollections from bandleaders of World War II
—anecdotes that are mostly second-hand because their sources are passing on—and 
unpublished musical manuscripts: the holograph short score containing a piano-reduction 
of the march with vague instrumental assignments, and several arrangements of the 
march, both by Barber and later Air Force musicians. The presence of multiple 
arrangements is surprising considering the work’s seeming lack of success and its relative 
obscurity today. Barber attempted to create a work that would serve as a functional march
—a piece to organize a procession of grieving follower, as well as work that could be 
performed in a concert setting. In trying to compose a piece that straddled the lines of 
function and autonomous art work, Barber created a march with ambiguous musical 
meaning that confounded many members of his soldier-based audience. In other words, 
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his efforts to capitalize on both the march’s functional and artistic potential thwarted the 
work's chance of lasting success in either.
 For many years, scholars believed that a holograph copy of the Funeral March 
short score located in the vault of the Library of Congress, Music Division was the only 
remaining artifact of the work.34 Recently, however, Barbara Heyman and I have 
unearthed new materials at the music library of Bolling Air Force Base in Washington, 
D.C.35 Included in Bolling’s digital collection is a copy of the holograph short score (the 
same as at the Library of Congress), instrumental parts to a band arrangement by Barber, 
a band arrangement authored by “Cray,” and an orchestral arrangement of the work by 
Barber.36 Also in this collection is a 1943 recording of the march by Colonel George S. 
Howard transcribed to 7 1/2 inch audio reel-to-reel tape. 
 The short score in Barber’s hand for the Funeral March leaves the precise 
instrumentation of the piece a mystery. In the score, there are markings for cornets, 
trumpets, horns, saxophones, trombones, basses, muffled bass drum, muffled snare drum, 
clarinet, flute, baritone, and tuba in various locations. Barber does not indicate the 
number of parts for each instrument; he simply identifies what instruments or 
instrumental families are to play certain passages. This ambiguity contributes to 
variations in instrumentation in the aforementioned arrangements. 
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34 Heyman, Samuel Barber, 215.
35 Barbara Heyman discovered that there was additional material at the Bolling 
Library and graciously shared the information with me and put me in contact with the 
head librarian.
36 Digital copies of material provided by Joe Tersero, Chief, Music Library, 
Bolling Air Force Base, Washington, D.C.
 Barber used the United States Army Air Corps Song (“Into the Wild Blue 
Yonder”) as the basis for his Funeral March.37 Yet the official song of the young Air 
Corps had been composed a scant four years earlier in 1939. The story of the evolution of 
the Air Corps Song must begin with General Hap Arnold, who would become a staunch 
supporter of Barber’s Second Symphony.38 In 1937, General Arnold convinced Major 
General Oscar Westover that airmen needed an official song, one that would reflect their 
unique identity. To this end, Arnold proposed that the Army sponsor a song-writing 
competition. The idea for a competition was approved, but the Army was not willing to 
provide any money toward a prize. Fortunately for Arnold, Liberty magazine offered to 
subsidize the competition by giving $1,000 to the winner.
 The contest elicited more than 750 entries, which were evaluated by a volunteer 
committee chaired by Mildred Yount, who was the wife of a senior Air Corps officer and 
who would help Barber’s Second Symphony become a reality in 1944. Of the hundreds 
of entries, the committee found none that satisfied them. Feeling as though his dream of a 
unique airmen song was vanishing before his eyes, General Arnold, who had assumed 
command of the Air Corp in 1938 after Westover was killed in a plane crash, began 
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37 Throughout this section, I refer to this anthem, commonly known as “Into the 
Wild Blue Yonder” as the Army Air Corps (AAC) song. As the branch evolved, it 
changed its name several times before becoming the United States Air Force. Each 
change of name was reflected in the text.
38 Information from AFmil.gov and correspondence with Joe Tersero.
Figure 2.3: Text and Form of the “Army Air Corps Song”
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Example 2.5: Main Melody of the Army Air Corps Song
soliciting submissions directly from contestants including, most famously, Irving Berlin. 
But not even Berlin could write a satisfactory song. Shortly after this failure, Captain 
Robert MacArthur Crawford submitted his entry, nearly two years after the competition’s 
commencement. The committee unanimously approved the song, and awarded Crawford 
the prize.
 The “Army Air Corps Song,” as it was known in 1939 because the branch did not 
assume the independent designation of Air Force until 1947, is in standard AABA form.39 
The verses speak to the glories of the skies while the bridge section provides a direct 
tribute the airmen (Figure 2.3). The song conforms to the expectations of a jaunty 
military anthem with the melodic material containing an abundance of dotted rhythms 
and notes within the tonic triad (Example 2.5).
 Barber wrote his Funeral March in a tripartite form, using the bridge material of 
the Air Corps song for the Trio and verse material for the outer sections (Table 2.4). After 
a short, two-measure introduction, the trumpet, cornets, and woodwinds begin playing the 
principal melody of the Air Force song, but in the minor mode (Example 2.6). Barber 
maintained the original structure of the melody, composing a sixteen-bar double period 
(Example 2.7). He added a two-bar cadential extension at the end of the strain.
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39 The branch was known as the Unites States Army Air Forces between 1941 and 
1947.
MM. 1-2
MM. 3-20
MM. 21-52
      MM. 21-24
      MM. 25-28
      MM. 29-32
      MM. 33-36
      MM. 37-40
      MM. 41-44
      MM. 45-48
      MM. 49-52
D.S.
Introduction
A
Trio
      a
      a
      b
      a
      ataps
      ataps
      btaps
      ataps
D.S
Table 2.4: Form of Funeral March
 Barber composed the trio with the bridge material of the original song as its base. 
As is customary in most funeral marches, the piece modulates to a major key for the 
trio.40 The trio is comprised of an AABA structure, repeated twice. The first iteration is a 
straightforward musical telling of the original theme. The second repeats the melody, but 
this time accompanied by a solo trumpet or cornet (he specifies that either can be used) 
playing “Taps” as if coming from the distance (Example 2.8). Placing “Taps” in 
counterpoint with the bridge of the Army Air Corps song maintains the funereal topos 
even though the music has modulated to a major key.
Example 2.6: Principal Melody of Funeral March
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40 For example, the second movement of Beethoven Third Symphony; the trio is 
in E-flat major while the outer sections are in C minor.
Example 2.7: Double Period Structure of “A” Section of Funeral March, shown here 
on a photocopy of the holograph manuscript of 1943, Bolling Air Force Base, Digital 
Archive
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Example 2.8: Counterpoint of Air Corps Theme and “Taps” in the Trio of Funeral 
March, shown here on a photocopy of the holograph manuscript of 1943, Bolling 
Air Force Base, Digital Archive
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 The origin of “Taps” is shrouded by myth and controversy. The myth of the song’s 
discovery involves a tale about a man coming across his son’s body on a Civil War 
battlefield.41 In the child’s pocket was the music to “Taps.” The story goes that the father 
requested these notes be played at his son’s funeral and, ever since, the twenty-four note 
melody has commemorated fallen soldiers. Although an interesting narrative, bugle 
historian Jari Villanueva debunks the myth. “Taps” was composed by Daniel Butterfield 
in 1862, during the American Civil War. Butterfield was a general in the Union Army and 
was unhappy with the “Extinguishing Lights” signal, the trumpet call signifying the end 
of the day. With the help of his bugler, Oliver Wilcox Norton, Butterfield revised an 
earlier bugle call: “Tattoo.” “Tattoo” was sounded in British brigades an hour before 
lights out as an instruction to quit drinking and carousing and get ready for bed. The first 
instance of “Taps” being played to signal “lights out” dates back to July 1862. This story, 
though possessing slightly more historical accuracy and evidence, is not without its 
mythical elements. Supposedly, nearby camps could hear this haunting bugle melody and 
quickly began implementing the call themselves. The melody spread like wildfire to 
Union and Confederate troops alike.42 Later in 1862, buglers performed “Taps” for the 
first time at a soldier’s funeral. This quickly became a tradition and, at the conclusion of 
the Civil War, “Taps” was made an official bugle call.
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41 Jari. A. Villanueva, “24 Notes That Tap Deep Emotions,” http://www.west-
point.org/taps/Taps.html (accessed 18 November 2009). Villanueva was the curator of the 
Taps Bugle Exhibition at Arlington National Cemetery from 1999-2002.
42 This story came about after an 1898 article in Century magazine that incorrectly 
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 Very little is known about the Funeral March’s performance history, but the 
extant evidence suggests the piece had both a functional life and a concert-hall existence. 
According to Colonel George S. Howard, the commander and conductor of the United 
States Air Force Band between 1944 and 1963, “It brought tears to many who heard it 
performed both as a concert number and when played for Funeral Services.”43 This 
differentiates the march from Commando March, a piece for which there is no evidence 
that it was used in a functional capacity. Howard’s recollection asserts that the Funeral 
March was actually played at funerals. The Air Corps did not document the music played 
at funeral services, however, so the precise memorials at which the march was played is 
unknown. As for its concert life, Barber infused the piece with elements similar to the 
funeral marches of nineteenth-century art music composers. Although it was certainly not  
unusual for a march to be used in both traditions, the Funeral March never gained 
popularity in the concert realm, despite the concert-stage character of the musical 
contents. Ultimately, the Funeral March was unable to break free of its functional ties 
and enter the concert march repertory, and Barber’s efforts to imbue the work with 
“artistic” qualities confounded some of its military audience, leaving them wondering 
what was actually being mourned in the work: fallen soldiers, or the young branch of the 
Army Air Force, which had only gained autonomy in 1942. 
 There are two musical precedents that can shed some light on possible interpretive 
circumstances of Barber’s Funeral March: the third movement of Mahler’s First 
Symphony and Stravinsky’s 1941 arrangement of “The Star-Spangled Banner.” The 
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movement from Mahler’s Symphony demonstrates the semiotic blurring associated with 
transposing a well-known, major melody into the minor mode, while Stravinsky’s 
arrangement demonstrates the consequences of manipulating an American national hymn.
 The third movement of Mahler’s First Symphony consists of the famous funeral 
march based on a minor-mode version of “Frère Jacques,” though it would have been 
known by Mahler in its German instantiation “Bruder Martin.” This movement is 
particularly well known in Mahler’s oeuvre because of the various interpretations that it 
has elicited. As musicologist Zoltan Roman has stated:
Even amidst Gustav Mahler’s generally contentious oeuvre his First Symphony 
stands out as a work that has been a subject of controversy practically since the 
time of its inception. One of the most vexing problems concerns the nature of the 
third movement of its final version, labeled as the “Funeral March” by the 
composer. In the course of the past seventy years certain characteristics of this 
movement have given rise to a number of discrepant interpretations, as well as 
outright misinterpretation.44
One of the elements that causes interpretive confusion is Mahler’s use of the “Bruder 
Martin” melody in the minor mode as the basis of the funeral march. Scholars have read 
the movement as an example of “ironic pastiche” and ambivalence: two terms that lend 
further credence to the confusion inherent in the movement’s interpretation.45 
Musicologist Donald Mitchell supports Roman’s claim:
It was this movement which astonished early audiences, offending the majority of 
them and winning the enthusiasm of only a few. On the whole, the movement has 
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continued to baffle some listeners and confound most conductors, one party not 
quite knowing how to ‘take’ the music, the other not knowing how to shape it.46
If highly-trained musicians had trouble interpreting the work, then it stands to reason that 
musical laymen would have struggled as well.
 A similar scenario may have held true for Barber’s Funeral March. Of the soldiers 
who would have heard the work, surely a small percentage of them interpreted the march 
as a well-conceived homage to fallen airmen. At the very least, the military officials who 
allowed the work to be used at all must have viewed the march in this way. And if we 
take Colonel Howard’s claim at face value that the piece “brought tears to the eyes of 
many who heard it,” then it appears that the march did not confuse everyone.
 The positive reception of Barber’s march with some military officials is further 
evidenced by arrangements completed after Barber’s initial composition. Three additional 
versions of the Funeral March survive: two for band and one for orchestra. Although not 
definitively ascribed to Barber, evidence suggests that one of the band arrangements and 
the orchestral arrangement were at least overseen by the composer, if not entirely 
completed by him. The other, referred to here as the second band version, was the work 
of Robert Cray, a former flautist with the Air Force Band and one of the Air Force’s most 
prolific musical arrangers.
 The band arrangement with no composer attribution can be dated to 1943 when 
compared to the recording from that year. This version contains a large cut in the Trio 
material, omitting mm. 25-40 from the original score (Table 2.5). The deletion retains the 
Trio’s AABA structure, but leaving only one iteration of the complete pattern instead of 
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MM. 1-2
MM. 3-20
MM. 21-52
     MM. 21-24
     MM. 25-28
     MM. 29-32
     MM. 33-36
     MM. 37-40
     MM. 41-44
     MM. 45-48
     MM. 49-52
D.S.
Introduction
A
Trio
     a
     a (absent from recording)
     b (absent from recording)
     a (absent from recording)
     ataps (absent from recording)
     ataps
     btaps
     ataps
D.S.
Table 2.5: Deletions in Alternate Version of Funeral March
the original two. The 1943 recording features this omission to the Trio and, based on the 
audible features of the performance, was probably the version used in this performance. 
Since both the recording and the arrangement were completed within a few months of the 
original score, it is quite possible that Barber oversaw the completion of the arrangement 
as he would still have been stationed in New York and there was little time separating the 
two versions.
 The cut within the Trio may have been made because the Army Air Force was 
contemplating releasing the Funeral March commercially. Howard’s recording runs 
precisely 3:30, the recording time of a 10’’ 78rpm record. Although 12’’ 78rpm records 
with a longer recording time were available, they were more expensive, a major concern 
during the war. There is no direct evidence that the AAF planned to release the recording, 
but the conspicuous cut so soon after the piece’s initial release suggests the possibility.
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 The orchestral arrangement of the Funeral March utilizes the form of Barber’s 
original score, with the biggest differences logically occurring in the realm of 
instrumentation. Barber likely had a hand in the orchestral arrangement as well. Although 
the existing score is not his hand, a stamp in the upper right hand corner of the score 
provides a clue: “Property of / U.S. Government / 39th A.A.F Base Unit.” The 39th 
A.A.F. Base Unit’s existed from November 1943 to January 1946.47 The unit was 
originally located at 1 Park Avenue in New York, a scant three miles from Barber’s office 
job at 165 Broadway.48 The unit relocated to Bolling Field in Washington, D.C. on 27 
January 1945. There is no evidence that the arrangement was ever performed by an 
orchestra, but if Barber was responsible for the arrangement, it is possible that he 
expected this march to receive the same attention and performance as his Commando 
March.
 The second extant band arrangement is by Robert E. Cray, a member of The 
United States Air Force Band from 1945-1959.49 He was a flautist and skillful arranger; 
the US Air Force Band Library holds 175 arrangements/transcriptions by Cray. On a side 
note, Cray studied at the Curtis Institute, the same school at which Barber had studied. 
Cray manipulates the score in crucial musical ways that create a fuller harmonic texture. 
The most significant change Cray made was an increase in orchestral forces and a fuller 
harmonic texture. The arranger inserts thirds in harmonies that Barber left as open fifths, 
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and frequently inserts the tone B-flat in the tonic C-minor triad, adding an increased 
depth of sound, and a jazz-like harmonic language. 
 The existing materials relating to Barber’s Funeral March reveal that the work 
received much attention by Air Force officials early in its existence. This is perhaps 
because the new military wing needed its own hymn for use as state funerals and other 
somber occasions. The Navy and Marines both used “Eternal Father” as their hymn, and 
now that the young Army Air Force had their own anthem (“The Army Air Corps Song”), 
it was time for them to have their own hymn.50 The work never caught on, however, and 
in October 1954, the Air Force adopted “Lord, Guard and Guide the Men Who Fly” as 
their official hymn.
 Even with that additional exposure, the fact remains that the piece never became a 
staple of the march repertory, as Barber’s Commando March had, suggesting that a strong 
contingent of people were shocked and dismayed to hear the anthem of their military unit 
recast in a melancholic minor mode and accompanied by the most iconic funeral melody 
(“Taps”).
 This interpretive confusion was only elevated by Barber’s use of a hallowed 
anthem as the manipulated musical material, a practice that had proven treacherous 
territory for other composers in the past. One of the most notorious examples of the 
appropriation of sacrosanct musical material is Stravinsky's arrangement of the “Star-
Spangled Banner.” While the case of Mahler reinterpreting a nostalgic song in a minor 
mode confused listeners, Stravinsky’s “Star-Spangled Banner” led to outrage, disdain, 
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and even a myth about the composer’s arrest by an overzealous Boston police officer. The 
national anthem held more cultural capital than the drinking song of Mahler’s First 
Symphony, especially considering that Stravinsky’s arrangement was written in 1941, 
during a period of impending war and elevated patriotic fervor. This historical precedent 
helps explain a crucial component in the Funeral March’s reception.
 Stravinsky was familiar with reinterpreting national anthems. He made more than 
six arrangements of anthems for various countries including Russia, France, and the 
United States.51 Only in the case of arranging the American national anthem, however, 
was the composer a citizen of the nation. In fact, Stravinsky wrote a letter to President 
Roosevelt to present the score and framed the work as a sign of his appreciation of 
becoming a citizen of the United States:
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Washington, D.C.
Mr. President:
Searching about for a vehicle through which I might best express my gratitude at 
the prospect of becoming an American Citizen, I chose to harmonize and 
orchestrate as a national chorale your beautiful sacred anthem the Star Spangled 
Banner. It is a desire to do my bit in these grievous times toward fostering and 
preserving the spirit of patriotism in this country that inspires me to tender this my 
humble work to you as President of this Great Republic and to the American 
People.
Believe me
 Faithfully yours
 Igor Strawinsky
Hollywood, Calif
August 1941.52
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While Stravinsky’s sentiments in arranging the anthem seem genuine, many viewed the 
finished arrangement as a disgrace to the anthem. Following a performance of the work 
in Los Angeles, a music critic wrote:
Igor Stravinsky’s spotty harmonization...Some persons may have thought that 
wrong notes were being played. I think it would be difficult to enhance the total 
meaning of this anthem, except by performance. Could one improve the 
‘Marseillaise’?53
This review was quite tame in relation to other criticisms of the new arrangement. Marie 
Hummel, a Los Angeles violinist, wrote a letter to the editor expressing her distaste of the 
“distorted” anthem:
The distorted harmonies and discords which met the ear of this, our national 
anthem, was almost unbelievable….Why do we need anyone to change our 
national anthem? A melody we all have cherished since childhood and sung in 
school, and in these perilous times, when every vestige of patriotism is necessary, 
and played at almost every public performance, to be distorted away from pure 
harmonic structure, such as it was last night (sic).54
Much of the public held a reverence for the traditional arrangement of the anthem penned 
by Walter Damrosch in 1918. This is thrown into even sharper relief considering that 
there are not really any discords of which to speak in the Stravinsky arrangement. The 
harshest dissonance added in his arrangement takes the form of a minor seventh.
 The “singability” of the new arrangement was also a point of contention. During 
the 1940s, as it still is today, it was customary for conductors to turn around and conduct 
the audience during the Star-Spangled Banner so that they could sing along. With 
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Stravinsky’s alternate harmonies and four-part vocal arrangement, audiences, were taken 
aback. Critic B. Vernon Steele remarked that the arrangement was: 
still less singable than the original. Singing anything else than the melody--
supplying a contralto, tenor, or bass line--is well nigh impossible….It is 
unfortunate that musical setting [used] at the WPA concerts discourages that 
tendency [toward increased audience participation].55
The ability of the audience to sing along with the Anthem was part of its power to united 
audiences in intense patriotic fervor.
 These early reviews of Stravinsky’s arrangement did not fall on deaf ears and 
contributed to the composer withdrawing his version from a concert in St. Louis shortly 
after the Pearl Harbor attack. Instead, Stravinsky led a performance of the original 
arrangement “out of respect for the national anthem.”56
 The pinnacle of Stravinsky’s Star-Spangled story is the myth of the composer’s 
arrest in Boston for tampering with state property (the Anthem). Stravinsky was not 
actually arrested per se, but police did speak to him and fined him $100.57 The perhaps 
over-zealous reaction of Boston officials reveals the esteem held for our National Anthem 
during the war years. To be sure, there are other factors affecting this story than the 
manipulation of a national anthem. Stravinsky’s label as a modernist and his status as a 
foreigner (despite having been granted citizenship) probably had a negative effect on the 
Anthem’s reception. But even so, this story illuminates the reverence afforded to such 
anthems in 1940s American culture.
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 The reception of Mahler’s First Symphony and Stravinsky’s Star-Spangled 
Banner provide potential historical precedents for the reception of Barber’s Funeral 
March. By viewing these two scenarios together, one can begin to synthesize a possible 
explanation for Barber’s failure. The work’s lack of success as a concert piece most likely 
derives from its specific funereal connotations. Unlike many symphonies that employ the 
topos of a funeral march without making an explicit reference to a specific funeral, 
Barber’s march would have directly evoked images of U.S. soldiers dying overseas—a 
subject that mass audiences of that era would not want addressed in their concert music. 
The more ambiguous aspect, however, is the work’s failure in its functional capacity.
 On paper, the march would seem to be an appropriate piece for mourning and 
commemoration. The outer sections in minor mode allow for grieving, while the major-
mode trio, using the bridge of the Air Corps song with its text literally “toasting” 
members of the branch, allowed for the soldier’s memory to be honored. Yet the march 
did not serve its military purpose for long. Barber’s placing of the Army Air Corps song’s 
principal melody into minor confused listeners and manipulated highly-valued musical 
material. Though some were impressed with the piece and viewed it as a heartfelt work 
mourning fallen soldiers, others heard it as a swan song for the young military branch, 
begging the question “a dirge, but for whom?”
Marching Forward
 With the outbreak of World War II in Europe and the United States’ impending 
entrance into the military confrontation, Barber decided that he wanted to use his art to 
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help the war effort. He soon realized, however, that this was not synonymous with 
serving in the armed forces. Despite his best efforts to avoid the draft or to secure a job 
with the benefits of composition from the beginning, Barber found himself in basic 
training and assigned to menial clerical tasks. The composer, never losing sight of his 
initial goal of composing, figured out that he could potentially write music for the 
duration of the war if he could tap into the emerging military philosophy that encouraged 
music’s use as a weapon. 
 But composing for a military audience was not his only goal. In addition to 
demonstrating his utility as a military composer-for-hire, Barber also wanted to maintain 
a degree of commercial success with the general public. To both ends, he followed a 
historical precedent in writing within the march genre, which stood as a reference to 
military combat on the one hand and American musical identity on the other. In one 
instance, he was quite successful, but then he fell into a minefield when he attempted to 
adapt melodies held in deep cultural reverence, in a similar manner to both Gustav 
Mahler and Igor Stravinsky.
 During these initial experiences as a military composer, Barber learned that the 
integration of music and military was a tricky business. Creating music during World War 
II that was both commercially successful in the long-term and militaristic was difficult. 
War committees had a notion of music that they wanted to hear that was in conflict with 
the musical taste of much of the general public, trapping composers with an artistic 
dilemma.
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 In at least one sense, however, the marches were an unqualified success. They 
opened the gates for Barber to more compositional opportunities within the military. 
Following on the heels of Commando March’s positive reception, Barber planted the idea 
in the minds of Air Corps officials that he might write a musical work that would capture 
the experience of airmen. This piece would become his Second Symphony and would 
evolve into a work that not only gave a musical voice to the young branch of the military, 
but also represented as a musical embodiment of an American conquering a Germanic art 
form. And with that idea, Barber marched into his compositional future.
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CHAPTER 3
POLITICS OF A PROGRAM: GOVERNMENTAL PATRONAGE, CULTURAL 
BATTLES, AND THE SECOND SYMPHONY
 As audience members gathered in Boston’s Symphony Hall on 3 March 1944 to 
hear the premiere of Corporal Samuel Barber’s Second Symphony, they opened their 
programs and found the following notes for the piece, written by the composer:
Samuel Barber began his score at the Army Air Field in Fort Worth, Texas, last 
September, where he had the experience of accompanying pilots on many flights. 
The composer, however, has made no attempt to describe a scene or tell a story, 
since the emphasis in this work is on the emotional rather than the narrative 
factor. It is in no sense program music.1
Following his rejection of any possible programmatic elements, Barber provided an 
extensive musical description of the work, discussing its formal elements and melodic 
construction. For those familiar with Barber’s commentaries of his music, this 
explanation must have come as a surprise; he was not prone to such lengthy and 
musically explicit notes.2 His discouragement of a programmatic interpretation probably 
confused audience members as well. The disclaimer seems unnecessary and 
contradictory; no one had yet accused the work of being programmatic, although the 
circumstances of its creation would certainly have lent itself well to a programmatic 
1 Program of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, 3 March 1944, Nicholas 
Slonimsky Archive, Box 147, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
2 Barbara Heyman, Samuel Barber: The Composer and His Music (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1992), 221fn.
piece. What was clear, however, was that Barber was fixated on explaining the symphony 
and responding to an unseen, unheard categorization of it. He proactively isolated the 
work from any programmatic readings before audiences or critics could establish such 
associations.
 In both his correspondence and his career negotiations, Barber indicated that he 
believed this Symphony to be his best work to date, and for this reason he wanted to 
ensure that it would have a life outside of its wartime context. By divorcing the work 
from a specific program, which certainly would have centered on the war, Barber 
encouraged audiences to judge the piece on its musical merits as a work of art as opposed 
to a propagandistic byproduct of the war.
 But this surprising program note only suggests part of the story surrounding 
Barber’s Second Symphony. From the work’s inception, there was an inherent irony in 
the Air Force’s commission. Viewing the Air Force as a progressive military branch, 
officials wanted a cutting-edge, “modern” work. Yet they asked one of America’s most 
conservative composers to carry out the task—an incongruity that did not escape critics. 
The ignorance of Air Force officials with respect to various compositional styles of 
twentieth-century America led them to choose a popular composer who was known for a 
style that was ultimately antithetical to their musical aesthetic. This tension between 
Barber’s style and the style desired by Air Force Officials resulted in a work that both 
critics and scholars have characterized as ambivalent.
 Despite initial popularity with Air Force officials, the symphony encountered a 
tepid reception with critics and ultimately experienced a tragic ending. Nearly twenty 
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years after completing the work, Barber renounced it and, as the story goes, attempted to 
destroy every copy of it in the Schirmer music library.3 Barber realized that although he 
may have written a piece that served its purpose in a war-torn America, the work, in the 
end, was not a symphonic triumph. He reworked the middle movement into a tone poem, 
titled Night Flight, and discarded the outer movements, leaving the Second Symphony 
proper a gutted scrap within his symphonic output.
A Commission for a Flight Symphony
 Although Barber received a fair amount of recognition for his Commando March, 
by May 1943, he had not yet reached the ultimate goal for his Army enlistment: obtaining 
a post in which composition was his primary duty. As luck would have it, however, he 
only had to endure a few more months of regular military duty. In August 1943, he met 
with Air Force officials, who promoted him to the rank of corporal and commissioned 
him to write a work encapsulating the spirit of flight. This work, which would become 
the Second Symphony, secured Barber’s position as a composer within the military 
structure in the short term, and its success with airmen would lead to other assignments 
with composition as an integral duty.
 In a letter dated 11 September 1943, Barber recounts the story of the Second 
Symphony’s origin to his Uncle Sid and Aunt Louise.4 Late in 1942, Barber helped the 
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young violinist Albert Kohn to get discharged from the tank-corps and obtain a position 
with the Army Music Program.5 While there, Kohn revealed his talent for orchestration; 
he helped Irving Berlin arrange his all-soldier show, This Is the Army.6 To repay Barber 
for his efforts, Kohn organized a meeting between the composer and Mrs. Mildred Yount, 
the wife of a powerful Air Force general. Mildred Yount was a musician herself and had 
been involved with previous music ventures of the Army Air Force (AAF), including her 
service on the committee that selected the branch’s official song.7
 Barber wrote up a brief for Mrs. Yount in which he proposed a project where 
“someone [would] write a symphonic work about flyers for the air-corps, as this subject 
is of great fascination to the public and is being celebrated in all the arts.”8 Several 
months later, Barber received a telegram requesting that he report to Fort Worth, Texas to 
be transferred to the Army Air Force and to meet with General and Mrs. Yount to discuss 
the specifics of his proposed work. Although the opportunity to continue composing was 
a positive development, Barber was not entirely happy. He lamented to his aunt: “So 
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goodbye to the house in Mount Kisco, looking more beautiful than ever, and with very 
little hope of it ever being used by me in the near future, off I went.”9
 Barber’s troubles were exacerbated when he arrived in Fort Worth. His relocation 
was accompanied by an extended runaround, with no one at the camp having any record 
of his purpose at the base:
I arrived in Texas on a hot Sunday, temperature 105, and went out to the Camp, 
which is almost entirely an enormous Air Field, stretched out with thousands of 
humming aeorplanes [sic], under an intolerant sun. No one had the faintest idea 
why I was there. They didn’t believe I was to be attached to the General, wouldn’t 
allow me to telephone him—nor would they [phone him], and seemed to treat the 
whole idea of writing music as a bit fantastic and presumptuous on my part. After 
a few days of this, I began to feel the same way myself. I wandered about the 
camp and the miserable city of Fort Worth, packed with soldiers, and almost 
highest on the list of cities notable for veneral [sic] diseases.10
Soldiers were taken aback by the radical notion of a composer writing music as a primary 
military duty, revealing the novelty of the emerging importance of music as a military 
concern. To military personnel, the very idea that Barber was there to write a piece of 
music was laughable.
 The delay in meeting with General Yount and his wife was not completely time 
wasted, however. Barber began some research for the work in question. One evening he 
went out with soldiers who were practicing their flight skills:
That night I couldn’t sleep at all, so I got up before dawn and went out on the dark 
field and asked a pilot to take me up in the Liberator Bomber. They were going on 
a six-hour flight which I thought would be amusing, and good for me. I thought 
we would fly over Texas, possible (sic) lunching somewhere and returning in 
style. They allowed me to come with them, strapped me into a parachute and I sat 
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by the bomb-sight, or crouched rather for there were not seats. We took off with 
two young pilots, nervous and sweating, and a gruff instructor. I kept 
remembering an irritating phrase in Kinch’s article about me in which he said I 
had a “false sense of security,” and it rather amused me, in my somewhat 
discouraged mood to go along on a flight which was rather dangerous and not at 
all a pleasure jaunt.11 We banked, twisted and twisted and turned, dived, then the 
young pilots, who seemed almost too young and small for the huge machine—
they were only twenty—flew blindfolded. It was exciting to be up front with them 
and roam about the bomber at will. At the end of the fifth hour we began to “shoot 
landings,” the most difficult part; land, go up again, over and over, but never 
stopping and there was no question of getting out. It was fun in a raucous sort of 
way, and I did not get sick.12
 Shortly after his inaugural flight, Barber was finally allowed to meet with General 
and Mrs. Yount. Mildred Yount was familiar with Barber’s music and expressed 
excitement for him to begin the project. The general was also keen on the idea of an Air-
Corps Symphony; he showed great enthusiasm for the work and demanded that Barber 
“have the best working conditions possible.”13 When Yount asked Barber what these 
conditions would be, the composer requested to return to New York and be allowed to 
compose from his home, Capricorn. Yount agreed and Barber left the meeting overjoyed, 
commission in hand. 
 Barber had to compose speedily since General Yount requested that he finish the 
new symphony within four months for a premiere by the end of the current symphonic 
season. To ensure that he was making satisfactory progress, Barber had to meet with a 
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military official in New York periodically and show his sketches for the work. Barber 
maintained the timetable set forth by the commission, and the only criticism that the 
overseeing officer had was that the work seemed too “old-fashioned” for a branch of the 
military as progressive as the Air Force, a comment to which I will return.14
 As Barber identified in his initial brief, the subject of flight was prevalent within 
popular culture and especially the arts in the first half of the twentieth century. Aviation 
had occupied the minds of artists and the public since the First World War. In his study of 
music during World War I, Glenn Watkins discusses Maurice Ravel’s fascination with 
aviation and the proliferation of the idea of the flying hero throughout Europe, going so 
far as to suggest that the “Toccata” at the end of Ravel’s Le Tombeau de Couperin 
signifies flight.15 Watkins admits that there is no specific evidence that Ravel consciously 
incorporated aviation topoi in his “Toccata,” but other composers of the time explicitly 
appropriated stylistic features of the toccata in flight-themed works, most notably Leo 
Ornstein’s Suicide in an Airplane (1913-1918).
 The fascination with aviation continued beyond World War I. George Antheil 
composed his Airplane Sonata in 1922, and Kurt Weill and Paul Hindemith produced 
their radio cantata, Der Lindberghflug (1929), about Charles Lindbergh’s first successful 
flight over the Atlantic Ocean in 1927. Aviation themes also permeated movies. 
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Throughout the twenties and thirties, Hollywood turned out films about aviation such as 
“Wings” (1927), “Hell’s Angels” (1930), and “Only Angels Have Wings” (1939).
 Most pertinent to the present study, however, is that almost simultaneous with 
Barber’s composition of the Second Symphony, composer Marc Blitzstein was writing 
his explicitly-programmatic Airborne Symphony for the United States Eighth Army Air 
Force. In essence, the AAF had two commissions for two symphonic works, both with 
aviation as their main theme, at the same time.16 
 Late in 1942 Blitzstein began crafting a proposal for “a big symphony, on 
flight.”17 His synopsis for a four-movement work for orchestra and chorus explained the 
importance of such a piece:
Theme: The sacred struggle of the airborne free men of the world, but particularly  
of the USA and in the US Army Air Force—to crush the monstrous fascist 
obstructionist in their path; to crush completely the power of an enemy who 
abuses the very achievements of the air for purposes of persecution, murder, 
enslavement. The threat is airborne; the fight is airborne; and victory will be 
airborne. Once the battle is won, free men can resume their historic task in this 
Age of the Air: the conquest of the skies, men over nature. This is the good 
conquest, the good enslavement.18
To give his proposal even more weight, the composer turned to the example of 
Shostakovich’s Seventh, “Leningrad” Symphony (1941), which was viewed by in 
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America as the epitome of classical music’s power in the war effort.19 By February 1943, 
Air Force officials granted Blitzstein permission to proceed with his project.
 For both Blitzstein and Barber, the Air Force’s acceptance of their proposals was 
accompanied by a promotion to the title of corporal. This meant that both men were 
released from many of their lower-level duties and received higher pay. But most 
importantly, it meant that both Barber and Blitzstein could return to their craft of 
composition.
 Barber’s excitement about returning to composition full time is evident through 
the rapid progress that he made on the symphony. He took the short time span set out by 
Yount very seriously, telling his uncle that “we hope to produce the work with a major 
orchestra this season, so I must work very hard.”20 A scant two weeks later, Barber had 
already completed two movements and believed his symphony was shaping up to be his 
best work:
It is not easy to compose a large work, knowing it must be ready for performance 
in March, but that was the agreement with the Air Force, and it will be. The full 
orchestra sketch of the first two movements is finished and I am casting about for 
the last. So far I’m sure it’s my best work. I hadn’t written for so long that it just 
bust [sic] out! As far as I can describe it the first movement tries to express the 
dynamism and excitement of flying—and end way up 50000 ft! The second is a 
lonely sort of folk-song melody for English horn, against backgrounds of string-
clouds. It might be called solo flight at night. Otherwise there’s no program.21
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Barber held tremendous enthusiasm for his new work. If he had made such assertions of 
quality to military officials, it could easily be written off as a marketing ploy; Barber 
wishing to assure his superiors of the work’s quality. The fact that this statement appears 
in a letter to his uncle, one of his compositional mentors and confidants, it is reasonable 
to think that Barber genuinely thought that this work held great importance. This letter 
also contains Barber’s first expression of anxiety over the programmatic overtones of the 
work. The final sentence of the excerpt smacks of ambivalence. Barber forces himself to 
recognize the programmatic nature of the project, but quickly tries to confine the 
influence of such extra-musical suggestions—an issue that would negatively affect the 
reception of the work for the following two decades.
 Although Barber did not complete his symphony until January 1944, the Air Force 
had begun looking for an orchestra to premiere the work two months earlier. In 
November 1943, General Yount wrote to Serge Koussevitzky:
As you know, Corporal Sam Barber is engaged in composing a “Flight 
Symphony.” He informs me that he is getting along very nicely, and feels that he 
is going to produce his very best work.
 He informs me that you are interested in giving the symphony its 
premiere, and that it is hoped that you will agree to introduce it in Boston, New 
York, and on the radio.
 I have taken up this matter with the Office of the Commanding General of 
the Army Air Forces, and it is felt that you are best prepared to give this work its 
introduction to the public. Corporal Barber tells me that you would like to 
perform it in March or April.22
Koussevitzky agreed to both the concert hall premiere as well as the radio broadcast:
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My dear General Yount:
 May I thank you for your information regarding the “Flight Symphony” 
by Corporal Sam Barber and say that, if the Symphony is completed by March 
1944, I would introduce it in my concerts and radio performance in Boston, 
during the first week in March and present it in New York the following week.23
 But even before Koussevitzky received Yount’s request, he was preparing to 
premiere the symphony. Never one to relinquish control of his musical future, Barber had 
written to the conductor two weeks prior with the news that he wanted him to be the first 
to perform the new symphony. While Barber’s admiration of Koussevitzky certainly 
played a role in his decision, the composer also had an ulterior motive. On 11 November 
1943, Barber received a letter from Koussevitzky expressing regret that he would be 
unable to perform Barber’s First Symphony until late in the season. Disappointed by 
Koussevitzky’s letter, Barber wrote back, pressuring the conductor to program his First 
Symphony earlier in the season:
My dear Dr. Koussevitzky:
 Many thanks for your letter. I understand perfectly the difficulty of 
program making, and that you doubtless cannot find a place for Symphony #1 
until the last part of the season. But I am disappointed and this is why: just at that 
time (March or April), I wanted to offer you my new Flight Symphony 
commissioned by the Air Force, which will not be ready until March 1st. The Air 
Force wishes this work performed this season, and our hopes are that you will 
accept the premiere.
 I have had several letters from Commanding General Yount, who has had 
a couple of requests from your colleagues for this work, but you, of course, are 
our first choice. He is anxious to settle the matter of the premiere, and I have 
written him today and expect you will hear from him directly. I have already 
finished the full sketch of the first two movements, and am very happy about the 
work. I can offer you the finished score the last of February, definitely.
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 But should you accept Symphony #2 for March or April, when can you 
play Symphony #1? It would be wonderful to have you play #1 earlier in the 
season, and #2 at the end. Perhaps I am being a gourmand in wanting you to play 
two works of mine in one season. But it is like ‘les cocktails Koussevitzky:’ one 
cannot resist the temptation.
 However, you know that anything you decide to do is agreeable to me, and 
I am always happy and honored at your continued interest in my work.
 I should like to ask you to keep the matter of the new Symphony 
completely confidential until you reach some understanding with General Yount 
as to when an announcement should be made. I have to be a little careful in my 
double life of composer-corporal.24
Despite Barber’s pleas, Koussevitzky was unable to program Barber’s First Symphony 
earlier in the season, and so all of the composer’s appeals led to nothing.
 Barber completed the first two movements of the symphony very quickly, but the 
final movement required a bit more time. Though the first two movements were 
completed by October, it was not until January of the following year that Barber finished 
the symphony and sent parts to Koussevitzky.25 The conductor spent the next six weeks 
studying the score and rehearsing the piece in preparation for the March premiere.
 The story of the Second Symphony’s genesis represents a convergence of several 
good fortunes for Barber. Albert Kohn’s “pay-it-forward” attitude in tandem with the 
Younts’ love of music and the universal fascination with aviation resulted in a situation 
where Barber could find employ as a composer. The Second Symphony’s commission 
forced Barber to grapple with several complex issues. At the fore was the issue of 
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governmental patronage and the musical preferences of the overseeing officers. In this 
case, Barber had to adapt his style to create a work that was more “modern,” at least on 
the surface, in order to appease his military supervisor. This compromise of style surfaced 
in reviews of the symphony, resulting in outright disdain from some of Barber’s 
compositional colleagues. Barber was also confronted with writing a piece in wartime 
that had direct military influence, but that he wanted to have artistic viability once the 
war was over. 
A Surprising Program
 Serge Koussevitzky gave the Second Symphony its premiere on 3 March 1944 in 
Boston’s Symphony Hall. Days prior, the Air Force released a statement regarding the 
premiere of Samuel Barber’s “Flight Symphony”—a title given to the piece by General 
Hap Arnold. Barber had lamented to Koussevitzky months prior that he had “nothing to 
do with [the title]” or the press releases that the Air Force sent out.26 But whereas military 
officials could dictate the content of military press releases, Barber had the final word on 
the matter in his program notes for the piece (part of which appeared at the opening of 
this chapter): 
SECOND SYMPHONY (Dedicated to the Army Air Forces)
Samuel Barber began his score at the army Air Field in Fort Worth, Texas, last 
September, where he had the experience of accompanying pilots on many flights. 
The composer, however, has made no attempt to describe a scene or tell a story, 
since the emphasis in this work is on the emotional rather than the narrative 
factor. It is in no sense program music.
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 The first of the three movements, which is in sonata form, begins with 
repeated chords of seconds at the interval of a seventh, and the first theme, based 
on them, is announced by the strings. Later, a second figure in sixteenths (3-8, 
agitato) leads into a lyric theme, first played by the oboe. A crescendo closes the 
exposition. The development opens with a contrapuntal section beginning with 
the seconds, and works up to a stretto for full orchestra based on the agitato figure 
in sixteenths. Woodblocks and drums join the percussion in augmentation and 
diminution of this figure. Piled seconds in the brass lead into a recapitulation of 
the three main themes. The movement closes quietly in high violins.
 The second movement, of nocturnal character, is based on a slow ostinato 
5-4 rhythm, first played by muted solo ‘cellos and basses and later by all the 
strings and brasses. Over this accompaniment an English horn sings a lonely 
melody in 4-4 time, which gives a curious oscillating rhythmic counterpoint. 
There is a crescendo into the high strings and the climax is interrupted by an 
electrical instrument which simulates the sound of a radio-beam. The latter is a 
code signal used in night or blind flying, or over unknown territory, in order to 
keep the pilot to his course. But its use in the symphony is primarily musical and 
not descriptive. Various instruments in the orchestra imitate the rhythmic code-
signal which continues to the end of the movement, while the English horn 
melody is played by the strings. Two muted trumpets echo the fading radio-beam.
 The third movement begins presto, with a spiral figure for strings, and 
interruptions by brass, in free rhythm. This introduction leads into a set of 
variations and short fugato (Allegro molto) on a relentless bass, repeated 
throughout the orchestra in subsequent variations. The spiral string figure 
reappears in augmentation in the brass, and also in the coda, bringing the work to 
a dynamic close.27
Particularly curious regarding the composer’s notes for the work is that despite the 
mention of extra-musical influences—the radio beam for example—Barber insists that 
the piece “is in no sense” programmatic. Barber’s description then continues by focusing 
on form and the musical intricacies of the structure. Similarly, Barber’s title of “Second 
Symphony” with just a dedication to the Air Force downplayed the programmatic 
imagery that the “Flight Symphony” title suggested.
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 The question arises as to why Barber would so adamantly deny the presence of 
any programmatic elements. In his early letters to his uncle about the symphony, he 
expressed a genuine excitement and admiration for the piece. The composition was not 
solely about fulfilling a commission; Barber thought this to be one of his best works to 
date. It stands to reason, therefore, that he would have wanted the work to have a 
commercial viability outside the war. Thus perhaps Barber emphasized the work’s 
universal musical qualities in order to divorce it from its limited armed forces origin, and 
foster its survival in a post-World War II society.
 Since the rise of program music in the nineteenth century, the term has carried at 
least as much connotative baggage as denotive function. Figures such as Richard Wagner, 
Robert Schumann, and Edward Hanslick argued over the aesthetic function of music. 
Wagner, on the one hand, was a proponent of the Gesamtkunstwerk concept that called 
for an art work that synthesized all of the arts. Hanslick, on the other hand, disparaged 
attempts at representing extra-musical concepts in music. Music could elicit emotions, 
but should not represent them.28 As the term gained currency and the concept flourished 
in the nineteenth-century, the term absolute music arose as a retronymic response to 
denote music absent of extra-musical associations. As time passed, the actual 
specifications as to what made a piece absolute or programmatic became less relevant 
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than the subsequent affiliation with a side in the debate regarding the nature of music 
more generally.29 
 American composers’ anxiety in trying to avoid writing program music reached a 
fevered pitch during the war years. Many who were writing music during the mid 1940s 
denied the presence of any program in their music, but spoke about representing a general 
mood, emotion, or feeling. For example, William Schuman, who wrote his Prayer in 
Time of War in 1943 recollected about the piece:
You will recall that at this point during the war our fortunes were at a low ebb. 
While there is no programmatic intention in this piece in the sense of a story line, 
or the depiction of a realistic event, the title indicates my mood in completing the 
work. I might mention that this particular “Prayer”, relating as it does to war, has 
in it moods far removed from the usual quietude of prayerful mediation because 
the prayer, like our cause, was for military triumph as the only possible way left to 
us for moral victory.30
Additionally George Antheil completed his Fourth Symphony, “1942” at the beginning 
of the war and provided notes for the piece that were explicitly anti-programmatic:
Written...during a period when the entire future of the world hung in balance, its 
first movement undoubtedly reflects my tense and troubled state of mind while 
writing it; I had no actual “program” in mind; but, every day, I was watching the 
news, from Stalingrad, from Africa, from the Pacific....the second [movement] is 
tragic—news of Lidice and the horrors in Poland had just come in—while the 
third, the Scherzo, is more like a brutal joke, the joke of war. The fourth, written 
after the turn of the tide at Stalingrad and our landings in Morocco, heralds 
victory.31
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Antheil goes so far as to tie specific movements of the symphony to specific events of the 
war, yet he insists that there is no program. Similar rhetoric appears in David Diamond’s 
program notes for his Fourth Symphony, written in 1945. In discussing the third 
movement of the work, he states:
Since program-making in music is not my forte, listeners are free to interpret this 
movement any way they wish. I do not deny the fact that I have chosen materials 
in this movement which are strongly contrasting in character (in the episodes 
there are chorale-like progressions, now in brass, now in woodwinds, then in 
strings) so that there are strongly dramatic flashes of an almost theatrical-like 
evocativeness. It is as though what seemed earthbound at the start of the 
movement, at the end is released. What that force is (as implied by the materials) 
which is released at the end after its propulsive insistence of the beginning, I leave 
to the listener’s imagination to conjure up. I will acknowledge, though, that the 
entire symphony was created with the idea of life and death,—Fechner’s theories 
of life and death as, I—continual sleep, II— the alternation between sleeping and 
waking, and III—eternal waking, Birth being the passing from I to II and Death 
the transition from II to III. More than this I cannot interpret for the listener. The 
rest he must ask of himself.32
With these program notes, composers engaged in a delicate game. Each composer freely 
admits the extra-musical influences upon their compositions and, in varying degrees, 
make certain connections between their music and extra-musical events. Despite these 
blatant connections, however, each composer asserts that his music is without program. 
This attitude against program music abounds during the war years, and Barber’s Second 
Symphony fits into a similar schema. Composers wanted to emphasize the universal 
aspects of a piece and play down any extra-musical interpretations that could lock their 
work within a specific historical moment.
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 These composers claimed that their music was an expression of mood, but lacked 
a narrative story, and consequently a program. This distinction hearkened back to 
Beethoven’s description of his own Sixth Symphony, where he stated that the symphony 
was “more an expression of feelings rather than tone-painting.”33 In the nineteenth 
century, members of both “program” and “absolute” camps tried to claim Beethoven in 
their musical lineage. This blurring of what constitutes programmaticism had not become 
any clearer a century after its initial emergence, yet composers’ obsessions over where 
their works fit with regard to those terms had clearly increased. 
 Programs that centered around a war narrative were potentially problematic to 
composers who wanted to emphasize the universality of their pieces. War, by its very 
nature, is transient (one hopes), and thus by writing a piece heavily influenced by war, 
one runs the risk of losing cultural relevance in a time of peace. For this reason, 
composers were hesitant about programmatic readings of their music, worrying that they 
would isolate the piece within a singular historical moment.
Ambivalence and Irony
 After giving Barber the commission for his Symphony, Air Force officials 
required that he have regular meetings with a military superior at West Point to ensure 
that he was making adequate progress. By and large, the colonel overseeing the project 
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was pleased and quite complimentary of the work. But as Barber recollected years later, 
the colonel had one major complaint, the piece was too old-fashioned:
As [the symphony] was one of my most complicated works, I had no idea what he 
expected to hear. I rather thought it might be something like “You’re in the Army 
Now,” so I was a little nervous when I reported to play for him on a battered up 
old piano in the back of an army theater. All he said was, “Well, corporal, it’s not 
quite what we expected from you. Since the Air Force uses all sorts of the most 
modern devices, I’d hoped you’d write this symphony in quarter-tones. But do 
what you can, do what you can, corporal.”34
This story may at first seem unbelievable. A military official is asking Barber, a composer 
known for his conservatism, to write a “modern” symphony through the use of quarter 
tones. Whether this was actually the overseer’s suggestion or whether Barber added the 
detail to inject some humor into the situation nearly four years after the war is unclear. 
But it appears that the military indeed wanted to have some progressive, “modern” 
elements in the symphony. 
 Perhaps to appease the colonel’s desire for a more “modern” device, Barber 
incorporated an electronic tone-generator in the second movement. Again, this idea may 
seem rather comical now, but was taken with the utmost seriousness at the time. Its 
purpose was to imitate the radio signal that pilots heard during flight. The Air Force went 
so far as to ask the Bell Telephone Laboratory in Washington to build the generator 
specifically for the Symphony.35 In the program notes for the Symphony, Barber 
discusses the use of the tone generator as such:
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There is a crescendo into the high strings and the climax is interrupted by an 
electrical instrument which simulates the sound of a radio-beam. The latter is a 
code signal used in night or blind flying, or over unknown territory, in order to 
keep the pilot to his course. But its use in the symphony is primarily musical and 
not descriptive.
This section of the program notes is, again, laden with ambivalence and ambiguity. 
Barber, who openly admits that the electronic instrument incorporated into the symphony 
is simulating the sound of a radio beam, tries to assert that the purpose of the device is 
“primarily musical and not descriptive.” This seeming contradiction portrays the naivety 
of Barber. He attempted to create a sort of war soundscape on the one hand, and 
completely avoid a program on the other. He acknowledged the narrative function of the 
tone generator, but then tried to pass it off as a purely musical addition. The tone 
generator is rarely, if ever, heard today, however, as Barber omitted the instrument from a 
1950 revision of the score and replaced the beam with an E-flat clarinet, suggesting that 
Barber never fully believed in its “purely musical” function. This solution to the request 
for modernity is merely surface-level, demonstrating both Barber’s lack of comfort 
within the modernist aesthetic and the Air Force’s general confusion regarding the 
modernist trend in music. 
 Barber made a valiant effort to write in a “modern” style. Aside from adding the 
electronic component to the piece, he also wrote uncharacteristically harsh dissonances 
and angular lines (Example 3.1). Barber opens the symphony with a brash major second 
that he then transposes down a seventh. The harmonic and vertical dissonances within the 
melodic line are uncharacteristic of much of Barber’s music. He would develop more 
fully within a modernist idiom later in his career, most notably with his Piano Sonata 
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Example 3.1: Dissonance in the Opening Melodic Line of Barber’s Second 
Symphony (reduction)
(1949) where he incorporates fleeting moments of twelve-tone technique, but in the mid-
forties he was writing very much in a conservative, romantic style.
 Many reviewers picked up on the ambiguities and contradictions identified 
previously and discussed these elements as contributing to the ambivalent nature of the 
Symphony, while some took the mimetic musical conventions as nearing a program. 
Even positive reviews refused to accept the absolute nature of the symphony. A review in 
the Boston Globe hailed the work as “the first serious music written about Uncle Sam’s 
present Army by a man in uniform” and that it showed that “first-class American music is 
good American propaganda in the best sense of the word” because it would have a “good 
effect upon morale” and would “introduce fittingly the American spirit and the American 
musical genius to other lands.”36 In a 13 March 1944 review in Newsweek, the music 
critic wrote:
Though Barber flew often during the symphony’s writing, he made no attempt to 
tell a narrative or descriptive story through his music—although a screaming 
trumpet and crashing percussion the third and final movement suggest the 
blockbusters of an air raid. In the second movement, an electric “tone generator” 
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simulated the radio beam, but Barber insists that it has a purely musical meaning. 
The difference between the rather old-fashioned romanticism of Barber’s first 
symphony and the harsh and rugged lines of the new second is undoubtedly what 
being in the Army would do to an extraordinarily sensitive 33-year-old artist.37
The review initially seems to side with Barber, but the critic quickly reveals his air of 
skepticism. The tone is borderline sarcastic regarding Barber’s claim of the purely 
musical nature of the work. But the blame for any of the piece’s shortcomings is not 
placed on Barber, but rather on the Army as an institution. The Army is accused of 
turning the “sensitive,” “romantic” Barber into a man who writes harsh, rugged, angular 
air raid music.
 Critics responded similarly upon the work’s premiere in New York, but were 
harsher than Boston reviewers had been. Olin Downes, writing for the New York Times, 
took a more explicitly negative stance against Barber’s claim that the work had no 
program:
What [Barber] is writing about, if anything specific, is left to our imagination—
which seems a trifle casuistic. For if there was no definite idea in the music, why 
the special electrical instrument? An ordinary woodwind or combination of wind 
instruments could have produced as effective a tone color, whenever 
wanted….There is any connotation you please in all this, but certainly it is not 
“pure music.”...It is a “modern” score, if modernity is assumed to be absent unless 
typified by dissonance. In structure this is the most close-knit and concise of his 
works we have heard. The first movement is clear and strong in outline and the 
last sounds brilliantly. Whether the slow movement is longer than its ideas justify, 
and whether this tonal speech is as native to Corporal Barber as earlier idioms 
which he has successfully treated, is to be better decided after more than one 
hearing.38
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Downes hails Barber’s form and structure, but questions his use of “modernist” principles 
and the stature of the lyrical movement. To Downes, it appears that the Second 
Symphony represented a sort of betrayal by the composer: Barber had for so long been 
identified with lyrical, neo-Romantic music that the dissonances of this work seem out of 
place.
 The most critical assessment, however, came from. Virgil Thomson, writing for 
the New York Herald Tribune, who took Barber, the symphony, and the Army to task in a 
scathing review of the piece:
I admit some uncertainty as to what it is all about. If his First, which we heard on 
Wednesday at the Philharmonic, represents, as I think it does, a Hamlet-like 
backward yearning toward the womb of German Romanticism, this one may well 
be Hamlet in modern dress. I’ve a suspicion they are really the same piece. The 
new one is modernistic on the surface; at least an effort has been made to write in 
a dissonant style. But the melodic material would have been set off just as well, or 
probably better, by a less angular harmonic texture….I am inclined to think the 
commission to write a work glorifying the Army Air Forces has led him to try his 
hand at a publicity task for which he has little taste and less preparation.39
Thomson begins by attacking Barber’s compositional aesthetic in general, in the most 
brutal terms during the 1940s. He accuses Barber of “yearning toward the womb of 
German Romanticism,” the very musical tradition from which many American 
composers were trying to set themselves apart. He then chastises Barber for writing a 
piece of music that cannot decide if it is “modern” or “romantic,” while at the same time 
maintaining the allusion to Hamlet—the epitome of indecisiveness. The Army itself does 
not escape Thomson’s criticism. He criticizes the practice of a governmental organization 
manipulating a composer’s style. In all, Thomson viewed the Second Symphony as a 
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failure. Ultimately, the symphony’s ambivalent nature (modern or romantic, American or 
German, art or publicity) caused its downfall.
 The reading of the Symphony as one of ambivalence is not confined to critics of 
the time. Most recently, musicologist Nicholas Tawa devoted a chapter to Barber’s 
Second Symphony in which he explicitly names as the “Ambivalent Symphony.”40 He 
argues that Barber was “uncertain about what sort of music to write” and that he “injected 
this uncertainty into [the symphony’s] measures.” Ultimately, “Barber had a simultaneous 
desire to do two opposite things—he wanted to continue to compose warm, lyrical music, 
as he had in the past, but he also felt impelled to write in a harsher manner that reflected 
the contemporary world of warring nations and conflicting values.”41 Although Tawa 
misinterprets some of the historical evidence associated with the symphony, including 
ascribing the descriptive tile of “Airborne” to the work, he is correct in identifying 
Barber’s ambivalence between modernism and neo-Romanticism. In the end, critics 
viewed Barber’s Symphony as one of superficial modernism. Barber’s attempt at writing 
modern music could not overcome the reputation that he had earned with the success of 
his earlier works, most notably the Adagio for Strings (1932) and the Violin Concerto 
(1939).
 After early performances of Barber’s symphony, it became clear that many music 
critics did not buy into the composer’s stance that there was no program for the piece. 
Adding to the work’s troubles, many also criticized Barber for attempting to write in a 
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musical style for which he was ill equipped. Critics distilled these two conflicts by 
referring to the work as “ambivalent” in nature: was it modern, was it Romantic, was it 
programmatic, was it absolute? Ultimately there were too many questions left 
unanswered, and Barber’s symphony eventually disappeared into oblivion.
Realization and Renunciation
 Although most critics held negative views of the symphony from the beginning, it 
was initially viewed as a success by Air Force officials and soldiers.42 The patriotic fervor 
of the era helped the symphony strike a chord with its military audience, and on that 
front, the piece was a success. But once the war was over, the piece experienced 
continued negative reception despite Barber’s best attempts to revise and revive the work.
 After World War Two ended in 1945, Barber’s symphony experienced a limited 
existence. He immediately began revising the score, and changes between the 1950 
edition and the original 1944 score include replacing the tone-generator with E-flat 
clarinets, redistributing woodwind parts, and reducing the length of the first movement by 
23 measures. The revised score was first performed in 1949, and Barber again wrote his 
own program notes, presenting the revision as independent of extra-musical 
interpretation:
In this revised work there are no programmatic intentions; the emphasis is entirely 
on the Symphony’s appeal as absolute music rather than the descriptive 
implications read into the original score. The composer offers the following terse 
comments on his Symphony in its present form, which henceforth will be the 
definitive version.
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 The work is in three movements. The first, Allegro ma non troppo, is in 
sonata form. The second, Andante un poco mosso, is a slow movement of 
nocturnal character. The concluding movement begins with introductory spiral-
like figures, Presto, leading to variation and fugato on a theme, Allegro risoluto. 
The whole is scored for large orchestra….The composer prefers that his 
Symphony stand on its own merits without further elaboration on his part.43
Barber’s final program notes reveal his frustration with the symphony’s prior reception. 
He makes his anti-programmatic feelings even stronger than he had initially. In the 
original program notes, Barber had at least acquiesced to the fact that the symphony 
represented the emotions of flying. Here, however, Barber declares that “the emphasis is 
entirely on the Symphony’s appeal as absolute music.” This is the first instance where 
Barber explicitly associates the lack of program with the “absoluteness” of the 
Symphony. Barber leaves the notes with a final plea, that his Symphony stand on its own 
merit.
 Barber’s request worked, and reviewers largely accepted that the piece was 
devoid of a program. This change in perspective, however, did not help the survival of the 
symphony in post-war society. Without the music’s surrounding circumstance, it came 
across as a boring, mediocre work; one that received little performance and eventual 
renouncement from its creator. 
 A review of the revised symphony in Musical America makes the shift in 
programmatic perspective blatant:
As revised, the symphony no longer carries its former programmatic connotation, 
and the use of a specially-made “tone-generator” instrument is no longer required 
in the score. The only unusual feature of the present instrumentation is a piano, 
and the reason for its presence is not always clear…The music has solidity, 
variety, and occasional eloquence; but however skillful Barber illuminates the 
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traditional symphonic terrain the hearer is left wondering whether this terrain has 
not already had enough, or more than its share of exploitation.44
Jacobs, while admitting that they Symphony is “solidly” constructed, ultimately finds the 
work unremarkable; it merely falls into the long line of symphonic composition. Other 
critics responded to the symphonic revision even more harshly: 
Throughout the Symphony No. 2 there is an absence of memorable melody and of 
sufficient contrapuntal vigor. Its orchestration is often unpleasantly thick in 
texture because of the excessive use of instrumental doublings. Its angular 
harmony, the only modern reference present, is uninterestingly conventional.45
Again, the conventional and unremarkable aspects of the Symphony are honed in on as a 
basis form criticism in the piece. 
 Not all reviews of the piece were negative, however. Some critics responded 
positively to the work. One reviewer wrote of the piece:
Despite some sharp harmonic clashes, this is essentially a big post-romantic 
symphony with its philosophy rooted in conservatism; and is one of the best 
works of its kind that the present generation has produced.46
The fundamental difference between this review and those previously discussed is not in 
the interpretation of the piece, but in each reviewer’s taste. In this positive review, the 
critic still acknowledges that the Symphony has a romantic nature, and that it is firmly 
conservative. Whereas the previous reviewers saw this as a negative quality, however, 
this reviewer views it as a positive.
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 Ivor Keys, writing for the journal Music and Letters, had a quite different 
interpretation of the symphony, viewing it as a happy piece of music expressing the joy of 
composition:
One can see in this Second Symphony the qualities that have helped [Barber] to 
establish himself thus far. They include a straightforward attitude to form, a 
picturesque and masterly handling of the orchestra (the piano appearing as an 
instrument) and in general an unfettered vivacity of expression and in infectious 
enjoyment of the process of composition. In a word, the music is happily 
extrovert.47
Whether the symphony was viewed positively or negatively, Barber largely succeeded in 
eliminating the programmatic elements from the popular mind. In this respect, it looked 
as though his goal had been attained. But in the end, orchestras did not perform the work, 
leading Barber to renounce it almost 20 years after the first performance of the original 
edition. As Hans Heinsheimer recalled about an interview with the composer:
[I asked] “why is it that all your concert works are successful, that they all seem 
to stay alive, no matter how old you are—all with the exception of your Second 
Symphony. This one we just can’t get off the ground.” There was, again, no 
hesitation. “The reason is very simple,” Barber said. “It is not a good work.”…
While such an admission was unusual enough, what followed was even more 
startling. “Let’s go back to the office and destroy it,” he said. And that is what we 
did. We went back, got all the music from the library…and Samuel Barber, with a 
gusto that increased our admiration for him from one torn page to the next, tore up 
all these beautifully and expensively copied materials with his own hands.48
Heinsheimer’s recollection borders on the mythological. It is unlikely that he, an 
executive at G. Schirmer, would allow Barber into the Schirmer offices and watch him rip 
apart the music that his company had invested money in publishing. But what clearly 
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comes across is how troubled Barber was by this piece. The composer ultimately came to 
the realization that the work was mediocre at best. The commission had forced him to 
write a work for which he had little preparation and aside from exalting the Air Force, 
which in many ways was its central purpose, the piece had little staying power.
In 1964, the same year that the interview and supposed destruction of the 
symphony took place, Barber converted the second movement of the symphony into a 
7.5-minute tone poem, Night Flight; the score of which is almost identical to the 
movement in its symphony predecessor. The practice of excerpting a part of a larger work 
to create a piece in and of itself was not new to Barber. His most popular piece, the 
Adagio for Strings, was the middle movement of his Opus 11 String Quartet. Even as 
Barber’s symphony was breathing its last breaths, he took one final opportunity to glean 
professional benefit from the piece.
With the commission for a work dedicated to the airmen and woman of the Air 
Force, Barber was confronted with the daunting task of writing a piece outside of his 
normal compositional style. Military officials requested that he write a “modern” work, 
despite not having a clear conception of what this would entail, and Barber fulfilled the 
commission the best that he could. The Symphony pleased Air Force officials who 
commissioned the work, but flopped with critics concerned with its musical merit as 
opposed to its glorification of the young military branch.
The work also failed in Barber’s eyes. To him, the Symphony was more than a 
simple fulfillment of a commission. He believed it represented his best work to date and 
the expansion of his conservative compositional style. Despite Barber’s best efforts to 
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foster the work’s survival in a post-war society by denouncing programmatic 
interpretations so readily apparent within the piece, the Symphony fell upon deaf ears and 
orchestra refused to program the work with any regularity.
Two decades after Barber completed the original score of the piece, he remained 
frustrated by its lack of popularity. Evan after undergoing revision, the Symphony never 
evolved into anything more than a mimetic work that appealed to those fascinated with 
flight in the mid-twentieth century. But this lack of global success did not hinder Barber’s 
progress within the military structure. Being proactive and able to craft large networks of 
support, Barber was able to convince military officials of his compositional utility and 
obtain a job within the Office of War Information.
The Second Symphony represented a piece where Barber stepped outside of his 
compositional comfort zone, attempting to write in a harsher style than he had in the past. 
Perhaps excited by his breaking of personal musical ground, Barber believed at first that 
this piece was going to represent his best work to date. But in the end, he wrote a 
mediocre piece. The sections of dissonance and rhythmic angularity come across as 
superficial, and there is nothing to maintain interest in the music. The only redeeming 
aspect of the symphony is its second movement, which Barber recycled. In this 
movement, Barber stayed true to himself, writing a beautiful, slow, lyrical piece of music 
for which he was so well known. Where Barber stayed true to form, the music was a 
success.
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CHAPTER 4
REPRESENTING THE PEOPLE: FOLK TUNES, “AMERICAN MUSIC,” AND 
BARBER’S EXCURSIONS
 In many respects, Samuel Barber was a composer-for-hire throughout the war. 
Both the Commando March and the Second Symphony advanced his career significantly; 
the former increased his notoriety and demonstrated his utility as a composer-soldier, the 
latter secured his place as a composer within the military. His motivations for writing 
each piece were based on his desire for professional gain. But it would be incorrect to 
view Barber simply as a man going through the motions of writing music for his country 
without any nationalistic or patriotic motivation. He, like many Americans, wanted to 
help the war effort, asserting that he would be most useful as a composer. Barber believed 
in a strong connection between an art-music composer and a broadly-conceived public. 
Yet his worry that he might overestimate his potential contribution was only confirmed 
when the Air Force called him up for service in a capacity that, at least initially, had 
nothing to do with his music. In short, military service did not automatically lead to 
writing socially-and politically-engaged music; that was a path that Barber ultimately had 
to fashion for himself.
Just as the letter to Chapin reveals Barber’s personal patriotism in words, his 
Excursions for Piano, Op. 20 express this nationalism through music. Between 1942 and 
1945, Barber worked on this collection of four short pieces, each one inspired by a 
popular American music idiom. Unlike the works examined in chapters two and three of 
this study, Excursions had no military origins. Although Barber composed it while he was 
working on his music for the Air Force, he consciously kept it divorced from his official 
duties, and thus the piece is best seen as demonstrating a more personal expression of his 
wartime sentiments, revealing his attitude through his identity as a free artist as opposed 
to a soldier. 
By using American popular-music idioms in an attempt to fashion a truly 
“American” music, Barber was entering a discussion that had begun 100 years earlier. 
Since the middle of the nineteenth century, composers and music critics had argued over 
whether the creation of an American musical style was beneficial or not, and what, 
precisely, such style would entail. Even as late as World War II there was no consensus 
on the matter. Issues of race and class surfaced regularly in these debates, as composers 
and critics wrestled with the relationship between traditionally black performance styles 
and genres to traditionally white ones, or between vernacular music and art music 
traditions. Similar tensions emerged where geography came into play: where was the 
essence of America located?
For his Excursions, Barber adopted a musical style that incorporated influences 
from both white and black popular-music traditions. He used imagery associated with the 
American West in two of the movements, a reference to a larger compositional trend that 
began in the 1930s of American composers looking westward for musical influences and 
“American” authenticity.1 At the same time, Barber’s use of black popular idioms—
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boogie-woogie and blues—looked back to popular-music influences common in art 
music of the 1920s. By juxtaposing the two musical styles, Barber created a musical work 
that symbolically embraced a portrait of the United States and its people that was diverse 
and inclusive in its conception.
Barber’s utopian musical portrait met with negative press. Some critics and 
composers viewed the work as a superficial appropriation of various folk musics. Such 
criticism stemmed from debates around authenticity that had been present in the 
American musicological discourse since the late-nineteenth century and Dvořák’s 
Symphony “From the New World.” Barber’s colleagues did not see any avenues of 
cultural ownership between the composer and his source material, and this lack of 
authenticity led to negative reviews. Yet Barber was conscious of his limitations with 
respect to his identity and its relation to the source material. He set up the work as a set of 
literal “excursions,” providing a musical tour of the nation. His goal was never that of 
“authentic” representation, but rather a personal musing and interpretation of America’s 
musical soundscape.
Barber, Popular Music, and the Search for an “American Music”
 Barber’s turn toward American popular and folk music did not occur in a vacuum, 
but was motivated by historical precedents. Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, composers in the United States slowly shifted their sources of inspiration to 
repertories and cultural artifacts that they thought would yield an authentically 
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“American” music. As a result, these changing compositional trends yield several periods 
of musical Americanism, all leading up to the 1940s and Barber’s Excursions.
In 1853, to conclude a series of music lectures, the composer William Henry Fry 
dispatched the following call to action: 
Until this Declaration of Independence in Art shall be made—until American 
composers shall discard their foreign liveries and found an American School—
and until the American public shall learn to support American artists, Art will not 
become indigenous to this country, but will only exist as a feeble exotic, and we 
shall continue to be provincial in Art.2
This pronouncement reflected an on-going discussion in all the humanities during the 
mid-nineteenth century. Sixteen years prior, Ralph Waldo Emerson delivered a speech 
entitled “The American Scholar” that former Supreme Court justice Oliver Wendell 
Holmes labeled as “our intellectual Declaration of Independence.” The resurgence in the 
rhetoric surrounding the United States’ emergence as a sovereign nation led many of 
America’s leading artists to view the mid-nineteenth century as a watershed moment in 
American history. It was time not only to be a self-governing nation, but also a nation 
with its own cultural and artistic voice.3
 To be sure, not all artists wished to cast aside European heritage in American art. 
Composers and music critics in particular battled with each other over the need for an 
“authentic” American music. The ideological arena was divided into two opposing 
camps, one side contending that music based on the European masterworks was the 
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direction that any art music should take, whereas the other side, epitomized by Fry, 
believed that American music should possess some distinctly “American” quality.4 As 
time passed, the debate over an American style of composition splintered; not only was 
the discussion about whether or not there should be an American style, but composers 
and critics also began posing the question of what this style should entail. 
 Many composers initially turned to a “naturalized nationalism” in the nineteenth 
century.5 American symphonists such as William Henry Fry, George Frederick Bristow, 
and Anthony Philip Heinrich selected as inspiration the image of Niagara Falls, which 
was an emblem of American pride located on the border of New York, USA, and Ontario, 
CA.6 The prevalence of the Niagara Falls trope also demonstrates that initial concerns 
regarding an authentically “American” music were made from a pan-American 
perspective. To these composers, images from Canada and even South America (the 
music of Louis Moreau Gottschalk, for example) all summed to an “American” music. 
This pan-American perspective would not last, however, nor would compositional 
references to landmarks. As the nineteenth century came to a close, composers began to 
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turn instead toward indigenous melodies of the people of the United States, more 
specifically Native American melodies and African American spirituals as a means of 
evoking a nationalist identity through music.
 In 1893, discordant discussions regarding musical Americanism reached one of 
their many peaks. Between May and December of that year, the Czech composer Antonín 
Dvořák held a residency at the National Conservatory in New York. To many American 
musicians and composers, Dvořák represented a composer with continental connections, 
but who was free of French, Italian, or German lineage. He was a musical pioneer for his 
own country, and many hoped that he could help American composers attain a similar 
nationalist music. After being in the United States less than a year, the composer made his 
famous proclamation that “I am now satisfied that the future music of this country must 
be founded upon what are called the Negro melodies.”7 Although Dvořák’s philosophy 
had its critics, the composer’s implementation of “Negro melodies” in his Symphony in E 
Minor, “From the New World” demonstrated the way that African American music could 
be incorporated into art music; the secondary theme of the first movement, for example, 
has clear sonic connections to the spiritual “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.” 
 But the “Americanness” of Dvořák’s Symphony was not based solely on African 
American melodies. The composer claimed to have been influenced by Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow’s epic poem Song of Hiawatha, a fictional myth about the Indian hero 
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Hiawatha.8 What emerged was a symphony that had connections to African American 
spirituals, that fabricated Native American myths, and that drew inspiration from 
American poetry, all by a composer of European descent who had been influenced greatly  
by one of the German masters, Johannes Brahms. 
 Despite Dvořák’s initial statement regarding musical Americanism and the music 
of black Americans, his symphony did not provide a straightforward example that other 
composers could follow. In fact, many critics read the symphony as merely a hodgepodge 
of elements. Some viewed the composite nature of the piece as exemplifying the “melting 
pot” quality of America whereas others viewed it as several disparate entities that resulted 
in a work with no national identity whatsoever.9
 Reacting to the criticism, Dvořák amended his recommendation for using African 
American folk music. Although he steadfastly held on to his preference for “plantation 
melodies and slave-songs,” he ultimately asserted a more global view regarding the use 
of folk music:
It matters little whether the inspiration for the coming folk-songs for America is 
derived from the Negro melodies, the songs of the Creoles, the red man’s chant, 
or the plaintive ditties of the homesick German or Norwegian. Undoubtedly, the 
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germs for the best of music lie hidden among all the races that are commingled in 
this great country.10
As musicologist Beth Levy points out, however, the situation was even more complex for 
American composers. Dvořák, as a foreigner within the United States, was not bound to 
the same notions of authenticity with his incorporation of folk music as his American 
contemporaries. Composers and critics did not question his cultural ownership over the 
melodies as it was naturally assumed that he would not have cultural ties to these 
melodies. American composers, on the other hand, were using music indigenous to their 
own country and thus critics assumed they felt compelled to have some cultural 
connection to the source music. 
 For this reason, many composers resisted using African American themes. 
Although initially issues of authenticity were cited as the reason for this abandonment, 
composers shortly thereafter modified their “logic,” instead asserting that African 
American were, by definition, not Native American, and thus could not be used as 
inspiration in creating an “American” music. Instead, it was thought, music of Native-
American Indians could be used.11 Although composers had no more claim to 
authenticity with these melodies than they had with African American sources, the 
“indigenous” nature of Native-Americans was enough to trump a lack of musical 
connection. This fascination with Native American melodies continued throughout the 
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rest of the century and into the early decades of the twentieth century. Implementation of 
African American spirituals in composition did not wholly disappear, but the complexity 
of black-white relations in the United States deterred many composers from relying on 
music of African American origin.
 The emergence of jazz early in the twentieth century initiated a shift back to the 
use of African American art forms as a basis for an American national music. Both 
ragtime and jazz provided sources of indigenous music that appealed to art-music 
composers trying to create an “American” style.12 In 1915, composers consciously began 
incorporating ragtime elements (most often “ragged,” or syncopated, rhythms) into their 
music; Henry Gilbert’s Dances in Ragtime Rhythm and John Alden Carpenter’s 
Concertino for Piano and Orchestra are two prime examples.13 The influence of ragtime, 
however, was quickly overshadowed by the prevalence of jazz.
 Jazz music emerged as a post-World War I phenomenon. Although the term dates 
back to the late-nineteenth century, its association with a musical genre and the musical 
connotations that come with it did not emerge until after the war.14 In 1917, the Original 
Dixieland Jass Band (ODJB), a group of white musicians, made the fist jazz recording, 
and it was around this time that New Orleans jazz began to spread and enter the popular 
music consciousness. Throughout the 1920s, art music composers incorporated jazz 
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elements in their music, usually in the form of frequent syncopations, blues progressions, 
and extended chordal harmonies. Arguably the most successful piece of the Twenties to 
mix jazz and classical elements was George Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue (1924), a piece 
featured at Paul Whiteman’s concert “An Experiment in Modern Music.” By combining 
jazz and classical idioms, Gershwin effectively composed a model that not only crossed 
racial boundaries but also blurred the distinction between art and entertainment and 
attracted a great deal of attention in the process.15 As a result, Rhapsody received mixed 
reviews. The criticism was predictably split between those who thought a success had 
been attained and those who thought Gershwin had stooped to “low-brow” music that had 
nothing at all to do with the art-music tradition.
 Negative criticism notwithstanding, Gershwin’s piece initiated a long line of 
American art music with jazz influences. Between 1926-1927 for example, four 
prominent works incorporating jazz idioms emerged: Louis Gruenberg’s The Creation—
A Negro Sermon, William Grant Still’s Darker America, Aaron Copland’s Piano 
Concerto, and George Antheil’s Jazz Symphony.16 Throughout the 1930s and 1940, 
conceptions of “low” and “high” art moved closer together, but the influence of jazz had 
mostly waned by the end of the 1920s, and composers instead turned their attention 
towards image of the American West.
 In the 1930s, a general fascination with the “West” swept through America. This 
intrigue had begun decades early, but reached its height with the start of the Great 
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Depression. The decade saw the rise of the “singing cowboy”—a Hollywood-constructed 
stock character that gained prominence within the emerging “horse opera,” or musical 
western.17 The interest in the mythic West was not relegated to Hollywood, however. Art-
music composers began incorporating cowboy melodies and folk songs into symphonies, 
ballets, and choral songs. This turn toward Western folk songs provided “American 
composers with a link between the populism of the thirties and a new western 
mythology.”18 The cowboy emerged as a popular, heroic figure, and composers attempted 
to capitalize on its cachet.
 No composer exemplified the turn toward the West better than Roy Harris. 
Underneath this trend toward musical depictions of the West were complex conceptions 
of race and authenticity. John Tasker Howard’s 1941 description of Roy Harris reveals 
both of these undercurrents:
When he first appeared on the scene, in the late ‘twenties, he seemed the answer 
to all our prayers. Here was a genuine American, born in a log cabin in Oklahoma, 
like Lincoln, tall, lanky, rawboned, untouched by the artificial refinements of 
Europe or even the stultifying commercialism of cosmopolitan New York; a 
prophet from the Southwest who thought in terms of our raciest folk-tunes. Small 
wonder that we called him the white hope of American music.19
Harris is portrayed as a “genuine American” with roots and physical features that align 
him with Abraham Lincoln. All of the traits demonstrate that Harris could work with 
Anglo-American folk songs with an authenticity—emerging from his biography—
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unmatched by European-trained composers and the New York scene of composers who 
were often viewed as being more concerned with cosmopolitanism than a true American 
music. Howard goes so far as to declare Harris the great “white hope” for American 
music, bringing the issue of race to the fore.
 Harris capitalized on his “western” identity and incorporated folk music in several 
of his works. Although he was the “great white hope” of American music, he did not 
ignore African American folk songs and spirituals completely. His most famous works, 
the Folksong Symphony (1940/42), the Folk Fantasy for Festivals (1956), and the 
American Ballads (1942-1945) all draw on a diverse set of folk musics.
 The irony here, however, is that Roy Harris did receive European training, as he 
was part of the long list of American composers who studied with Nadia Boulanger in 
Paris. But Harris is often portrayed by scholars as an autodidact who refused to sacrifice 
his natural musical gifts in order to write in a more “refined style,” a source of much 
tension between the teacher and pupil.20 
 Although Harris may have been at the fore of American composers turning toward 
images of the American West in his compositions, he was far from the only composer to 
do so. Throughout the 1930s, the use of Anglo-American folk songs increased as a great 
number of composers became entrenched within populist politics.21 The fascination with 
Western themes continued well into the war years. Copland wrote several of his most 
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21 Elizabeth Crist provides a vivid case study of Aaron Copland in this respect in 
Music for the Common Man: Aaron Copland During the Depression and War (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2005).
overtly American pieces in the late thirties and early forties: Billy the Kid (1938), Rodeo 
(1942), and Appalachian Spring (1944). Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II took 
Broadway by storm in 1943 with the premiere of Oklahoma!.22 Hollywood continued to 
produce Westerns, both musicals and not, where the singing cowboy figure such as Roy 
Rogers could continue to prevail alongside even more rough-and-tumble figures like John 
Wayne. The American West was both a commercially lucrative topos and a source for 
American pride and authenticity.
 It was in these contexts that Barber situated his own vernacular musical interests. 
Foremost among those were his fascination with jazz, blues, old fiddle tunes, and Anglo 
American folk song. In 1943 Barber explicitly expressed his interest in American folk 
music, writing to Harold Spivacke, chief librarian of the Music Division of the Library of 
Congress, asking for a free copy of a recently-released recording of folk music from the 
Archive of American Folk song23 Although Spivacke was unable to send the record 
collection gratis as Barber had hoped, the composer’s newfound interest in American folk 
music did not wane.24 He wrote back to Spivacke, explaining that he would have to save 
up his salary before he could order the collection at market value.25 Spivacke went so far 
as to suggest that Barber ask the army for financial support if the records would help him 
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Yale University Press, 2007).
23 Letter from Barber to Spivacke, 20 June 1943, Spivacke clipping file, Library 
of Congress.
24 Letter from Spivacke to Barber, 23 June 1943.
25 Letter from Barber to Spivacke, 28 July 1943, Papers of the Joint Army and 
Navy Committee on Welfare and Recreation, Sub-committee on Music, Library of 
Congress.
with his military compositions, but Barber never entertained that option. He wished to 
keep the Excursions separate from his military composing, again giving credence to the 
piece as a personal expression of his craft. Thus, he did as Spivacke suggested, and 
sought recordings of these folk musics on his own dime.
Barber and Behrend
 Writing music that could be interpreted as “American” was not the only issue for 
composers in the United States. They often had difficulty finding performance outlets. 
Many performers shied away from American works and instead opted for the European 
classics. Performers who did dedicate their time to performances of American music were 
often shunned for the repertory choice. Fortunately for Barber, he found a champion for 
his piano music in Jeanne Behrend. 
 During the 1930s Behrend, a classmate of Barber at the Curtis Institute, began a 
series of solo piano recitals where she foregrounded the work of American composers. 
She asked Barber, in 1938, to write a piano piece for one of her concerts, a request that 
would develop into the Excursions. Despite the duo’s sometimes stormy personal 
relationship, Behrend’s urging and performance opportunity prodded Barber to write one 
of his most overtly Americana pieces. Barber, like many other American composers, 
owed a debt to Behrend for her pioneering efforts in the performance of American music. 
During a time where American concert halls were dominated by European composers, 
Behrend attempted to show the rich musical treasures of the United States.
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 Behrend began her studies at Curtis in 1925, the year following the institution’s 
opening, at the encouragement of conductor Leopold Stokowski, who had heard the ten-
year-old Behrend perform the Saint-Saëns Carnival of the Animals as part of his 
children’s concerts series.26 Upon arriving at Curtis, Behrend began studying piano with 
Josef Hoffman and composition with Rosario Scalero (the teacher of Samuel Barber and 
also Gian-Carlo Menotti). She quickly found herself being pressured by both teachers to 
choose a single musical path: performance or composition. Although she showed 
exceptional promise in both fields, Scalero and Hoffman agreed that she needed to devote 
her attention to one discipline in order to truly excel. This pull between the two men 
caused her such mental anguish that she authored, in her journal, a soul-bearing essay in 
her journal entitled “My Dilemma,” where she wrote out the pros and cons of both fields 
of study.27
 As she continued to wrestle with the decision, she maintained both her 
compositional and performance studies. It was also during the 1930s that she began to 
express her interest in American music, even in the face of outright discouragement:
Oh mama makes me so furious! So I’m wasting my time on Sam [Barber]’s 
pieces, am I? If you asked her whether American composers should be given a 
chance, she would say, “Most certainly,” but when it comes to actually aiding 
them, that’s different. I believe this music is not worthy of oblivion and I am 
determined to brave it to all.28
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26 The following is adapted from Elizabeth Ann Hostetter, “Jeanne Behrend: 
Pioneer Performer of American Music, Pianist, Teacher, Musicologist, and Composer 
(DMA diss., Arizona State University, 1990).
27 Ibid., 46-47.
28 Diary entry quoted ibid., 49.
Behrend held tremendous respect for Barber as a composer and wished to be a pioneer 
for American music more generally.
 Behrend’s and Barber’s relationship was not always so happy, however. Accounts 
in Behrend’s diary strongly suggest that she fell in love with the composer, not realizing 
(or at least not wanting to accept) his homosexuality. In the summer of 1929 while 
spending the summer in the Italian town of Gressoney with Barber, Menotti, and Scalero, 
Behrend apparently discovered Barber’s sexual preference. She referred to the 
“Gressoney incident” for years to come and remained haunted by her discovery:
I’ve been doing a lot of thinking. I have made myself face reality, and while it is 
painful, it is the best thing after all. I must put those two boys out of mind, 
absolutely. As musicians, I suppose we’ll always more or less be associated, but 
that is all. I cannot have as friends people who are as changeable and distrustful as 
they are. How can I explain Sam’s glacial, insultingly indifferent attitude toward 
me when we are in the presence of others? And Gian Carlo ever mindful that he 
comes from the ITALIAN NOBILITY. Oh, God, it is hard to renounce a 
friendship I had cherished so highly, but I must. I can no longer make excuses for 
their behaviour. I must stand alone, and God grant me courage.29
While Behrend never explicitly states that the incident she is describing is an amorous 
moment between Barber and Menotti, entries between the initial incident and this most 
emotionally-charged entry suggest that this may have been the case. It seems that Barber 
may not have been as delicate with the situation as he could have been, but there is no 
mention of any other transgression committed by Barber except that he could never 
return her love.30
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 Behrend’s anger at Barber did not, however, diminish her faith in his ability to 
create an American voice for art music. At the very minimum, she managed to balance 
her personal feelings and her professional interactions with Barber. When she suggested 
that Barber write a piano piece for a concert series she was developing devoted to 
American music, the composer was excited by the idea, but initially found minimum 
inspiration for the work:
I’ll do my best about a piano piece, but all those black and white keys in a row 
staring at me from across the room give me no encouragement whatever. Your 
idea of a longish piece is good, though. Are you having 3 concerts of Amuhrican 
[sic] music…?????????!…!….!31
This letter reveals both Barber’s humor regarding the composition of “Amuhrican” music 
and also his surprise at Behrend’s mission. Although the performance of works by 
American composers picked up slightly during World War II, in the late 1930s American 
composers still had significant troubles finding outlets for their music. The piano would 
eventually start speaking to Barber, however, and Behrend’s request became the 
Excursions.
 Behrend planted the seed for a long, American piano piece in 1938, but Barber did 
not finish composing the first Excursion until 1942, and it was 1948 before all four 
movements were performed together. Barber’s Excursions follow in the tradition of 
American composers trying to compose “American” pieces, a phenomenon dating back 
to the nineteenth century. Behrend claimed in a later interview that Barber stated that he 
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31 Letter from Barber to Jeanne Behrend, dated 19 September 1938. Transcribed 
from the original reproduced ibid., 105.
only wrote the Excursions to “prove” he could write American music.32 Barber’s 
Excursions fit into a compositional norm that had become quite popular during the 1930s 
and 1940s: he composed a piece that drew on African American music traditions as well 
as musical depictions of the American West. 
Popular Excursions, Classical Art Forms
 On the inside page of his published Excursions, Barber tells the performer that:
These are “Excursions” in small classical forms into regional American idioms. 
Their rhythmic characteristics, as well as their source in folk material and their 
scoring, reminiscent of local instruments, are easily recognized.33
Indeed, the popular idioms on which Barber based all four movements are readily 
apparent. The first Excursion is based on boogie-woogie style, the second on the blues, 
the third on the cowboy song “Streets of Laredo,” and the fourth on a barn dance. In this 
collection, Barber responded to the recent rise in boogie-woogie style in 1940s New York 
and capitalized on the “Western” compositional aesthetic forwarded by Roy Harris and 
Aaron Copland. Through the combination of music inspired by both black and white 
Americans, Barber provides a brief musical snapshot of the wide array of folk music 
present in the United States. Throughout this musical tour, he guides the listener through 
the eclectic population that, for many, is a hallmark of American culture.
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33 Samuel Barber, Excursions for the Piano (New York: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1945).
 Barber finished his first Excursion in June 1942.34 This piece, in the style of a 
boogie-woogie, reflected a resurgence in the style’s popularity at the turn of the decade. 
The end of the 1930s saw a revival of boogie-woogie style in the major centers of jazz in 
the United States, New York in particular. In 1938, for example, Carnegie Hall—the 
bastion of art-music life—was the site of a concert entitled “From Spirituals to Swing” 
featuring famed pianists Pete Johnson, Meade Lux Lewis, and Albert Ammons playing in 
boogie style.35 Lewis performed his “Honky Tonk Train Blues,” and Ammons played 
“Swannee River Boogie.” After the concert, this trio of pianists took residence at the Café 
Society night club in New York City, where their performances featured two to three 
pianos playing richly textured boogie-woogie pieces. Café Society became the hub for 
boogie-woogie performance in New York.
 As boogie surged in popularity, it blended with the prominent style of swing. This 
connection is readily apparent in such recordings as Boogie Woogie by Tommy Dorsey 
and his Orchestra (1938) and Count Basie’s Basie Boogie (1941). Groups like the 
Andrews Sisters had number one radio hits with boogie-infused songs, most notably their 
1941 hit “Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy.” Boogie-Woogie influenced the visual arts as well. 
Between 1942 and 1943, Dutch artist Piet Mondrian created his “Broadway Boogie-
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34 This date comes from a works list compiled by Barber in the 1970s, which was 
shown to Barbara Heyman by Valentin Herranz. See Heyman, Samuel Barber, 232.
35 The following summary comes from Peter J. Silvester, The Story of Boogie-
Woogie: A Left Hand Like God (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2009), 151-187.
Example 4.1: Bass Ostinato, Excursion I
Example 4.2: Melody of Excursion I, mm. 4-6
Example 4.3: Rhythmic Shifting, Excursion I, mm. 10-12
Example 4.4: Run Figure, Excursion I, m. 23
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Woogie.” The painting was meant to represent, visually, the aural experience of listening 
to the style as well as the general landscape of New York.36 
 Boogie-woogie is a percussive, blues-piano style characterized by a forceful, 
ostinato figure with a rhythmic, repetitive melody.37 This is manifested in the first 
Excursion with the appearance of an ostinato bass line (Example 4.1). The bass line 
initially leaves the mode of the blues ambiguous as it avoids playing the mediant tone, 
but the entrance of the right hand in the second measure solidifies the music’s minor pitch 
collection. Above the bass ostinato,
 Barber employs a syncopated melody (Example 4.2). The melody is metrically 
off-center and outlines the harmony of a minor seventh chord. The frequent syncopation 
comprises another characteristic of the boogie style. Barber also uses slightly shifting 
rhythms (eighth notes shifting to quarter-not triplets), characteristic of Lewis’s melodic 
style, to enhance the boogie-woogie nature of the piece (Example 4.3). His use of runs 
and trill-like figures are also both reminiscent of the style (Examples 4.4 and 4.5).
 But Barber was not trying to construct an “authentic” reproduction of a boogie-
woogie piano solo. As stated in his preface, this is merely an “excursion” into the style 
via a classical form. In this case, Barber uses a five-part rondo form to explore the 
intricacies of boogie style. Perhaps the most obvious departure from traditional boogie-
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collection/object.php?object_id=78682 (accessed 3 April 2010).
37 Paul Oliver, “Boogie Woogie,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/subscriber/article/opr/t237/
e1378 (accessed 3 April 2010).
Example 4.5: Trill Figures, Excursion I, mm. 83-88
woogie style is the slow harmonic rhythm of the movement. Most boogies use a twelve-
bar blues progression (Figure 4.1), but Barber constructs the rondo sections on individual, 
static harmonies as opposed to differing melodic ideas. The main sections are organized 
around C as the tonic whereas the episodes are organized around F and G respectively 
(Table 4.1). 
Figure 4.1: Twelve-Bar Blues Harmonic Form
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Form Measures Tonic
A 1-37 C
B 38-55 F
A 56-65 C
C 66-89 G
A 90-106 C
Coda 107-113 C
Table 4.1: Form, Excursion I
 The second movement draws on tropes of a more general blues style. Specifically, 
Barber employs the twelve-bar blues harmonic progression with subtle nuances of 
difference. The second Excursion consists of 4 verses of the blues harmonic progression. 
In no verse, however, does the harmony precisely conform to the standard model (Figure 
4.2). The first verse of Barber’s second Excursion, for example, is a thirteen-bar structure 
Figure 4.2: Verses’ Harmonic Patterns, Excursion II
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Example 4.6: Verse 1, Excursion II, mm. 1-13
based on the twelve-bar blues progression (Example 4.6). The harmonic content largely 
conforms to the blues model except that Barber adds a one-measure expansion of the 
tonic chord in bar 9. The movement opens with a clear outlining of the G-Major triad 
punctuated by a chord containing the scale degrees #2, b7, 3, and 5. This chord, which 
recurs frequently throughout the first verse (mm. 1,2,7, and 8), incorporates two “blue” 
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Example 4.7: Verse 2, Excursion II, mm. 14-27
notes (b3, spelled enharmonically as #2, and b7). This is perhaps an effort by Barber to 
demonstrate a deeper understanding of blues harmonic vocabulary than simply 
manipulating the standard twelve-bar progression. In measure three, he implements a 
swung bass pattern that outlines the G7 harmony. Aside from the one-measure extension 
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of the tonic harmony, Barber also manipulates the harmonic progression by substituting a 
second-inversion tonic chord in measure ten for a dominant chord.
 Barber again manipulates the twelve-bar harmonic structure in verse two (mm. 
14-25), but in a slightly different way than in the first (Example 4.7). Barber adds a one-
measure tonic extension, but this time it is within the fifth bar of the repeating structure. 
Additionally, he omits the third from the subdominant harmony, instead employing an 
open fifth between the notes C and G. In measure 21, Barber juxtaposes the notes B and
 B-flat, again suggesting the influences of the blues scale. As before, Barber 
weakens the dominant harmony of the progression by using a minor chord based on 
scale-degree five. He also substitutes an E-half-diminished seventh chord for the 
subdominant harmony in measure 24. The substitution is fairly standard as the E-half-
diminished seventh and the C dominant seventh chord share three of their four notes (the 
only difference is the C is moved to D). 
 Verse three (mm. 27-38) finally comprises a twelve-bar structure, but again 
Barber does not limit himself to the model. In this instance, Barber extends the initial 
tonic harmony by one measure, but shortens the form by omitting one measure of tonic 
harmony. As seen previously, Barber begins the verse by juxtaposing the pitches B-
natural and B-flat in order to demonstrate the prominence of the flattened third scale 
degree in the blues idiom.
 The final verse (mm. 39-51) is again a thirteen-bar manipulation of the twelve-bar 
pattern. Barber extends the initial tonic harmony, substitutes a subdominant harmony for 
the tonic in measure eight of this verse, and again utilizes the E half-diminished seventh 
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chord for the final subdominant harmony. Most interestingly with this verse, however, is 
Barber ends the piece on the subdominant, leaving the structure harmonically open.
 The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate that in the blues movement, like in 
the boogie-woogie movement of Excursions, Barber uses popular music idioms as 
compositional inspiration, but he does not relegate himself to strict conformity. He adds 
extensions within the form, uses harmonic substitutions, and employs expanded chords to 
place his personal interpretation on the blues. It is also possible to view these 
“inaccuracies” as nods to the practice of rural blues, which is known for its deviation 
from the traditional form solidified by urban blues.
 The other two Excursions in the set abandon the influence of African American 
music and instead embrace popular idioms associated with the Western cowboy. This 
style achieved great prominence in the mid 1940s, and became almost synonymous with 
the populist leanings of many American composers. By employing a cowboy song and a 
fiddle tune in Excursions III and IV, Barber was aligning himself with the likes of Roy 
Harris and Aaron Copland. 
 Excursion III is a setting of the cowboy song “Streets of Laredo,” also known as 
“The Cowboy’s Lament.” It is unclear as to when “Streets of Laredo” developed its 
identity as a cowboy song, but the melody dates back to an Irish street song entitled “The 
Unfortunate Rake.”38 Folklorists date the origins of the song to a 1790s British precursor, 
“The Trooper Cut Down in His Prime.” This song tells the story of a soldier on his death 
bed, because of a sexually-transmitted disease, who is advising his fellow comrades to 
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Example 4.8: Melody of “Streets of Laredo”39
stay away from the women who parade outside the barracks. The ballad, which takes 
place in London’s St. James Infirmary, inspired the American jazz piece “St. James 
Infirmary.” Supposedly through “lumberjacks turned cowboys,” the song made its way to 
Laredo, Texas where it assumed its new locale and title.40
 In its western-Americana version, the song is about a dying cowboy who is giving 
advice to a group of younger cowboys. Although different versions of the tune exist, most 
commercially-recorded performances conform to one, and this seems to be the version 
that influenced Barber (Example 4.8). The tune is in triple meter and comprised a double 
period. The melody moves primarily in conjunct motion and is restricted to tonic, 
subdominant, and dominant harmonies (with the exception of a secondary-dominant 
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40 Ibid., 279.
Example 4.9: Polyrhythmic Setting of “Streets of Laredo,” Excursion III, mm. 1-8
chord leading to the half cadence at the end of the first period). By the 1940s, the song 
have become a cowboy standard tune.
 Barber completed the third Excursion last in the series (in September 1944) and 
was probably inspired by Harris’s setting of the same tune in his American Ballads. 
Harris maintained the straightforward rhythmic and metric profile of the song while 
altering the harmonic accompaniment in his setting. Barber, on the other hand, maintains 
a rather straight-forward harmonic language, but sets the tune in a metrically-complex 
seven-against-eight polyrhythm (Example 4.9). Barber incorporates two measures of the 
original tune in each measure of the Excursion. In other words, the half-bar of Excursion 
III is equivalent to the bar of the tune as written in example seven.
 The fourth Excursion is in the style of a barn dance. The barn dance tradition 
began in England in the 1880s and involved a celebration of the building of a new barn, 
often accompanied by folk music. In the United States, the barn dance became a genre of 
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Example 4.10: Fiddle Tropes, Excursion IV, mm. 14-19
radio show that featured local musicians performing, often, country music. The first radio 
barn dance appeared on WBAP in Fort Worth, Texas in 1923 and spawned other barn 
dance programs, most notably the “National Barn Dance” based out of Chicago and the 
“Grand Ole Opry” based out of Tennessee.41 In Barber’s setting, he is using music 
influenced by the fiddling tradition to construct the image of a barn dance.
 Excursion IV begins with a thirteen-measure introduction and concludes with a 
coda comprised of the same material.42 The body of the piece is rife with “slip notes,” 
double and triple stops imitated on the piano, and frequent syncopes (Example 4.10). 
Slip-note style, common in many fiddle tunes and a hallmark of studio pianists who 
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played in the later Nashville Sound era of country music, involves rapidly approaching 
the note from its upper or lower neighbor tone, a type of appoggiatura. In this Excursion, 
this is notated by the use of grace notes. To further enhance the association with fiddle 
music, Barber uses only the upper register of the piano (C4 is the lowest note in the 
movement; the fiddle’s lowest pitch is G3). Additionally, the opening melody is very 
diatonic and emphasizes scale degrees 1, 3, 4, and 5, a common characteristic of fiddle 
tunes (Example 4.11).
 As a collection, Barber’s Excursions demonstrate his incorporation of popular 
idioms into classical forms. The pieces display a playfulness uncharacteristic of many of 
Barber’s wartime works. In a letter to Henry-Louis de la Grange, Barber described the 
Excursions as “nothing but bagatelles.”43 Such a description, used to connote light-
hearted pieces, reveals Barber’s attitudes toward the pieces. He wished for them to be 
viewed as simple forays into America’s folk music heritage.
 Barber viewed folk music and jazz as inherently “light” in nature. In a 
composition notebook from the 1940s, he wrote that “Jazz is really not supposed to be 
edifying. You listen to jazz with feet or snapping fingers, not so much the ear.”44 Barber’s 
claim that the ear is less involved in the jazz experience should not necessarily be viewed 
as a negative description of the genre. To be sure, he viewed jazz as less “serious” than 
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Barber, 235.
44 Orchestration notebook, Samuel Barber Collection, Music Division, Library of 
Congress, cited ibid., 238.
Example 4.11: Opening “Fiddle” Melody, Excursion IV, mm. 3-4
art music, but he still held the genre in some esteem (he would again turn to jazz idioms 
in his 1959 operetta A Hand of Bridge). 
 By referring to the Excursions as bagatelles, he may also have been trying to 
avoid the trap of authenticity with which many other composers had struggled. Culturally, 
he could not lay claim to either African American music nor music of the wild West. His 
growing up in an affluent family in a small town in Pennsylvania (difficult to get much 
further east than that!) prevented Barber from being truly identified with songs of the 
west.45 Through his musical tourism of the United States, Barber tried to relate his 
experiences with these various popular genres and, in doing so, present his own view of 
the American popular soundscape. But despite his attempts to avoid the pitfalls of 
authenticity, he still fell victim to harsh criticism from American composers and critics 
for writing a work that they viewed as overly superficial.
Early Performances and Reviews
 Although Barber had completed the first Excursion in June 1942, it was not 
performed until almost two years later in May 1944, when Jeanne Behrend played it on 
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the radio station WQXR in New York City. Barber did not hear the performance, but was 
told by Menotti that Behrend performed the piece quite well.46 In addition to performing 
Excursion I, Behrend also offered notes about the piece itself, suggesting cuts and 
additional marking. In response to her suggestions, Barber wrote:
Many, many thanks for sending your remarks so promptly—most of them I 
agreed with, strange to say! I’ve written two more pieces to go with that one and 
will show them to 
you sometime.47
The ambiguity with which Barber speaks of the two additional Excursions (II and IV in 
the Schirmer publication) is perhaps because even though Behrend had prompted and 
encouraged Barber to write the piano piece, he instead sought out the Russian pianist 
Vladimir Horowitz to premiere the three-movement collection; a decision likely fueled 
by Horowitz’s high popularity at the time.
 Horowitz performed the three Excursions for the first time on 4 January 1945 at 
the Philadelphia Academy of Music. Having the Excursions premiered by Horowitz was 
advantageous to the piece’s marketing as the pianist had more international acclaim than 
Behrend. Also adding to the promotion of Horowitz’s performance was the fact that the 
Excursions were the first pieces by an American composer that Horowitz had played.48 
 According to Barbara Heyman, the performance was received “with a ‘great 
ovation’ and cited by critics as being ‘made with delicacy, affectionate good humor, and 
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47 Letter from Barber to Behrend, 6 July 1944, cited ibid.
48 Glenn Plaskin, Horowitz: A Biography (New York: William Morrow, 1983), 
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in the modern mood of the times.’”49 Almost four months later, on 28 March 1945, 
Horowitz performed the same three Excursions in New York. Victor Berger gave the 
performance a mixed review:
Last night was an unusual occasion for Mr. Horowitz, since neither Beethoven 
sonatas nor contemporary American works figure normally on his 
program….Samuel Barber’s “Excursions,” which were given a masterly first New 
York reading, suffer from a drab blues. The outer movements are, however, 
agreeable enough, and their native folk dance material lends them a cheerful note 
to the program. The deliberate, repeated “wrong note” of the first piece, and the 
facetious close of the third, are a bit obvious. But this was a fine gesture for Mr. 
Horowitz to have made, and it is to be hoped that he will favor other Americans as 
well in the future.50
This negative reception of the blues is at first surprising because during the Philadelphia 
premiere by Horowitz, Max de Schauensee reviewed the slow blues with particular 
favor.51 Heyman suggests that part of the reason for the negative review of the blues was 
that Horowitz, being non-American and relatively unfamiliar with the jazz idiom, had 
trouble capturing the right feel for the piece. A letter from Barber to Behrend certainly 
suggests that Horowitz struggled with the blues: “I had Schirmers send [Horowitz] a copy  
to New Hampshire, as he was leaving that afternoon. He says he can’t figure out how to 
play the blues, prefers the last one!”52 
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 Although Horowitz had general difficulty with the movement, it does not account 
for the positive review by deSchauensee and the negative one by Berger. Had the pianist 
struggled at both venues, then it would make sense that both critics would have noticed 
the lack of quality in the movement. Instead of placing the burden of negative reception 
on Horowitz, I suggest that this incongruity has more to do with different perceptions of 
the work on a global scale, relating back to the issues of authenticity present since the 
nineteenth century. Conflicting perceptions, which have continued in both musicological 
interpretations as well as in critiques by other composers, regarding the nature of 
Barber’s interaction with his folk material have led to likewise disparate reviews.
 The basis of the varying interpretations of the piece is found in the notion of 
authenticity. Barber’s Excursions enjoyed great popularity in Europe, but experienced 
mixed reception in the United States. As Heyman explains:
But whereas European audiences did not question the authenticity of Excursions, 
some American composers and scholars perceive them as unconvincing: Virgil 
Thomson, for example, while declaring them as “sonorously agreeable...charming 
and high class, both in style and sentiment,” nevertheless pointed out “they do not 
travel much farther in subject matter than a New York night club. The one about a 
mouth organ is the gayest and the freest, the one about boogie-woogie, the most 
interesting in thought”; Ned Rorem suggests that the boogie-woogie and blues 
could have been extemporized by any jazz pianist; and H. Wiley Hitchcock 
believes “the models are misheard, not really felt deeply,” and are lacking the 
“amused side-long glance” inherent in parody.53
She goes on to attribute these negative comments to the phenomenon of Barber being 
more popular with performers than with his compositional colleagues and musicologists. 
While this perspective conforms to the traditional historiographic model of Barber and 
his music, there may be more at stake in these analyses than a mere oversight of Barber’s 
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value as a composer. The discrepancies in these accounts hearken back to the debates 
surrounding the use of African American music in the nineteenth century. Rorem’s 
assertion that any jazz pianist could improvise the first two movements is a criticism of 
the piece, yet this was precisely the purpose of much populist-influenced music of the 
1930s and 40s. Hitchcock’s assertion that the forms are not “deeply felt” and the piece 
fails in the realm of parody is a misinterpretation of the piece’s goals. Barber was not 
trying to construct pieces that “authentically” embodied popular styles, nor was he 
poking fun at them. Instead, Barber’s conception of the piece as a group of bagatelles 
suggest that they are meant to be light-hearted music journeys through popular styles. 
 Barber’s Excursions represent a guided tour of the American musical landscape 
by means of a utopian vision of racial unity in the United States. The incorporation of 
black and white musical sources through the mixing of jazz and country, blues and barn 
dance, paint a portrait of America in sound that is different that the unilateral, one-themed 
compositions of many of his colleagues. To be sure, Barber was playing into various 
compositional strategies for creating “American” music, but by combining multiple 
strands of musical Americanism, within the social context of World War II, the piece also 
represented a powerful statement of unity within a miniature genre.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPOSING YOUR WAY HOME: NOSTALGIA, THE CAPRICORN CONCERTO, 
AND THE OWI
 After the initial success of his Second Symphony with Air Force officials, Barber 
attempted to capitalize on his positive military image to secure a position within the 
Music Department of the Radio Bureau of the Office of War Information (OWI). He 
believed that in this post he would be able to compose music from home for 
propagandistic radio broadcasts and only come into the office when he had finished a 
composition.1 Confronted again with reassignment, Barber was frightened by the 
possibility of returning to a position where clerical work would dominate his time. He 
was determined to secure another post that would allow him time to compose. To this 
end, Barber launched a full-fledged offensive to convince Air Force officials to transfer 
him to the OWI. He enlisted family members, friends, composers, and conductors in a 
letter-writing campaign to hail his latest symphony and to express his utility as a 
composer. Barber’s diligence paid off, and General Barton Yount approved the transfer to 
the New York branch of the OWI.
 The new assignment demanded more of Barber’s time than he had initially 
anticipated. His primary duty was not to compose music, as he had hoped, but rather to 
assist with the recording of music for radio broadcasts; music that would be integrated 
1 Barbara Heyman, Samuel Barber: The Composer and His Music (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1992), 239.
with propagandistic new bulletins and programming by other OWI personnel. Yet again, 
Barber found himself in a job where his military duties trumped his composition 
schedule.
 It is in light of this disappointment that Barber composed his Capricorn Concerto. 
Written in a neo-Baroque style, the piece represents a nostalgic longing for a pre-
enlistment time where he could devote himself entirely to composition without the 
constant interruption of military obligation. The title of the piece was itself a dedication 
to Barber’s home in Mt. Kisco, New York. Those familiar with the sobriquet began 
creating programmatic interpretations of the piece, going so far as to associate certain 
melodies with Barber, Gian-Carlo Menotti, and Robert Horan (the three residents at 
Capricorn during the war years).2 The piece summarized, in sound, the longing that 
Barber had felt for a return to a pre-enlistment time throughout the war and was the last 
piece that he would complete before being discharged.
Campaigning for the Next Assignment
 Despite the eventual failure of Barber’s Second Symphony, the work was 
relatively successful after its premiere, particularly among the Air Force officials who 
commissioned it. In the midst of the patriotic fervor of the 1940s, officials were 
overjoyed at the thought of having a symphony dedicated to its members. Barber wished 
to capitalize on the positive feelings of his superiors and immediately began campaigning 
for a spot within the Music Department of the OWI.
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 Formed in June 1942 by Executive Order 9182, the Office of War Information 
was an organization designed to disseminate information about the war effort and foster 
patriotism at home through propagandistic means (radio broadcasts, poster campaigns, 
etc).3 The OWI represented a consolidation of the myriad information agencies that had 
sprung up between 1939-1942. The development of the OWI reflected the trepidation that 
many Americans felt concerning the establishment of a United States governmental 
propaganda agency. A large number of people were wary of propaganda because of the 
tremendous success that George Creel, the head of the U.S. Committee on Public 
Information (CPI) during World War I, had had with the practice. Many felt manipulated 
by the government with respect to war information and wanted to avoid a similar 
situation when America found itself again preparing for war twenty years later. This 
backlash put President Roosevelt and his cabinet in a state of unease regarding any 
further governmental dealings in propaganda, but a group of interventionists began 
campaigning for the need for an information bureau. They sought a forum through which 
they could educate the broader American public about the need for the United States to 
join the fight against fascism.
 Archibald MacLeish, an American poet and writer as well as a Librarian of 
Congress from 1939-44, was one the most outspoken anti-fascists. Recognizing the threat 
posed by Hitler’s regime, he issued a call to action for all of his literary colleagues: 
“What matters now is the defense of culture—the defense truly, and in the most literal 
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terms, of civilization as men have known it for the last two thousand years.”4 MacLeish, 
though a strong supporter of America’s entrance into the war, wanted not to manipulate 
public opinion, but rather provide citizens with information to make their own decisions:
The government of a democracy, by virtue of its existence as a democratic 
government, has a very different function in relation to the making of opinion. It 
is the government’s function to see to it that the people have the facts before them
—the facts on which opinions can be formed.5
 Playwright Robert Sherwood joined MacLeish in his campaign, and the two 
shared similar ideologies. In 1940 Sherwood began a post as a speech writer for President 
Roosevelt, and he penned many of the speeches designed to ease the American public 
into the idea of war. Sherwood, like MacLeish, believed the best information policies 
were to provide people with the most honest information, and that they would then be 
able to make up their own minds. Of course, both men believed that the logical decision, 
when presented with all of the information, was to support American assistance to the 
Allied powers. 
 MacLeish’s and Sherwood’s desire to form a governmental information agency hit 
a roadblock with President Roosevelt. FDR wanted to avoid any associations with the 
CPI of World War I (the organization disbanded in August 1941), which was still 
experiencing a backlash of public opinion. Eventually, he acquiesced to MacLeish’s and 
Sherwood’s request and created an information forum. Roosevelt had a very idiosyncratic 
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approach to governmental bureaucratic structures. He created organizations without 
clearly delineated lines of authority and founded multiple organizations with the same 
purpose, believing that the competition would foster better results from all groups.6 The 
first organization established by FDR was the Office of Government Reports (OGR). The 
OGR was a gatekeeper organization and managed requests for material from the 
government. It was also charged with keeping the administration aware of the public’s 
response to political issues.
 In March 1941, FDR established the Division of Information of the Office of 
Emergency Management (OEM). This organization served as the primary source of 
information about the government’s defense acts. Two months later, in May, the president 
founded the Office of Civilian Defense (OCD), which was primarily concerned with 
American morale. The agency was largely ineffective, however, because it garnered 
severe criticism from those concerned about propaganda programs.
 By October 1941, FDR had established the Office of Facts and Figures (OFF), 
charged to “facilitate a widespread and accurate understanding of the status and progress 
of the national defense effort...and activities of the government.”7 He placed MacLeish in 
charge of the organization. Despite his dedication to the straightforward, honest 
presentation of information, many critics blasted the program as just another vehicle for 
propaganda.
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 In addition to these programs, President Roosevelt also established a new office 
of the Coordinator of Information (COI) and Foreign Information Service (FIS). By the 
end of 1941, the massive information bureaucracy of the government represented a 
virtual alphabet soup: the agencies included the OGR, OEM, OCD, OFF, OCI, and FIS. 
The chaos of all of the competing organizations led the Bureau of the Budget to draw up 
a draft for an Executive Order: “Consolidating Certain Information Functions of the 
Government Into an Office of War Information.”8 Although the resolution was initially 
met with resistance from many of the existing agencies, the Order was signed on 13 June 
1942, effectively consolidating a majority of the branches into a single Office of War 
Information.
 Barber wished to position himself in this large network of information agencies 
and propaganda structures. Specifically, he wanted to become a part of the Music 
Department, subsumed under the Radio Bureau of the OWI. The job of this branch was to 
record music for radio broadcast that would later have propagandistic material inserted. 
Even better for Barber, this department was located at the New York branch (as opposed 
to the DC branch) and would allow him to be closer to home.
Shortly after the Second Symphony’s premiere, Barber began writing to close 
friends and colleagues, importuning them to write letters to Generals Hap Arnold and 
Barton Yount, the two officials most responsible for making Barber’s symphony a reality, 
to express how valuable his work was to the war effort, and how he must be allowed to 
continue writing music with as little interruption as possible. On the list of Barber’s 
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supporters were Serge Koussevitzky, his uncle Sidney and aunt Louise Homer, and 
Walter Damrosch. Each individual agreed with Barber’s request, and Generals Arnold 
and Yount received a bevy of letters, praising them for their insight in commissioning 
Barber to write a work for them, and declaring the value of Barber’s music to the war 
effort. 
 In a letter to Koussevitzky shortly after the New York performance of the Second 
Symphony, Barber expressed the positive reception of the work with his fellow airmen as 
well as the uncertainty of his next assignment:
Sometime I shall send you parts of some of the letters I have received from 
various sections of the country—the comments of pilots and A.F. men were 
particularly touching. Now I am awaiting orders from Washington as to my future
—if only I am allowed to continue to work in my art! It is a great deal to ask in 
these times.9
Embedded in the message is a plea for help. Barber knew that Koussevitzky was one of 
his greatest champions and a prominent voice within the American art-music scene. The 
composer hoped that the subtle message would prod Koussevitzky into contacting Air 
Force officials.
Unbeknownst to the composer, Koussevitzky had already written to General 
Yount and General Arnold on his behalf:
My dear General Yount:
 I am writing this letter with a feeling of deep appreciation. For it is to the 
Army Air Forces that the musical art of America owes a composition of real 
significance and magnitude.
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 I am speaking of the Symphony commissioned by the Army Air Forces to 
Samuel Barber, which has just had its first performance by the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra. Not only is this a work of lasting importance and creative value but it 
also reveals the amazing growth of the creative powers of a young American. 
Samuel Barber is now, without exaggeration, the most outstanding and 
exceptionally endowed composer in this country. Only a man of genius could 
have so brilliantly fulfilled his task, stirring the souls of thousands of listeners, 
bringing close to reality the mission of our hero flyers.
 This is the reason why I take the liberty of appealing to you to protect this 
young talent for the sake of American musical art and afford Samuel Barber a 
further opportunity of developing and creating, which is essential for the cultural 
welfare of the nation. Believe me.10
Koussevitzky hailed Barber as one of America’s finest composers and insinuated that it 
would be a waste not to foster his musical genius even further in the war effort. Yount 
responded to Koussevitzky, assuring him that he would do everything in his power to 
ensure that Barber’s talent did not go to waste:
My dear Mr. Koussevitzky:
 I appreciate your fine letter of March 6, 1944, concerning Corporal 
Samuel Barber and his fine symphony. I am sorry I could not get to Boston for the 
opening, but I did have the pleasure of listening, with several of our friends, to the 
first radio performance. I am sure this symphony lost a great deal via the radio, 
but even at that, we all thought it was magnificent.
 I have taken steps to be certain that Corporal Barber obtains a suitable 
assignment. Mrs. Yount and I enjoyed meeting him, and I am most appreciative of 
the fine spirit he has shown. No matter what his success, nor how busy he has 
been in the compilation of this symphony, he has never failed to remember that he 
is a soldier and has always been ready to do his duty, no matter what it might be. 
He is a great musician and, in addition, a fine, patriotic citizen.11
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General Hap Arnold responded similarly:
My dear Dr. Koussevitzky:
 It is gratifying to know that Army Air Forces played a small part in 
providing Corporal Barber with an opportunity to compose his “Flight 
Symphony,” which you commend so highly in your letter of 6 March.
  Reports which reach me from both layman and musician agree that 
“Flight Symphony” is one of the most outstanding contributions to musical 
literature that has come out of this war era.
 The enlisted man (sic) of the Army Air Forces will take a great pride in 
knowing that one of his own fellow soldiers is responsible for this fine work....
 Again I want to express my deep appreciation for your encouragement to 
Corporal Barber and for the honor which you indirectly pay the Army Air Forces 
by introducing the “Flight Symphony.”12
Clearly Koussevitzky’s kind words and requests for Barber’s future in the armed forces 
did not fall on deaf ears. Generals Arnold and Yount were more than happy to help Barber 
continue in his musical path.
 Barber did not leave his military future solely in the hands of Koussevitzky. He 
also wrote to his Uncle Sidney and Aunt Louise asking for their help:
I am trying very hard to get transferred into the OWI music dept in N.Y., a very 
interesting job writing music for broadcasts and must be assigned by the general. 
If they request me in Florida it will can the works. Much as I’d love to be near 
you, I feel this job would be better. I’m planning to write something for the 
Florida group anyway, and they should send me the instrumentation required. But 
please phone them and tell them not to do anything official about a transfer until I 
see what happens about the other thing. Gosh, I hope they haven’t already asked 
for me!13
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It is unclear as to what the Florida assignment would have been, but clearly in Barber’s 
eyes it was second rate to being transferred to the OWI.
 Barber followed up on his letter with a request to his Aunt and Uncle to contact 
the Younts and express their awe at his symphony:
It might help if you’d be so good as to wire General and Mrs. Barton K. Yount, 
Headquarters, Army Air Forces, Ft. Worth, Texas after the performance. I talked 
of you both with them and they are the instigation and would appreciate it, I 
know. Thanks! But don’t mention my future or the OWI or it looks like 
“influence”!!14
Sidney and Louise Homer were happy to help their nephew. Handwritten on the back of 
the letter was a prototype for a message to the Younts:
Please accept our sincere congratulations on the ...symphony you have done.
General and Mrs. Barton K. Yount, Headquarters Army Air Forces
 Fort Worth Texas
My husband and I wish to express our deepest gratitude to you for the work which 
my nephew Samuel Barber has written for you and your organized forces. Whole 
country so indebted to you. L.H.
Although an actual memo to the General is not extant, it is likely that Sidney and Louise 
expressed their praise formally.
 Barber also asked his friend, the composer Walter Damrosch to write a letter on 
his behalf:
It is the first time the Army has allowed any serious creative music—until now 
everything has been jazz—and they are waiting for the public reaction. Should 
you approve, it would mean a great deal if you would wire General Arnold...after 
the performance.
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 What happens next to me, I don’t know, but I hope very much to be 
allowed to compose.15
Again Barber’s request was successful. Damrosch quickly telegraphed General Arnold:
I heard performance of new symphony by Corporal Sam Barber, received with 
great enthusiasm and immense audience. I consider Barber one of most gifted 
American composers. I hope he may be permitted by Army authorities to continue 
his creative work.16
Barber followed up with Damrosch to thank him:
I was delighted to see you that day in Carnegie Hall for Symphony I and to know 
that you heard Symphony II. Thank you for your kindness in wiring General 
Arnold.
 I am awaiting their decisions, having suggested to them an assignment to 
the Music Department of the O.W.I. in New York. I feel that I would be of some 
use there and a job is open: at the same time I should be able to continue some 
composing of my own. It seems to me I am just getting into stride as a composer 
and I don’t want to slip! All it needs is the army O.K., but I am hopeful. At any 
rate, many thanks to you for your continued encouragement.17
Barber’s excitement at the prospect of returning to personal composition shines through 
the letter. Fortunately for him, all of his efforts paid off, and General Yount signed off on 
Barber’s transfer to the OWI. 
 At the OWI, Barber was under the employ of Daniel Saidenberg, who was the 
head of the Music Department. Saidenberg (1906-1997) was a famous conductor and 
cellist in the United States. Though born in Winnipeg, Canada, he grew up in the United 
States. He studied cello at the Paris Conservatoire form 1919-1921 and at Julliard from 
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1925-1930, and held positions as a cellist with both the Philadelphia Orchestra and the 
Chicago Symphony Chorus throughout the 1920 and 30s before being appointed 
conductor of the Alka Seltzer Radio Hour (a subsidiary of NBC) in 1940. That same year 
he was also appointed Artistic director of the Town Hall Music Forum.18
 The Town Hall Music Forum sponsored a series of concerts titled the “New Town 
Hall Series.”19 These concerts featured the Saidenberg Little Symphony (formed and 
named for the artistic director) performing modern chamber music pieces. The concert 
series was unique in that after a performance, the audience was invited to criticize the 
work, and the composer was requested to attend the performance and interact directly 
with the audience.
 With his combination of popularity, radio experience, and resident chamber 
ensemble, Saidenberg seemed a perfect choice to head the Music Department of the 
Radio Bureau of the OWI. According to Saidenberg’s recollections years later, he fought 
to bring Barber to the OWI by convincing Louis Cowen, the director of the N.Y. branch, 
of the importance of having a “world-famous composer” as part of the bureau.20 
Saidenberg also supposedly promised Barber “special status” by not requiring that he 
punch a time card and allowing him to work in Mt. Kisco, only coming into the office 
when a composition was finished.21 This appears not to have actually been the case, and 
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the OWI occupied more of Barber’s time than he expected. In a letter to William 
Strickland, Barber apologizes for falling out of touch explaining that he “had a recording 
session...and got tied up” and that he had an upcoming recording session which would 
“[keep him] busy.”22
 Although he was not allowed to devote all of his time composing as he had hoped, 
Barber did manage to complete one large instrumental work while under OWI employ: 
Capricorn Concerto. This piece, though not clear as to whether or not it was written for 
OWI purposes, was specifically written for Saidenberg and orchestrated for his “Little 
Symphony.” The piece, today, is one of Barber’s most famous, though he expressed some 
ambivalence about it right after finishing it:
As it is Saidenberg is always around the corner. I finally finished the piece for 
him, under much pressure. It is a rather tooting piece, with flute, oboe and trumpet 
chirping away, not unpleasantly, I hope. Dan performs it Oct. 8th in Town Hall, 
and I am all set for the worst. I’ve called it Capricorn concerto, after this house.
It is unclear whether Barber’s preparation for “the worst” was concerned with the piece 
itself or rather Saidenberg’s direction of it. What is certain, however, is that the piece 
became a success both in the United States and abroad.
 Barber’s frustration with Saidenberg and his official military duties fueled his 
longing for a time when he was allowed to compose as a free artist. He missed the 
comforts of his home in Mt. Kisco and the ability to compose without the watchful eye of 
his military superiors, people who often knew much less about music than he did. The 
composer’s discontentment manifested itself in a sort of nostalgia for a time before 
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America’s entrance into World War II. This sentimental attitude, in turn, manifested itself 
in the Capricorn Concerto.
Capricorn Concerto as Nostalgic Longing
 Throughout Capricorn Concerto, Barber uses musical markers that look 
backward in music history. Although Barber was often criticized as being a regressive 
composer in general because of his Romantic style, his foray into Baroque musical 
structures in this piece represents a more distant gaze than his other pieces. It is this 
historicist perspective that opens a hermeneutic window for reading Capricorn Concerto 
as a nostalgic portrait of an idealized “home” from which Barber had been isolated since 
his enlistment in September 1942.
 In her recent study of nostalgia, Slavicist Svetlana Boym argues that, “Nostalgia 
is a sentiment of loss and displacement, but it is also a romance of one’s own fantasy.”23 
This feeling normally manifests itself in a mourning for a lost time or place. Boym 
develops her theory by examining the notion of nostalgia in formerly Soviet countries as 
a community emotion and global phenomenon.
 Although on a much smaller scale than what Boym tackles, the case of Barber’s 
Capricorn Concerto can be interpreted within a similar theoretical framework. 
Extrapolating from Boym’s work, four elements of nostalgia emerge. First there is a 
looking backward in time. Second, and closely related to the first, is the act of 
romanticizing the past and idealizing the “home.” The third component is a crucial 
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feeling of loss or displacement. Finally, and one of the most key aspects, is that the 
yearned for return is ultimately unattainable. The idealized “home” can never be 
rediscovered; the historical moment cannot not be reclaimed.
 These four elements are all present within the structure, conception, and music of 
Capricorn Concerto. The first point, a looking backward, manifests itself in the piece’s 
neo-Baroque style. The second element of romanticization and idealization of “home” 
comes in the form of updated, more modern harmonies and the title of the work itself. 
Barber’s feeling of loss and displacement comes to light through Barber’s conflicting 
identities of gay man and soldier. Finally, the impossibility of an exact return, is mirrored 
in the repetitive structures of Barber’s music that always experience slight alteration, 
preventing a true return from ever arriving.
Capricorn Concerto and the Historical Gaze
 Barber is well-known for his neo-Romantic style. He often divorced himself from 
radical forms of modernism and always kept an eye to the nineteenth century. Thus to 
create the effect of a distant historical gaze, he had to delve even further back in music 
history. In this case, he looks to the first half of the eighteenth century and models the 
piece on the Brandenburg Concerti of Johann Sebastian Bach. Even for those that saw 
Barber as a hopeless Romantic composer, this turn toward Baroque style and form would 
have elevated his already backward-looking nature. Barber was quite cognizant of the 
novelty of style for him, as well as the piece’s indebtedness to Bach. In a letter to Henry 
de La Grange, Barber remarked: “It is hard to explain, and you may find this music rather 
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Form Measures
Introduction 1-16
A 17-53
B 54-157
Coda 158-169
Table 5.1: Form, Capricorn Concerto, I
new for me, but it is in a sense decorative, slightly baroque à la Brandenburg Concerto, 
less romantic."24 Capricorn Concerto mirrors, more specifically, Bach’s Brandenburg 
Concerto No. 2 (dedicated 1721) in its instrumentation, structure, and melodic 
development.25 Barber wrote the piece for the Saidenberg Little Symphony and scored it 
for flute, oboe, trumpet, and strings. Throughout the movements, Barber hearkens back to 
ritornello forms, placing the solo brass and woodwinds against the string 
accompaniment. Again like Bach, however, he frequently blurs the line between 
concertino and tutti sections. All melodic material organically grows out of smaller cells, 
reminiscent of the Fortspinnung technique of Bach as well.
 The first movement of Capricorn has elicited ambivalent analyses. Theorist 
Russell Friedewald describes the movement as “bear[ing] some resemblance to the 
rondo” before launching into an extended discussion about the piece’s lack of formal 
rigor:
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A       B
  
C       D
Example 5.1: Main Motives, Capricorn Concerto
The form of the movement might, when judged by normal standards, be felt to be 
rather loose, and the rhythmic contrasts between large sections too great. Yet the 
inner coherence and unity produced by the motivic development is enough to hold 
the movement together in a very satisfactory manner.26
Indeed, the movement is in four large-scale sections (Table 5.1). The introduction (mm. 
1-16) presents, as Friedewald observes, four main motives that serve as the cells for later 
motivic development in the music (Example 5.1). Because all of the sections that follow 
use these same basic motives as their thematic material, strong returns of a principal 
melody are absent. In fact, though Friedewald suggests that there is a “resemblance to the 
rondo,” the rest of his formal analysis does not support the assertion. Instead he rightly 
divides the movement into three sections after the introduction.
 The first thematic section of the movement begins with a fugal development. 
Barber begins by introducing the subject, based on the first motive of the introduction, in 
the oboe (Example 5.2). The flute then provides a real answer at the interval of a fifth 
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Example 5.2: Fugue Subject, Capricorn Concerto, I, mm. 17-20
four measures later as the oboe begins to play a countersubject. The strings re-enter the 
texture in m. 29, with several entrances of the subject in stretto. The fuguing process 
continues until measure 46, where Barber presents a final restatement of the fugue theme. 
His extended use of fugal imitative polyphony provides a musical marker of the past and 
intensifies the piece’s connection to Bach, who was known for his mastery of imitative 
counterpoint.
 The second section of the movement (mm. 54-157) returns to the jagged rhythms 
characteristic of motives two and three from the introduction, and constitutes the majority 
of the movement. The new section is ushered in by the concertino with the primary 
rhythmic kernel. The music then, in potentially another gesture toward Bach, begins 
developing melodic material in a Fortspinnung manner.27 The first four measures of the 
section reveal Barber’s Fortspinnung technique (Example 5.3). Barber first presents the 
main motive in the concertino, and then after a brief answer from the ripieno, the 
concertino plays a variation of the same material. This time, Barber omits the first 
sixteenth note and shifts the figure earlier in time by a sixteenth note. These four 
measures reveal Barber’s purposeful reliance and manipulation on the motivic level. This 
compositional technique, in effect, presents a twentieth-century update to a technique 
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http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.libproxy.lib.unc.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/
10024 (accessed 30 March 2010).
Example 5.3: Fortspinnung Development, Capricorn Concerto, I, mm. 54-57 (string 
reduction
found in all of Bach’s Brandenburg Concerti, again placing Barber in a neo-Baroque 
setting.
 The last section, sounding as a coda, summarizes the movement. First, Barber 
presents the fugue subject from the A section in the trumpet. He slows the tempo down to 
andante, and brings a lyric quality back into the piece. Six measures later, he returns to 
the jagged rhythms with the instructions “allegro, come prima.” This final section 
maintains the juxtaposition of slow and lyrical with brisk and terse that characterizes the 
entire movement.
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Fl.
Ob
Tpt.
Str.
Form Measures Description of Main Theme and Accompaniment
A1
B
A2
C
A3
D
A4
1-31
32-60
61-70
71-114
115-150
151-168
169-178
Melody accompanied by C Major triads
Melody transposed up a third; accompanied by C9 chords
Melody returns to original position; accompanied by C4/2
Melody in original position, C Major triads, Flourish to end
Table 5.2: Form, Capricorn Concerto, III
 The second movement, in a short ternary form, takes on a scherzo-like quality.28 
The movement opens with an oboe and trumpet duet over a brittle, staccato string 
accompaniment. At ms. 30, this gives way to a brief, contrasting lyrical section with a 
slower tempo. This section is extremely short (10 measures), and the movement ends 
with the staccato texture of the beginning.
 The third movement is organized as a seven-part rondo. The movement opens 
with a trumpet fanfare accompanied by C-major chords in the strings. Although this 
movement has traditionally been analyzed as a rondo form, and the argument is certainly 
sound considering the principal theme returns throughout, there are also elements 
approaching ritornello form, which was a common structure in the Baroque concerto 
grosso. The fundamental difference between rondo form and ritornello form concerns the 
tonality of each repetition of the primary melody. In a rondo form, the theme should 
return in the tonic whereas in ritornello form, the composer explores other tonalities. 
Comparison of the four statements of the main theme shows that Barber does indeed 
present the theme in C major each time. The harmonic accompaniment of each repetition 
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is slightly altered, however. Barber opens the movement with the main theme 
accompanied by straight-forward C major triads. A2 is accompanied by C9 chords, and 
the melody itself is performed a third higher than at the opening. Though A2 is still in C 
major, Barber obscures it slightly. Similarly, he manipulates the harmony for A3. In this 
instance, he accompanies the melody (returning to its original melodic placement) with a 
C dominant-seventh chord in third inversion. The final statement (A4) is accompanied by 
a C-major triad, but this section quickly spins out in a rhythmic push to the end of the 
moment. Barber’s nuances in harmonic accompaniment blur the line between rondo and 
ritornello forms.
 In addition to the harmonic alterations within the accompaniment, Barber also 
hints at a ritornello form by utilizing the concertino and ripieno in characteristic fashion. 
The movement opens with the tutti ensemble, but becomes dominated by the concertino 
for the first episode (m. 32). The use of tutti forces for the ritornelli and solo players for 
the episodes is a common trend in many concerti grossi. Barber does not maintain such a 
strict delineation between the groups, however. This obfuscation again hearkens back to 
Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 2, which also blurs the distinction between tutti and 
solo sections as well as ritornelli and episodes.
 Throughout all three movements of Capricorn Concerto, Barber employs neo-
Baroque musical elements to create a piece that looks backward in time. He closely 
associates the piece with Bach’s Brandenburg Concerti (No.2 in particular) through his 
use of instrumentation, formal organization, and melodic development. 
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Romanticizing the Past, Idealizing the “Home”
 Barber romanticizes the past in quite a literal musical way. He dresses up the 
Baroque style in Romantic idioms, utilizing extended harmonies, mixed meters, and 
increased chromaticism. Barber’s historical updates to the eighteenth-century style 
represent, in music, a Romanticization of Baroque music.
 In idealizing his home, he does this through the piece’s title, making the 
connection to his home explicit. Capricorn represented a refuge of solitude and comfort 
for Barber. As he explained in a 1979 interview:
I think I’m a country person. Most everything I’ve composed, I’ve composed in 
the country, and the pieces I’ve written in the city have generally been started in 
the country….I need the absolute silence of the country. I need places to walk.29
Capricorn provided the perfect solace for Barber. Robert Horan, a poet who was living 
with Barber and Menotti during the war, described the house:
We preferred it quiet, somewhat isolated in beautiful country, but near New York, 
not too difficult to clean or maintain, and not ornamented with many antique and 
breakable objects. It seems to me one of those rare gratuities of fate that we 
found, on a beautiful uninhabited hill outside of Mount Kisco, this particular 
house. 
 [It] resembles, from the outside, a modern but not “moderne” chalet set 
into the side of a mountain and overlooking Croton Lake and the far hills….There 
is a small, raised, stone terrace at the front of the house bordered with flowers or 
weeds, depending on our industry and the mysteries of the weather. At the back of 
the house, leading from the living room by half-doors...is a large flagged terrace 
built around a white birch tree….Here...one can eat in the summertime….There is 
a roof deck over one of the studios reached from this terrace by an outside 
staircase, and this makes possible long, indolent sun baths.
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High Fidelity (June 1982): 44.
 Inside, it is a private house and a triple workshop simultaneously. All built 
on one floor in wings from a central, two-storied living room….There are slightly 
raised levels going into the bedrooms, separating them from the main room. The 
living room...is a general refuge when work is going badly, serving intermittently 
as a dining room and a library….In the winter, we migrated to the fireplace side.30
Horan’s idyllic description of Capricorn reveals why this home was so important to 
Barber. For a composer who longed for the silence and reclusive nature of the country as 
Barber did, it is no wonder that he could not wait to finish his military tenure and retreat 
to the working conditions that he enjoyed most.
 Titling this piece after his home was not a casual happenstance. Barber’s 
residence represented a sanctuary away from military hassles and the hustle and bustle of 
everyday life. From the beginning of military tenure, Barber’s attempt to secure a 
position where he could compose from home. The Capricorn Concerto represents, in 
music, Barber’s yearning to return home. 
Loss and Isolation
 Barber’s feelings of loss have been presented throughout this study. Even before 
he knew for certain that he was to be drafted, he expressed his anxiety about entering the 
military structure and losing his valuable compositional time. His fears were only 
confirmed when upon enlistment he was thrown into basic training and ordered to 
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Chalet,’” American Home (July 1946): 36-38.
complete menial, clerical jobs. Even when he asked for a room in which he could 
compose during his free time, his request was denied.31
 But being unable to compose was not the only factor leading to Barber’s sense of 
loss. The increased demonization of gays and lesbians surely affected Barber’s emotional 
state.32 Not only was he being forced against his will to give up a majority of his time, but 
it was for a military structure that was mounting a campaign against a crucial part of his 
identity. Thus for Barber a return to a time and place before World War II also meant a 
return to an environment where homosexuality, though neither condoned nor accepted, 
was an issue largely ignored as opposed to an issue garnering hatred and persecution.
An Impossible Return
 Although much of the emotion associated with nostalgia involves a yearning for a 
return to a home of the past, this goal is ultimately unattainable. With the passing of time 
and the changing of cultural circumstances, it is never possible for one to return to the 
same “home” from which they left. For Barber, a return to a pre-war working 
environment was impossible. On the eve of war, Barber was still basking in the glow of 
the Violin Concerto and Second Essay’s successes, and he was poised to take America by 
storm. This golden moment in his career was, in his eyes, stolen from him by the war. 
These four years that could have been some of his most productive, were instead given to 
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31 Letter from Barber to Strickland, 9 November 1942, William Strickland 
Collection, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
32 A more thorough discussion of the issue occurs in the introduction of this 
dissertation.
the Army, writing music that he may have only half-heartedly believed in, but music that 
would appease his superiors and at least maintain some positive momentum within his 
career.
 Barber encapsulated the idea of “the unattainable return” in the structure of each 
of his movements comprising Capricorn Concerto. The first and third movements were 
constructed in pseudo-rondo/ritornello forms, which by their very nature are 
characterized by the idea of return. Though in each case, the theme is never repeated 
exactly as it was left; just as Barber could never return to Capricorn and his composing 
career in the same way that he left it.
 Barber’s borrowing from musical traditions of the past and his implementation of 
Baroque structures was far from novel in the soundscape of twentieth-century art music. 
As Peter Burkholder has argued, since the end of the nineteenth century composers have 
adopted a historicist perspective—a looking back to classic works of the past for 
inspiration for contemporary works.33 Early examples of this trend include the finale of 
Brahms’s Fourth Symphony—a chaconne. The apex of this backward-looking movement 
occurs with the rise of neo-classicism within the modernist movement, specifically the 
style propagated by Igor Stravinsky. 
 The stylistic similarity of Capricorn Concerto and the music of Stravinsky did not 
slip by critics of the time.34 In a review in Modern Music, Lou Harrison hailed the piece 
as:
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the Last Hundred Years,” Journal of Musicology 2 (1983): 115-134.
34 The following discussion is adapted from Heyman, Samuel Barber, 243-44.
tak[ing] the cake for orchestration this month. The charming combinations he 
achieves with the wind concertino are very telling indeed and produce a bubbling 
opalescence. The music is well worked, although very Stravinskian...35
The Stravinskian elements identified by Harrison include the rhythmic fluidity and 
freedom of the piece achieved through frequently changing meters, as well as the timbral 
qualities produced through the mixing of the flute, oboe, and trumpet.
 Capricorn continued to be associated with Stravinsky’s music, often being 
programmed alongside the Russian composer’s works.36 For example, shortly after the 
piece’s premiere, Barber conducted the piece at the University of Chicago, where it was 
scheduled alongside Stravinsky’s Dumbarton Oaks. The persistent association of 
Capricorn with Stravinsky is thrown into even sharper relief through a 1966 concert 
entitled “Stravinsky and American Music” as part of the New York Philharmonic’s “A 
Festival of Stravinsky: His Heritage and His Legacy.” At the concert, a subgroup of the 
New York Philharmonic performed Capricorn alongside Copland’s Dance Symphony, 
Revueltas’s Sensemayá, and Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps. Indeed, Capricorn 
Concerto was inseparable from the legacy of Stravinsky, in both the eyes of reviewers 
and programmers alike.
 So what, then, is the difference between Stravinsky’s music—which has few, if 
any, nostalgic implications—and Barber’s concerto? Although Shakespeare may have 
tried to diminish the importance of nomenclature when he wrote the soliloquy for Juliet 
containing the famed phrase “What’s in a name,” Barber’s titling of Capricorn Concerto 
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held a great impact on both audience members and reviewers. The composer himself 
never revealed a program to the piece; when a newspaper critic asked him about the 
implications of the title he curtly replied, “Nothing at all—it is just a word, but perhaps 
its meaning will get across when you hear the music.”37
 Despite Barber’s attempt to emphasize the music and dodge the question of a 
possible program, connections between the piece and Barber’s home life surfaced. In 
January 1947 an article appeared in the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin claiming that 
facsimiles of the copyist’s score for the concerto contained programmatic captions for the 
main themes of the work, each one representing the home Capricorn or one of its 
residents:
In the concerto—which receives its Philadelphia premiere by the New Chamber 
Orchestra, Ifor Jones conducting, at the Academy of Music tomorrow—the string 
section represents the house proper, while the solo flute, oboe and trumpet 
represents the two wings and a guest room, or, in that order, Barber, Menotti, and 
Horan.38
The author of the article does not reprint any of the facsimiles, nor is the source of the 
alleged manuscript revealed. No evidence has surfaced as to such a manuscript among the 
holograph scores at the Library of Congress. Barber may not have meant to musically 
embody his home and its residents to such a direct degree, the mere suggestion of such a 
practice by the work’s title led to interpretations that were highly dependent on Barber’s 
personal life and acquaintances. It is this personal connection that divorces Capricorn 
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ibid., 244-45.
from the neo-classical pieces of Stravinsky and thus allows for readings of nostalgia, 
particularly in light of the global battle that was World War II.
 Nostalgic readings of Barber’s music are not entirely new, but they are normally 
reserved for analyses of his Knoxville: Summer of 1915 (1947).39 The material of the 
work as well as its source poem and the circumstances of its commission certainly set it 
up for such a reading. The piece was written a scant two years after World War II, as 
Americans were still recovering from the effects and realities of the War. People 
witnessed the devastating effects of atomic warfare and the post-War period fostered a 
general fear of nuclear weaponry that was partially responsible for the general anxiety of 
the Cold War. Barber’s personal biography contributes to nostalgic interpretations. Both 
his father (Roy Barber) and Aunt Louise had fallen ill, and the composer began preparing 
himself for the loss. The source material from James Agee’s prose poem of the same 
name was inherently nostalgic, waxing poetic about a childhood summer evening 
surrounded by family.
 Though Knoxville is certainly in a nostalgic vein, it is not Barber’s first foray into 
grappling with the issue musically. To be sure, the nostalgia expressed in Knoxville is of a 
different ilk than that of the Capricorn Concerto. Where the former looks toward in 
idealized childhood out in the country accompanied by musical markers of childhood and 
innocence, the latter piece expresses a nostalgia of just slight temporal distance. It is less 
of a longing in the sense of time and more of a longing in the sense of situation. 
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 Most readings of nostalgia associated with World War II come from works that 
occupy a temporal space squarely after the end of the war in 1945. With the case of 
Capricorn Concerto, however, the war was still raging. Even with no end in sight, Barber 
still formulated an emotional longing for a time where he could compose freely. This 
precedent of writing in a nostalgic fashion may lend even further credence to analyses of 
Knoxville. 
 The portrait that emerges of Barber at the end of Capricorn Concerto is ultimately 
one of resignation. He had secured what he thought would be the best possible 
assignment within the military for a composer, yet still had relatively little time for his 
own musical endeavors. He had spent two years in the military under social constraints 
that required him to hide his personal life more than the artistic communities of his pre-
war life had ever demanded. He had dealt with military officers’ critiques of his 
compositions, missed opportunities for premieres, and mind-numbing daily tasks. The 
nostalgia of Capricorn Concerto was only one hint of Barber’s new outlook, and it 
suggested that the optimism of his pre-war patriotic leanings had been wearily worn 
away.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
Music and politics are always a volatile combination, even more so when thrown 
together by the exigencies of war. Although the conflicts and connections between music 
and military confrontation are often hidden, close investigation of music written during 
these periods can reveal the covert relationships existing beneath the surface. In this study 
of Barber’s music, four themes have been present throughout. First, war forces 
pragmatism. In order to compose, Barber had to compromise—an idea antithetical to the 
conception of “art music” and the genius composer that flourished after the 
Enlightenment. There is no denying that Barber’s situation was motivated by practicality: 
if he wanted to achieve his goals, he had to change his attitude about musical inspiration 
and usefulness. Second, this study reveals that a war of weapons is also a war of culture. 
Barber was a soldier, but one whose daily tasks we would seldom view in the same light 
as infantry on the front lines. But the idea of music as weapon informed and supported 
much of what he did, sometimes directly, other times more circuitously. Third, war 
disrupts the continuity of daily life. Soldiers of all sorts long for home, for family, for 
stability. This longing for what can never be the same creates the nostalgia often 
associated with war. Finally, war disrupts the flow of time. As war breaks temporal 
continuity in daily life, it also forces contemplation of time: present, past, and future.
War and Pragmatism
 As the 1930s came to a close, Barber was quickly climbing to the height of his 
career. But his life, like the lives of many other enlisted men and women, was interrupted 
by the war. Faced with the alternate prospect of not being able to compose at all during 
the conflict, he compromised his personal artistic values by adapting to military musical 
aesthetics in order to prove himself as a “military” composer. This negotiation was not 
without difficulty. Early in his military tenure, Barber experienced both a compositional 
success and a compositional failure with his Commando and Funeral Marches, 
respectively. Commando March aligned him with the tradition of the march as both a 
functional and concert genre that had taken root in the United States through the efforts of 
John Philip Sousa in the nineteenth century. The Funeral March, however, represented a 
situation where Barber took too much artistic license with sacrosanct source material, 
creating a piece of commemoration that ultimately confounded its primary audience. He 
could not afford to make this costly mistake again if he was going to maintain any kind of 
compositional profile during the war; he had to keep his creative musings in check with 
military musical expectations.
 Despite the setback of the Funeral March, Barber was able to convince Air Force 
officials of the potential value of a symphony that would encapsulate the experiences of 
its members. But again he found himself at a crossroads between his personal musical 
aesthetic and the musical tastes of his military superiors. His supervisor wanted him to 
craft a “modern” work that would capture, in sound, the progressive nature of the military 
branch. Barber, being a staunch neo-Romantic up to that point in his career, gave the 
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composition his best effort, and though the work was warmly received by those who 
commissioned it, the piece flopped with most critics. From a purely pragmatic standpoint, 
the piece was successful; it allowed Barber essentially to choose his next assignment. But 
artistically, the piece had little life outside the war.
Music as a Weapon
Barber’s musical interactions within the military were largely due to a resurgence 
in the idea that music had power to support and enrich the lives of soldiers, making them 
more effective and efficient. But notions of musical propaganda and music as a weapon 
were not limited to its morale-boosting effects. The importance of music in the eyes of 
newly-established governmental agencies reveals the inextricable link between military 
battles and cultural wars. 
 Since the middle of the nineteenth century, American artists in all fields 
had been contemplating various ways of asserting the nation's independence in art. 
Musically, this struggle continued well in to the twentieth century. The biggest 
hegemonic force from which composers in the United States tried to escape was the 
legacy of German art music. Propaganda campaigns of both WWI and WWII directly 
engaged with the issue of a cultural war. For many American composers and cultural 
diplomats, the sheer act of an American composing a well-crafted piece with some sort of 
American flavor was enough to imbue it with a degree of propagandistic capital. This 
attitude contributed to the cultural relevance of Barber’s Second Symphony. He took on a 
genre regarded as the epitome of instrumental music; proving that he could write an 
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effective symphony would further contribute to the notion that America had arrived as a 
truly musical nation.
Although strictly divorced from Barber’s military duties, the Excursions for piano 
represented another facet of the cultural war, grappling with the essence of what is 
“American.” Through this piece, Barber presented a utopian portrait of the American 
musical soundscape that, coming on the heels of the overt propagandistic dimensions of 
his other wartime work, offered a much quieter and tacit expression of patriotism and 
pride in American diversity. The heterogeneity celebrated in the United States was in 
direct opposition to the fascist regime of Adolf Hitler, and the Excursions represent a 
more subtle attack on the political oppression propogated by the Nazis.
War and the Yearning for a Return to Daily Life
 From the moment of his enlistment, Barber tried to fashion a military service path 
that would allow him to return to his home, his partner, and his music. This desire was the 
initial motivation for his Commando and Funeral Marches, and was a goal that he only 
briefly realized during the composition of his Second Symphony. The longing manifested 
itself within Barber’s compositions. In Capricorn Concerto, he composed a portrait of his 
literal home. Using neo-Baroque musical elements, Barber expressed his desire for a 
return to the past, one before the war.
 This deep sense of “home” engendered by the war presented itself in nostalgic 
longing. Although nostalgia emerged as a theme in the Capricorn Concerto, his 1947 
work Knoxville: Summer of 1915, expressed a longing for the simplicities of pre-War life 
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that was of profound magnitude. Within the optimism and celebration of the home-front 
expressed in Barber’s wartime works were the seeds of a darker, more troubling nostalgia 
that went hand-in-hand with the dawning of the Age of Anxiety. It was this deep 
resonance with the fears of many in the Atomic Age that most affected audiences across 
America. 
War and the Flow of Time
Times of war often serve as historical reference points. Eras preceding and 
following major military confrontations are labeled with the defining monikers of “pre-
war” and “post-war.” It is both the time directly preceding and following times of war 
that receive the most scholarly attention. For a long while, the study of music during war 
was in a state of stasis.
Similarly, Barber’s compositional momentum was in stasis throughout the war. 
Fortunately for him, his music did not fall completely out of the public eye. But his 
popularity certainly did not soar the way it had following his Adagio for Strings and 
Violin Concerto. His output during the war represents a mixed bag of pieces, both in 
terms of genre and reception. He composed two marches, a symphony, a concerto grosso, 
and a piano suite in addition to some songs and choral works. The war produced two 
pieces that today are mere shadows in his output: Funeral March and Symphony No. 2. 
But the war also saw works that have demonstrated tremendous staying power and have 
contributed favorably to Barber’s reputation as a skilled composer. Commando March is 
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frequently programmed by wind ensembles, and the Excursions remain a favorite at 
piano recitals.
 The composer who emerged from the war was scarred by it. He had not seen 
fighting and had not suffered in the direct, physical ways as so many others, but he was 
nonetheless deeply affected by the war. From one perspective, he was isolated and 
insulated from it—he was not running around with bullets flying on the beaches of 
Normandy. Instead he was composing music for symphonic premieres. From a different 
perspective, however, Barber was in the thick of the military confrontation. He wrote a 
funeral march for dead soldiers, was displaced from his home and family, and was 
charged with writing propagandistic music.
 The War also had very immediate effects on Barber’s work, even after he was 
released from military service. Barber was overjoyed at the opportunity to return to his 
civilian life and a working schedule devoted entirely to music without the obligations of 
military service. But even though Barber was released from his military post, he found 
himself almost immediately thrown into another political quagmire. In the final months 
of the War, he began working on a Cello Concerto for the famed Russian cellist Raya 
Garbusova. When Barber began the work, the United States was on friendly terms with 
the Soviet Union, united in an effort to overcome Hitler’s fascism. This relationship 
quickly broke down after the war’s end, and the two nations found themselves at the 
beginning of a bitter Cold War, driven on the one hand by Stalin’s almost pathological 
xenophobia, and on the other by the coalescing “Red Scare.” The work that Barber had 
begun during the war that could be seen as musical embodiment of the friendship of the 
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U.S. and the USSR transformed into a politically volatile work as a fear of communism 
and the Soviet Union spread across America. The politics of WWII had changed into a 
new, tense world order, and Barber’s music remained embroiled in it.
 In the context of a century when art was pathologically forward-looking, obsessed 
with innovations and violent breaks with the past, the Second World War was a moment 
when many were led to reconsider their values, in particular—as Barber’s case 
demonstrates—reconnecting with issues that had long shaped discourse on music. WWII 
was a crucible where the impact of war on music and on composers, and the use of war 
and composers in the war, was highly visible. But the themes that shaped (and scarred) 
Barber during the war persist beyond the Armistice. From this study, we can see the ways 
in which a composer’s music comes from these ongoing struggles of artistic integrity, of 
valuations of culture, of confrontation of the past in the present, and of a person displaced 
from his or her home next, and the lifelong struggle to return (and its inevitable 
impossibility).
 One story worth returning to offers a portrait of Barber as a post-World War II 
composer. Twenty years after the War ended, Barber was still struggling with the demons 
of his experiences. For Barber, all of the negative aspects of the war years were embodied 
in his Second Symphony. He remained so tormented about the piece that he retreated to 
the Schirmer library and began ripping up sheet after sheet, score after score, in an 
attempt to destroy every last vestige of the work. But just as Barber could not forget or 
erase his World War II experiences, years later a copy of the score re-emerged, allowing 
the work to remain in print. 
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 Barber is only one composer in this complex web of propaganda, music, and war, 
but through his World War II experiences we can continue to raise issues about the nature 
of propaganda, the semiotic power of genre, and the effects of governmental patronage. 
The post-War period saw a new wave of modernism that condemned the socially-
informed music of the war period, attempting to usher in an era where the autonomous art 
work reigned supreme. But even those works are shaped by the inescapable cultural and 
political ties between music and war—those composers’ choices were a direct response to 
the war.
 Barber remained a dominant personality in the post-war era. Some of his best-
known works were yet to be composed, including the two for which he was awarded the 
Pulitzer Prize (his opera, Vanessa, in 1958 and the Piano Concerto in 1963). That lasting 
success was undoubtedly because of, rather than in spite of, the path his career took 
during the war: he managed to remain active as a composer through his carefully-
negotiated commissions and military assignments, yet through that career path, he was 
also intimately connected to the war effort. Thus, he had turned his music to the service 
of America, and borrowed from her a new purpose and identity for his music. Even 
before the war, Barber was known for his populist approach to composition, writing 
pieces that would appeal to audience tastes rather than music on the cutting edge of 
modernist developments. His experiences with the war only served to enhance this 
aesthetic preference. When many composers returned to a radical, modernist approach to 
writing music after the war, Barber felt no need to follow suit because he was not 
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frightened by the melding of music and nationalistic ideologies—that was territory he had 
already mastered. The enlisted composer held his course.
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